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ABSTRACT 

The gut microbiota (GM) has recently been shown to modulate several systemic 

conditions in human and model systems, most importantly in intestinal disorders. It has 

also been demonstrated to have significant impacts on patients’ susceptibility to colon 

cancer. The GM can be defined as the dynamic communities of bacteria, viruses, fungi 

and archaea that inhabit our gut, skin, and most mucosal surfaces. Considering the fact 

that the human body is exposed to a large number of microorganisms on a daily basis, the 

constant flux and dynamic interactions between host genetics and the GM can lead to the 

variability seen in disease manifestation and susceptibility. This leads to a larger question 

about the relationship of the GM to model systems, and also whether the constant 

interactions between the taxa affect the development and progression of disease. 

Colon cancer is the 3rd leading cause of cancer-related death in the USA. We used 

embryo rederivation to give isogenic APC-gene mutant Pirc rats, a preclinical model of 

colon cancer distinct complex GMs to understand its effect on disease susceptibility. In 

this study, we observed significant differences in intestinal tumor multiplicity based on 

GM profile. Using 16S rRNA sequencing, we characterized the microbial populations of 

two distinct GM groups and further determined functional differences by liquid 

chromatography coupled with tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) to identify 

metabolic differences between GM groups. Colonic epithelium and tumors were 

simultaneously profiled via RNASeq transcriptome analysis. Metabolomics analysis 

allowed detection of differential metabolites between GM groups and potential bacterial-

modulated biomarkers of tumor susceptibility. Simultaneously, bacterial relative 

abundances showed taxa correlating with suppression of both tumor growth and 
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phenotype penetrance as early as 1 month of age. To determine the role of individual 

bacteria Pirc rats were treated with 3 different bacteria associated with reduced or 

increased adenoma burden namely, Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough, Prevotella 

copri, and Fusobacterium nucleatum. The work outlined here addresses adenoma 

development in Pirc rats to identify the potential relationship between these taxa and the 

endogenous, complex GM through multiple approaches. The research presented in this 

dissertation may potentially help unravel the molecular mechanisms contributing to 

disease susceptibility, and could identify therapeutic targets and biomarkers for early 

non-invasive detection and treatment of colon cancer.  
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1. Overview  

Mammalian models such as the mouse and the rat have been invaluable in 

revealing the fundamental biology behind human diseases and conditions, but until 

recently the impact of the microbiome on disease phenotypes was often overlooked. The 

unparalleled advantage of mammalian models has been the ability to highly control both 

the host genetics and the experimental environmental conditions (1). Even under stringent 

conditions there is still a large amount of phenotypic variation that is attributed to 

stochastic deviation, often limiting the translatability and reproducibility of many 

mammalian models to human disease traits. In 2014, the NIH (National Institute of 

Health) outlined a policy to enhance reproducibility in biomedical research in response to 

reports suggesting that research using animal models needed to be more stringent and 

reproducible (2, 3). Franklin and Ericsson outlined several sources and challenges 

affecting said reproducibility. The most provocative of these is the animal gut microbiota 

(GM) that can vary across colonies depending on rodent husbandry and sources from 

which the animals are obtained. Similarly, several studies speculated that the GM may 

play a significant role in affecting reproducibility of studies involving mammalian 

models (1, 4-7).  

While it has been known for decades that murine pathogens could have a large 

impact on disease phenotypes, the highly tested and controlled commensal GM was often 

dismissed as a weak modifier of genetic phenotypes. The first high impact studies that 

began to implicate the role of the GM were in classic mouse models that had been 

extensively studied, and only through rethinking the role of the environment was the GM 

revealed to be a large, controlling factor of the genetic disease phenotypes. In a study 
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using the non-obese diabetic (NOD) mouse model of type-1 diabetes (T1D), Markle et al. 

found that genetic and environmental factors affected disease susceptibility (8). A 

significant feature of this study was the lack of disease in male mice, whereas the females 

developed T1D under specific-pathogen free conditions. It was posited that the 

differential susceptibility was due to the GM. Transfer of cecal contents, i.e. the GM from 

male NOD mice to females, protected against development of diabetes in the females. 

Despite the controlled genetics, they found that the GM had a key role to play in disease 

etiology. There have been extensive advancements in identifying host pathogens which 

were largely performed in standard outbred or highly used inbred mouse or rat strains or 

stocks from a single or limited vendors. Recent studies, however have established that the 

source of the mouse strain could be a contributing aspect to the nature of factors affecting 

the GM such as the immune response (9), including differentiation of Th17 cells in 

mouse models typically used to study intestinal immunity, tolerance and inflammatory 

bowel disease (IBD) susceptibility (10), potentially suggesting a role for the gut 

microbiota.  

While the GM may differ within an inbred strain due to its source or vender, host 

genetics have also been shown to shape the structure of the gut microbiota (5). Petnicki-

Ocwieja et al. reported in a model for Crohn’s disease, that the GM composition of 

Nod2-deficient mice was significantly different from that of their heterozygous 

littermates. It was also reported that MYD88-deficient mice showed an increased 

abundance of segmented filamentous bacteria and increased dysbiosis compared to WT 

(wildtype) animals (11). Several human and mouse studies have established that host 

genetics have a lasting effect on the GM, which are in some cases heritable, where 
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identified taxa were a direct readout of host genetics (12-16). Additionally, it was 

demonstrated that the IL-10 gene knockout in mice leads to substantial shifts in the 

taxonomic profile of the GM (9), compared to wildtype mice. This in turn was found to 

affect arsenic metabolism and biotransformation in the knockout mice (17). Ericsson et 

al. also found that host genetics contributed to the differences in operational taxonomic 

units (OTUs) that were observed between A/JOlaHsd, A/J and C57BL/6 mice (5). 

Despite the complexity of these studies, there are several features regarding the role of 

host genetics and the microbiome that are yet to be studied. Single and multiple gene 

knockouts, and use of mammalian model systems have been the mainstay of studies 

focused on assaying the role of host genetics in disease susceptibility. Herein, it may be 

suggested that the complexity and context of disease susceptibility can be modulated by 

the GM in addition to environmental (18-22) and other classical factors such as host 

genetics, i.e. somatic mutations including base substitutions, indels, rearrangements and 

copy number variations aside from epigenetics (23, 24). It is also conceivable that several 

gene-perturbation studies modelled in mice previously, that seemingly failed and were 

potentially unreported could have been a consequence of the source of the mice, or due to 

differences in the GM. Anecdotally, it is often heard but underreported that a phenotype 

is lost when a colony is rederived from one institution to another suggesting the role of 

the environment, specifically changes of the GM in a model (1).  

 

2. Colon cancer: genetics and models 

A disease that is at the center of the Venn diagram encompassing genetics, animal 

models and the gut microbiota is colorectal cancer (CRC). CRC with an estimated 97,220 
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new cases in 2018 alone is the third most common cancer according to the American 

Cancer Society (Key Statistics for Colorectal Cancer; 

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/colon-rectal-cancer). Patients develop adenomas 

predominantly in the colon, and while the exact etiology is unknown, the risk factors 

include environmental, genetic, immunological and life-style components (25). Genetic 

predisposition, contributes to about 30% of the overall incidence, while the remaining 

cases are sporadic occurrences (26).  

Colon cancer susceptibility is a multifactorial process thought to be primarily 

affected by genetic predisposition, environmental, immune and lifestyle-associated 

factors. Known colon cancer predisposing genetic conditions such as familial 

adenomatous polyposis (FAP), hereditary non polyposis colorectal cancer (HNPCC) or 

Lynch syndrome, the hamartomatous polyposis syndrome, MYH-associated polyposis 

(MAP) and hyperplastic polyposis, only explain a small fraction of heritability of CRC, 

with ~40% of the families with a positive family history being unaffected by known CRC 

syndromes (27, 28). The previous decade of cancer research has focused on host genetic 

susceptibility and the mutations that drive these disorders. To this end, several genes 

known for their increased penetrance, especially among familial cases include the 

gatekeeper adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene (29), mismatch repair gene mutations 

(30) and also the TGF-β (transforming growth factor-beta) gene (31). With the advent of 

deep sequencing technologies it has been shown that cancers have far more mutations 

than previously thought, averaging anywhere from 33 to 66 mutated genes contributing to 

the development of colon cancer (23, 24, 32) that can be perturbed via diet, lifestyle or 

other factors. Simultaneously, genetic modifiers of the CRC phenotype have been 

https://www.cancer.org/cancer/colon-rectal-cancer
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reported by several groups (33-36), including the group IIA secretory phospholipase A2 

gene (Pla2g2a) (37). Despite several studies pointing towards the necessary role of the 

host genome and its subsequent mutations in the development of this disease, the exact 

mechanisms by which these events are triggered remains elusive to a large extent. 

To understand the potential mechanisms through which these mutations might be 

manifested in the host, many groups have performed genome-wide association studies 

(GWAS) (38-44) and transcriptome sequencing of the normal and tumor epithelial tissues 

from colon cancer patients. These studies have identified nearly 37 loci linked with CRC 

risk that have at least one single nucleotide polymorphism or SNP (45). On the other 

hand, Peng et al. analyzed over 4000 samples coupled with 548 normal tissues from 21 

different cancer types acquired through The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA). The TCGA 

is a collection of all the genomes and transcriptomes of tissues from patients with several 

types of cancers, along with corresponding normal tissues from healthy age-matched 

patients. Peng et al. found that a 14-gene signature identified through their analysis was 

sufficient to precisely differentiate between tumor and normal samples in non-TCGA 

cancers such as lung, breast, liver, thyroid, esophagus and colon (46). Meanwhile recent 

studies have focused on determining the differential RNASeq analysis comparing Apc-

defective and Apc-restored colon cancer cell lines such as SW80 (47) or by contrasting 

primary colorectal carcinomas and liver metastases (48). Meanwhile, Adler et al. utilized 

an integrative approach to appreciating the similarities between mouse and human colon 

tumors, identifying PRPF6, a component of the spliceosome that is both differentially 

expressed and demonstrated a gain in copy number (49). Though these studies are highly 

informative, they are limited by the nature of the sample, i.e. cell lines, or the timing of 
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sample collection (post-onset of disease), albeit showing no observable phenotype. 

Others have also recently proposed the idea of interpreting single-cell SNP analyses 

based on RNASeq data (50) or the use of whole-exome sequencing along with RNASeq 

in routine clinical practices for CRC (51). To understand the altered gene expression 

profiles in normal appearing mucosa APC mutant mice, Son et al. used differential gene 

expression (DEG) analysis in 6-week old Apc+/Min mice comparing it to that of wildtype 

animals. 130 genes were found to be differentially expressed between these groups via 

RNASeq analysis (52). These approaches however, also suffer from the same 

disadvantages of sample collection laid out previously. While the importance of such 

studies is undeniable, concrete research determining the role of host genetics and the 

transcriptome prior to onset of disease and how it shapes disease susceptibility is yet to 

be established.  

 

3. Gut microbiome and colon cancer susceptibility 

 A recent report by Brodziak et al. suggested that the expression of certain 

modifier genes was modulated by the gut microbiota (53) while others have described 

genotoxic compounds observed in fecal water serving as biomarkers for tumor incidence 

(54-58). Despite reports of such complex associations, interaction between the GM and 

adenoma development, however is largely under-characterized though bacteria found in 

the gastrointestinal (GI) tract are thought to be responsible for CRC etiology (59-64).  

The vast majority of these recent studies suffer from the lack of longitudinal data and are 

retrospective associations. In 2000, Homann et al. while studying the role of alcohol on 

colorectal cancer suggested that alcohol administration to rats led to folate deficiency in 
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the colonic mucosa, likely due to the high levels of acetaldehyde microbially produced 

from ethanol (65).  Half a decade later the human gut microbiome was discussed as 

having potential implications not only for development of novel therapeutic interventions 

but also for personalized health care regimens (66-68).  

The largest of gut microbiota communities exists in the colon, harboring nearly 

1014 bacterial cells including families and phyla such as Lachnospiraceae, Firmicutes and 

Bacteroidetes. These taxa are thought to encompass the majority of the OTUs found in 

the gastrointestinal tract, especially in the context of those found in CRC patients. These 

numbers vary depending on various factors, and are less prevalent in the small intestine 

increasing in abundance from duodenum to ileum, ranging from a single log10 to multiple 

logs of bacterial copies. Other bacterial families found in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract 

include Actinomycetaceae, Enterobacteriaceae, Lactobacillaceae, and Streptococcaceae 

among others (69). Epidemiological studies have demonstrated that alterations in the gut 

microbiota especially the colon have been associated with the presence or absence of 

human colonic neoplasia. Weir et al. showed through stool 16S rRNA gene profiling 

using samples collected from healthy patients versus those with CRC, that butyrate-

producing genera were under-represented in the latter. They also found that Akkermansia 

muciniphila was 4-fold higher in CRC patients (70). Sears and Garrett also highlighted 

the role of dysbiotic colonic microbiota and its capacity to induce CRC development 

(71). In light of microbial dysbiosis and the complex GM being implicated in the 

prognosis of CRC several studies have identified bacteria as etiological factors of the 

disease (67, 69, 71-73). However, there is still a significant lack of knowledge about how 

tumorigenesis alters the complex GM and if this modulation is subsequently affected by 
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host genetics regardless of predisposing mutations. Retrospective studies in human CRC 

have shown several bacterial operational taxonomic units (OTUs) as being either 

abundant or less prevalent when compared to controls without disease (62, 70, 71). Often 

studies performed on tissues post-tumor development lead to disparate results where 

Prevotellaceae or Prevotella was found to be enriched in normal mucosa or healthy 

patients’ stool (70, 72), while other groups suggest its enrichment in tumors (73-75). 

Most of these findings are based on samples obtained after adenoma development 

therefore raising the question whether the bacteria are inducing the disease or if the 

presence of tumors enriches their growth.  

Addressing this issue, several groups in recent times have tested the role of 

bacteria such as Streptococcus gallolyticus, Fusobacterium nucleatum, and Bacteroides 

fragilis in the Apc+/Min (Apc-Min) mouse model of colon cancer.  Bacteroides fragilis, a 

human colonic commensal was shown to induce persistent colitis in wildtype C57BL/6 

mice, followed by their capacity to promote colonic tumorigenesis in the Apc-Min model 

(76, 77). Wu et al. demonstrated that the enterotoxigenic B. fragilis (ETBF) caused colitis 

and induced colonic tumors in this model. To enhance the colonization of ETBF, the 

authors however, treated the mice with a cocktail of clindamycin and streptomycin prior 

to bacterial administration (76). Although a standard approach for most bacterial-

administration experiments, the use of antibiotics potentially simplifies the endogenous 

GM, creating a pseudo-nearly-germ-free environment. With a toxigenic bacterium such 

as ETBF or genotoxic species like Helicobacter pylori (78), it is likely that such an effect 

would be observed due to the massive relative abundance of an individual species of 

bacteria. However, in studies trying to understand the role of commensal, non-toxigenic 
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bacteria, the lack of endogenous GM may be a confounding factor, establishing an 

unnatural system of testing.  

To better understand the effect of the complex endogenous GM on colon cancer, 

Zackular et al. demonstrated that transferring the microbiome of AOM/DSS-treated 

(Azoxymethane/dextran sodium sulfate) tumor-bearing mice to germ-free recipients led 

to an increased CRC burden. This established and demonstrated the potential of the GM 

to enhance disease susceptibility (64). To further the role of specific bacteria in the 

development of colon cancer, Kostic et al. showed that treating Apc-Min mice daily for 

several months with F. nucleatum potentiates colonic tumorigenesis in a model with a 

primarily small intestinal tumor phenotype. Additionally, they also showed that F. 

nucleatum-treated mice demonstrated a pro-inflammatory expression profile, suggesting 

an immune microenvironment contributing to CRC development (79). The same group 

previously showed Fusobacterium sequences were found via quantitative PCR 

(polymerase chain reaction) and 16S rDNA analysis to be enriched in carcinomas 

compared to adjacent normal tissue (60). Subsequently, it was identified that a host 

polysaccharide, Gal-Gal-NAc (galactose-N-acetyl-galactosamine) is recognized by the 

fusobacterial lectin, Fap2, leading to the binding of F. nucleatum species to the Gal-Gal-

NAc-expressing CRC cells including those established in mice (80). Fusobacterium 

nucleatum and its potentiating role in CRC, thus has been well-established through these 

studies, however, it must be noted that testing bacterial adherence in cell-lines or 

ectopically implanted tumors should be treated with caution when addressing 

physiologically-relevant assessment of the role of bacteria in humans. Similarly, the 

phenotype of CRC observed in the Apc-Min model is primarily that of adenomas in the 
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small intestine, unless treated with AOM/DSS or toxigenic compounds or bacteria. In the 

study by Kostic et al. 6-week old, Apc-Min mice were treated with F. nucleatum every 

day for a period of 8 weeks (79). Although relevant controls were established for this 

study, tumor initiation in this model was shown to occur soon after birth, as early as 1-2-

weeks of age (81, 82). More importantly, gavaging mice for 8 weeks on a daily-basis and 

then assessing the presence of bacteria at sacrifice in colonic tissues potentially biases the 

study towards finding F. nucleatum in tissues analyzed. While the colonization of F. 

nucleatum in the colon cannot be challenged based on these studies, the role of the 

bacteria as a driver or merely a passenger, potentially colonizing tumors after disease 

onset needs to be addressed further. Amitay et al. examined the prevalence of 

Fusobacterium in fecal samples collected from over 500 patients across various CRC 

stages, determined through colonoscopy (83). This analysis included 113 patients with 

advanced adenomas and 231 without any neoplasms (controls). Although the abundance 

of Fusobacterium was found to be associated strongly with carcinoma presence in 46 

patients, it was not associated with that of the advanced adenomas. More importantly, it 

was determined that Fusobacterium was associated positively with advanced cancer 

stages, suggesting that Fusobacterium spp. may be passengers taking advantage of 

favorable conditions, rather than being causal factors (83). It is, however plausible that F. 

nucleatum though being a passenger can be used as a diagnostic tool for the detection of 

advanced stages of CRC.  

F. nucleatum has been associated across several studies and models with 

colorectal tumors. Since the establishment of the role of this periodontal pathogenic 

bacterium in colon cancer, other co-segregating bacteria from the oral community such as 
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Prevotella, Peptostreptococcus and Porphyromonas spp. affecting colonic tumors have 

been brought to light (84-86). The prevalence of S. gallolyticus subsp. gallolyticus, a 

biofilm-forming bacterium has also previously been linked with increased CRC (87). In a 

recent study examining normal colonic tissue and adjacent tumors, biofilm-positive 

samples showed increased presence of tumors (88, 89). Dejea et al. demonstrated that 

bacterial communities exist on colonic tumors, possibly contributing to enhanced cell 

proliferation in CRC patients. According to the same study, the risk of developing CRC 

was 5-fold higher in individuals with certain biofilms, where the metabolites due to the 

presence of biofilms were also shown to alter host tissue microenvironment. Levels of N1, 

N12-diacetylspermine and other polyamines were significantly higher in biofilm-positive 

samples compared with biofilm-negative cancers (90, 91).  

The role of several OTUs either individually, as a biofilm, or as a community has 

been implicated in CRC disease severity (64, 70, 92-94), including a novel OTU known 

as Providencia identified to be enriched in the colorectal tumor microenvironment (95). 

However, these studies do not take into account the reverse association, i.e. how CRC 

progression affects the composition of the complex GM. The idea of CRC passengers is 

also prevalent suggesting that tumors serve as a platform for the enrichment of taxa such 

as Coriobacteria, Veillonella, Faecalibacterium, Rothia, Paracoccus, Prevotella, 

Parabacteroides, and Acinetobacter (96). Other studies have similarly shown that the 

tumor microenvironment also serves as an ideal niche for commensal bacteria (97, 98).  

  

4. Microbiota-induced inflammation/immune responses in CRC 
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In 1890, Dr. William Coley became interested in the disappearance of malignant 

tumors he observed in acute streptococcal infection patients (99). This initial report 

fueled the study of cancer immunology and how immune cells respond to tumorigenesis, 

either as promoters in some cases, or as inhibitors in others. The antitumor response of 

the immune system is continually regulated by the host. This is established in three ways, 

i.e. elimination, equilibrium, and escape. Thus, the immune system can promote cancer 

cell growth and survival, and simultaneously suppress tumors (100). Several cells of the 

immune system are capable of immune-surveillance, thereby helping decrease cancer 

rates through inhibition of tumorigenesis and maintaining regular cellular homeostasis. 

Some of these immune effector cells include macrophages, dendritic cells (DCs), natural 

killer (NK), natural killer T (NKT) cells, B and T lymphocytes (101). While it is 

commonly thought that the infiltration of these cells into adenomas and thereby their 

direct contact with the aberrantly proliferating cells is associated with destruction of the 

tumor mass, reduction of tumor burden and improved prognosis, a report by Man et al. 

suggests that infiltration may promote tumor progression, invasion and metastasis (102).  

Microbial population analyses along with GWAS studies have linked colon 

cancer with an aberrant immune response to intestinal microbiota. GM profiling 

methodologies and recent studies have shown that gut-microbiome associated changes in 

inflammation have a direct effect on tumorigenesis (64-66). Inflammation via innate and 

adaptive immune responses directed towards shifts in microbiota can have a significant 

effect on tumor initiation and progression. Chronic inflammation potentially creates an 

environment that promotes tumor development through immune cells which can produce 

chemokines and cytokines upon activation, influencing neoplasticity, invasion, metastasis 
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and angiogenesis (103). Transcriptional factors such as NF-κB and STAT3 (signal 

transducer and activator of transcription) also promote tumorigenesis driven by 

inflammation, potentially through apoptotic suppression and an increase in cell turnover. 

Cancerous cell-derived soluble compounds may additionally impair antitumoral immune 

responses, further stimulating tumor growth and survival (104). As outlined here, most 

studies involving microbiota and disease phenotype portray or characterize the 

associative relationships of certain bacterial species with increased incidence of disease. 

While the mucosal immune system is tolerant of certain bacteria and dietary antigens, 

cross-communication between commensals and the host immune system can lead to a 

robust response against pathogenic bacteria and also host-derived inflammatory 

conditions. Henceforth, we present a few examples of bacterial modulators of immune 

responses. Clostridium saccharogumia was found to induce colonic CD4+ T regulatory 

cells (Tregs) and also created a microenvironment that was rich in transforming growth 

factor, TGFβ (105). These results also demonstrated that conventional mice had greater 

resistance to colitis as compared to those reared in a specific-pathogen free (SPF) setting. 

Studies by Scher et al. established the association between Prevotella copri and the 

development of rheumatoid arthritis (RA) including a study that increased disease in P. 

copri-treated mice (106). Though a definitive link cannot be made to increased 

abundance of P. copri and RA, since pro-inflammatory cytokines such as Tumor 

Necrosis Factor alpha (TNFα), IL-1, IL-6, GM-CSF, and chemokines such as IL-8 were 

found to be abundant in RA patients, it can be conceived that P. copri may exacerbate the 

production of these immune-modulatory compounds (107). Signaling through MYD88, 

sometimes required for production of NF-κB mediated inflammatory cytokines, occurs 
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through several pathogen recognition receptors (PRR) like Toll-like receptor (TLR) 

which identify pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) (108). Some of these 

PAMPs include lipopolysaccharide or LPS, nucleic acids – bacterial and viral DNA or 

RNA, bacterial peptides like flagellin, peptidogylcans, lipoteichoic acids, lipoproteins 

and fungal glucans (109, 110). A commensal bacterium often used as a probiotic, 

Lactobacillus acidophilus was found to induce high-levels of IFNβ in dendritic cells 

through the MYD88 pathway. It was found that IFNβ was induced by circumventing the 

TLR- pathway through phagosomal uptake thereby opening new frontiers of microbial 

induction of innate immunity (111). A recent review by Slingerland et al. focuses and 

captures the accumulating evidence for the role of the GM in inflammatory diseases. 

There are several indications to suggest that the GM can induce either a pro- or anti- 

inflammatory milieu within the host leading to diseases including inflammatory bowel 

diseases (IBD), Atherosclerosis, Atopic Dermatitis, Psoriasis, Asthma, Fibromyalgia, 

Guillain-Barré syndrome, and Multiple Sclerosis (112).  

For the GM to contribute to or initiate inflammation-mediated tumorigenesis in 

the colon, several models have been proposed that focus on how IBD acts as a precursor 

to CRC, where the mucosal barrier potentially comes into contact with microbial antigens 

and metabolites (113). Grivennikov et al. showed that IL-23, produced by tumor-

penetrating myeloid cells, promotes tumorigenesis through an upregulation of IL-17, IL-6 

and IL-22 in a mouse model of CRC that develop distal colonic tumors (114). Other 

groups have similarly shown that Escherichia coli, a commensal found in the 

gastrointestinal tract can up-regulate IL-17C cytokine levels in the ApcMin mouse model, 

increasing tumor burden through the recruitment of tumor-potentiating lymphocytes and 
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suppression of apoptosis post-induction of Bcl-2 and Bcl-xl (115). Dennis et al. generated 

APCΔ468 mice to assess the role of T cell-derived IL-10 in colon cancer. They reported 

that microbes accumulate within colonic polyps, eliciting a local inflammatory response, 

thus driving an increase in colonic polyposis, whereas IL-10 from T cells and Tregs 

ameliorated this increase in CRC (116). Similarly, when Apc-Min mice deficient in IL-10 

production were conventionalized with bacteria from SPF mice, it lead to increased 

tumor multiplicity in the model. Gnotobiotic studies following up on this phenomenon 

showed that F. nucleatum isolates lacking the FadA and Fap2 adhesins did not induce 

inflammation, whereas the pks+ E. coli promoted a toxin-dependent carcinogenesis 

potentially driven through inflammation (117). Kostic et al. demonstrated that 

colonization of Apc-Min mice with F. nucleatum recruits tumor-infiltrating myeloid cells 

(79), while Ye et al. showed that F. nucleatum subspecies animalis increased IL-17A and 

TNFα expression, along with CCL20 chemokine expression (118). The latter study also 

found that F. nucleatum subsp. animalis stimulated activation and migration of 

monocytes/macrophages. Similarly, previously well-characterized bacteria such as 

Helicobacter spp. are known to have a significant role in the development of CRC. 

Helicobacter hepaticus infections result in colitis, CRC and also in extra-intestinal 

diseases across several strains of mice. Rag2-/- mice inoculated with H. hepaticus were 

shown to have increased inflammation and subsequent cancer development, 

simultaneously causing inhibition of DNA repair gene expression in the colon (119, 120).  

 

5. Methods to unravel the complexity of the GM: Altered Schaedler Flora and 

Complex Microbiota Targeted Rederivation (CMTR) 
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Most gut microbiota-related studies, in the context of identifying bacterial drivers 

of colon cancer, tend to lean towards using germ-free (GF) or mono-associated animals. 

While this approach may be necessary for gleaning insights into the mechanisms of how 

particular species contribute or modulate the disease, the naturally occurring gut 

microbiota and its role in the process is ignored (6). It must be noted that in humans, and 

also in mammalian model systems, large communities of bacteria co-exist, synergistically 

with the host and with each other. Kostic et al. along with others recently noted that the 

mouse gut microbiota is very similar to that of humans (92), sharing up to eighty bacterial 

genera within the GM profiles (121, 122). These complex mixtures of bacteria utilize 

metabolites from each other creating a community metabolite profile that may be more 

relevant than an individual bacterial metabolite. 

  While the GF or mono-associated mice approach is necessary the role of the 

endogenous, complex GM cannot be ignored. An alternative approach to this reductionist 

methodology is the potential use of animal models with an Altered Schaedler Flora (ASF) 

GM (123). Developed by R.P. Orcutt in 1978 with eight bacteria within the 

gastrointestinal tract, the ASF model community has since been used to investigate 

interactions within members of the GM. Considering their well-characterized 

microbiome, the ASF taxa allow for studying both homeostatic and disease-related 

contributions of the bacteria (123). More importantly, with the general acceptance of 

microbiota-mediated and microbiome-targeted therapies (66), such GM models may be 

necessary to understand bacterial interactions and to develop therapeutics for human 

health. However, the maintenance of such a model may be highly expensive limiting the 

scope and feasibility of long-term studies. 
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On the other hand, Hart et al. recently showed that mouse models could be 

established with differing complex gut microbiota, via a technique called Complex 

Microbiota Targeted Rederivation, or CMTR (124). They found that both B6 and C3H 

IL-10 knockout mice had significantly different disease severities, which was altered 

exclusively by the GM composition. Their report proposed the use of CMTR as an 

alternate means to study the role of the microbiome, while establishing the resident, 

complex GM as a prime factor of disease. These developments in GM modelling 

including the ASF and CMTR methodologies will be crucial to understanding not only 

the role of specific bacteria, but that of a known or well-established consortium of 

bacteria in colon cancer susceptibility in the future.  

 

6. Pirc rat model of colon cancer and differential susceptibility due to GM 

Thus far, we have highlighted the varied roles of the gut microbiota in affecting 

colonic tumorigenesis. In order to model human colonic cancer phenotype, we use a rat 

model of familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP). The disease in this preclinical model 

occurs due to mutations in the β-catenin binding domain of the gatekeeper tumor 

suppressor gene, adenomatous polyposis coli (APC). APC mutations are not only seen in 

FAP, but also play a rate-limiting role in sporadic CRC (125-127). The Apc+/Pirc rats 

develop colonic adenomas compared to mouse models of APC which have a small-

intestinal phenotype and also show a sex-bias with increased tumor multiplicity observed 

in males compared to female rats (128). The size of the rat also allows for monitoring 

adenoma development longitudinally using endoscopy. Using this Pirc (Polyposis in Rat 

Colon) rat model, we previously demonstrated that the indigenous complex GM has a 
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significant effect on tumor multiplicity (129). To address how the naturally occurring 

GM affects CRC susceptibility, we utilized the CMTR technique with the Pirc rat model 

of FAP (127, 128, 130). By transferring genetically identical Pirc embryos into three 

different GM backgrounds (124), we demonstrated that the indigenous complex gut 

microbiota has a significant effect on tumor multiplicity. Upon examination of tumor 

multiplicity we found that one group harboring the microbiome obtained through the 

LEW/SsNHsd surrogate dam (GM:Lewis) had a significantly lower tumor burden. The 

GM:Lewis group also had two rats that did not develop any colonic tumors, revealing 

that a previously completely penetrant phenotype could become incompletely penetrant 

purely by altering the GM (131). Based on the results obtained by sequencing the fecal 

samples of the Pirc rats at 1 month and 4 months, we found several OTUs that were 

differentially enriched as early as 4 weeks of age, leading to their potential use as 

biomarkers of disease onset or potential probiotics.  This evidence suggests that it may be 

useful to concentrate on the characterization of the complex, endogenous commensal 

microbes which contribute to CRC development in conjunction with other OTUs in the 

community. 

 

7. Biofilms and colon cancer etiology 

 Recent evidence in the colon cancer field has suggested the pro-tumorigenic 

capacity of biofilms (132, 133). Some studies have suggested biofilms, in general, may 

be causative factors, altering the metabolome of the host (134, 135). Meanwhile, others 

have reported the presence of toxigenic biofilm-forming bacteria such as Bacteroides 

fragilis as initiating factors for disease susceptibility (136). Therefore, it is prudent that 
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further studies elucidating the role of the GM in colon cancer must take into account 

virulence or other disease-potentiating factors of the entire community including biofilms 

in a given system. While the original definition of a biofilm refers to an irreversible 

association of microbial cells with a surface, enclosed in a polysaccharide matrix (137), it 

does not specify if the cells are monoclonal or could include polymicrobial populations. 

In the context of the complex GM, especially in a highly diverse environment such as the 

colon, biofilms could potentially be comprised of multiple bacterial species. 

The role of biofilms in colon cancer etiology was first described by Macfarlane et 

al. in 1997 (138). The prevalence of S. gallolyticus subsp. gallolyticus, a biofilm-forming 

bacterium has also previously been linked with increased CRC (87). In a study examining 

normal colonic tissue and adjacent tumors, biofilm-positive samples showed increased 

presence of tumors (88, 89). Dejea et al. demonstrated that bacterial communities exist on 

colonic tumors, possibly contributing to enhanced cell proliferation in CRC patients. 

According to the same study, the risk of developing CRC was 5-fold higher in individuals 

with biofilms, where the metabolites due to the presence of biofilms were also shown to 

alter host tissue microenvironment. Levels of N1, N12-diacetylspermine and other 

polyamines were significantly higher in biofilm-positive samples compared with biofilm-

negative cancers (90, 91). Considering the complex and dynamic nature of the gut 

microbiota, especially in the colon, it may be necessary going forward to understand the 

role and contribution of individual bacteria to biofilm-formation and to host disease 

phenotype. 

 

8. Beyond bacterial profiling and associations 
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 The presence or absence and the association of bacterial taxa has been furnished 

in various reports addressing the role of the microbiota in colon cancer patients (64-66). 

These associative studies serve the critical purpose of potentially identifying susceptible 

patients from those that are more resistant or have a delayed-onset of adenomas. More 

importantly, profiling studies of the GM composition and structure only provide nominal 

details, but do not yield any insight into the function of the bacteria and the complex GM. 

With this in view, the missing link between the gut microbiota and the host has been 

recently established through the metabolome. Studies have shown that bacteria in the GI 

tract influence the host metabolic pathways (139, 140), including levels of host 

metabolites. Metabolomics, therefore is becoming an essential process for understanding 

the function of microbial communities within the gut. This technique offers insights into 

the real-time changes in small molecules including lipids, neurotransmitters, short-chain 

fatty acids (SCFA) and amino acids.  

 Studies have found that bacterial presence in the GI tract affects not only the 

composition, but also the relative abundance of metabolites (141-143). Interestingly, it is 

challenging to determine the origin of bacterial or host metabolites. However, it is known 

that certain bacteria are capable of modifying host metabolites which are commonly 

found in the host. For examples, oleic acid can be oxidized by Propionibacterium acnes. 

It is thought that the breakdown products of this oxidation process are prevalent in 

sebaceous sites (143). Similarly, another study found increased levels of branch-chain 

amino acids (BCAAs) and a subsequent increase in P. copri and Bacteroides vulgatus. 

These bacteria were reported to increase levels of circulating BCAAs in serum samples, 

when mice were fed a high-fat diet (144). Using metagenomics sequencing approaches, 
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others have similarly shown that bacterial species including Bilophila wadsworthia and 

A. muciniphila are associated with metabolic markers for high-risk populations of obesity 

(145). Understanding the interplay between the host gut microbiota and the metabolome 

may pave the way for precision medicine treatments taking into consideration the varied 

GM communities and their potential effect of disease susceptibility. 

 

9. Concluding remarks 

Considering the dynamic nature of the gut microbiota, stringent studies 

addressing the role of host genetics and transcriptome in the context of a complex 

microbiota community are needed. While the information provided in this chapter is 

limited to an introduction of the subject, there is a wealth of evidence regarding 

metabolites produced by the GM which can affect tumor progression and susceptibility 

through both genetic and epigenetic mechanisms (146). When mono-associated or germ-

free studies are deliberated, ASF models and CMTR may provide an interesting prospect 

for analyzing the role of the complex GM architecture to investigate the mechanisms by 

which specific bacteria affect CRC. Though the idea of co-culturing or testing 

communities of bacteria for their effect on colon cancer has been pursued (65), the 

process is still not widely used. It may also be beneficial for future studies to incorporate 

complex GM communities into their studies, also taking into consideration biofilms and 

metabolite exchange among syngeneic communities (147). Other challenges that require 

addressing include identification of mechanistic links between the metabolic activities of 

the GM, especially SCFAs and bile acids. This has to be considered in light of the 

complex GM because it is known that bacterial products could serve as the substrate for 
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other taxa to flourish or produce molecules such as butyrate which could alter the 

etiology of the disease through DNA repair mechanisms (148). Another aspect of the 

disease that we did not delve into is the diet, and how it affects not only CRC progression 

but also the GM. Identifying and establishing methodologies to stably maintain a GM 

profile in the host is beneficial, including the investigation into how diet affects the 

establishment of a stable GM. Above all, the nature of the gut microbiome and the 

possibility of manipulating certain bacteria should not be disregarded as a potential 

source of therapeutics against intestinal and other systemic disorders. The continuous 

advancement in techniques, including deep sequencing, metabolomics, transcriptomics, 

and proteomics can have a significant impact on understanding the interactions of the 

multi-faceted etiology of colon cancer. Overall the gut microbiota, whether simple, SPF, 

complex, or wild is proving to be a jack of all trades or rather of all conditions, diseases 

and therapeutics. 
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CHAPTER II 

EARLY TREATMENT WITH FUSOBACTERIUM NUCLEATUM SUBSP. 

POLYMORPHUM OR PREVOTELLA COPRI DECREASES TUMOR BURDEN IN 

THE PIRC RAT MODEL OF HUMAN FAMILIAL ADENOMATOUS 

POLYPOSIS 

 (Susheel Bhanu Busi, Sarah Hansen, and James Amos-Landgraf) 
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1. Overview       

Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death (149). The Pirc rat model of 

colon cancer carries a mutation in the APC (Adenomatous Polyposis in Coli) gene 

leading to colonic adenomas, similar to those seen in familial adenomatous polyposis 

(FAP) patients (127, 130, 131, 150). Commensal bacteria have been reported through 

numerous studies involving the Apc+/Min mice and from human patient samples to be 

capable of colonizing the gastrointestinal (GI) tract and having a quantifiable impact on 

disease phenotype (64, 151-154). However, the mouse model of FAP predominantly 

develops small intestinal tumors, unlike the colonic phenotype observed Pirc rat and the 

human samples are collected after disease onset.  

Most importantly, a recent study demonstrated that the microbiome of the rat 

resembles more closely that of humans, than the GI microbiome of the mouse (155). 

Fusobacterium nucleatum (F. nucleatum) is a Gram-negative, facultative anaerobe found 

ubiquitously in the human mouth (156), where it is implicated in periodontal diseases and 

generally considered an oral pathogen (157). Recent studies involving the role of F. 

nucleatum in the development and progression of colorectal cancers suggest a critical role 

for the bacterium mostly through inflammatory mechanisms (61, 158-160). Aside from 

the small intestinal phenotype with few colonic tumors observed in the Apc+/Min model, 

these studies involved a daily gavage for up to 8 weeks with F. nucleatum to establish 

long term GI colonization.  

Simultaneously, around the same time as the reports of F. nucleatum’s role in 

colon cancer were suggested, other studies including our own showed that Prevotellaceae 

and/or Prevotella spp. were abundant in healthy colorectal cancer (CRC) patients and 
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models (64, 70, 131, 161). Contradictory to these reports, some studies found that 

Prevotella was responsible for an increase in dysbiotic colitis, associated with an 

enhanced susceptibility to arthritis (106), hypertension (162), and was also found to be 

enriched in a group of cancer patients (163).  

In order to explore the potential of F. nucleatum to enhance colonic adenomas and 

determine its longitudinal colonization potential, and to address the disparity with respect 

to the role of Prevotella spp. in colon cancer, we treated the Pirc rat model of colon 

cancer with two doses of F. nucleatum subsp. polymorphum or P. copri prior to weaning. 

A pre-weaning time point was established to allow the complex GM to stabilize with the 

introduced taxa, while it is also thought that adenomas may be initiated as early as 2 

weeks of age (164, 165). Though not having colonized the rat gut at 1 week post-

weaning, we found that the early treatment of rats with either Fn. polymorphum or P. 

copri, led to a decreased adenoma multiplicity at sacrifice irrespective of sex. The 

number of tumors varied significantly between the treated and control groups at 4 

months, surprisingly showing an increased tumor burden in the control, phosphate 

buffered saline (PBS)-treated rats, compared to those treated with either bacterium. 

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Experimental design 

Male and female F344-Apc+/am1137 Pirc rats were used in the experiments to ensure 

increased significant differences due to the enhanced tumor potentiation of Fn. 

polymorphum or P. copri between the treated and control groups. In order to achieve a 

power of 0.8, and assuming alpha-error of 0.05, 6-8 animals were used per sex per 
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treatment group. The experimental design is laid out for bacterial treatment and 

subsequent analyses in Fig.1 and Fig.3.  

2.2. Animal husbandry and housing 

Pirc rats were generated by crossing male, F344/Ntac-Apc+/am1137 Pirc rats with 

wildtype female rats obtained commercially from Envigo Laboratories (Indianapolis, IN), 

i.e. F344/NHsd. All animals were group housed, prior to time of breeding on ventilated 

racks (Thoren, Hazleton, PA) in micro-isolator cages. Cages were furnished with corn 

cob bedding and were fed irradiated 5058 PicoLab Mouse Diet 20 (LabDiet, St. Louis, 

MO). Rats had ad libitum access to water purified by sulfuric acid (pH 2.5-2.8) treatment 

followed by autoclaving. Prior to breeding, fecal samples were collected from both the 

breeders using aseptic methods. Female rats were added to the male cage for mating, and 

after allowing for one day of mating, to establish timed pregnancies, females were moved 

to new cages and individually housed thereafter.  

All procedures were performed according to the guidelines regulated by the Guide 

for the Use and Care of Laboratory Animals, the Public Health Service Policy on 

Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the Guidelines for the Welfare of 

Animals in Experimental Neoplasia, and were approved by the University of Missouri 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

2.3. Genotyping and animal identification 

Pups were ear-punched prior to weaning at 12 days of age using sterile technique. 

DNA was extracted using the “HotSHOT” genomic DNA preparation method previously 

outlined (166). Briefly, ear punches were collected into an alkaline lysis reagent (25 mM 
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NaOH and 0.2 mM EDTA at a pH 12). The ear clips were heated at 90 ˚C on a heat block 

for 1 hour, followed by addition of the neutralization buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8) and 

vortexing for 5 seconds. DNA, thus obtained was used for a high resolution melt (HRM) 

analysis as described previously (131).  

2.4. Fecal sample collection 

Fecal samples were collected from the dams, prior to gavaging the pups. At 2 

weeks of age, the pups were swabbed prior to gavaging with Fn. polymorphum or P. 

copri. Swabbing was performed using a cotton-tipped applicator (sterile, Medline catalog 

no. MDS202095), by dipping in warm PBS and them stimulating the rectal area of the 

pup. The tip was then cut-off with a sterile pair of scissors and placed into sterile 

Eppendorf tube. Fecal samples from adult rats post-weaning, and breeders were collected 

by placing the animal in a clean, sterile cage without bedding. Fecal samples were 

collected monthly starting at 3 weeks of age or weaning. Freshly evacuated feces were 

speared with a sterile toothpick or forceps and placed into a sterile Eppendorf tube. All 

samples were stored at -80 ˚C until further processing.  

2.5. Fusobacterium nucleatum subsp. polymorphum culture, administration and 

qPCR 

Fn. polymoprhum was obtained from ATCC (ATCC® 10953, Manassas, VA) as a 

freeze-dried culture. The bacteria were subsequently revived in TSB (tryptic soy broth) 

liquid media and plated onto TSBA (tryptic soy agar plates supplemented with 5% sheep 

blood) (Anaerobe Systems, Pasadena, CA). On days 14 and 15 of age, rats were gavaged 

orally with 0.3 mL of Fn. polymorphum cultures resuspended in anaerobic PBS (pH 7) 

with ~109 CFUs/mL (colony forming units per milliliter). Bacterial titers were estimated 
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pre- and post-gavage by performing serial dilutions using TSB liquid media and plated 

onto TSBA plates. Pre- and post-gavage CFUs were determined by manually counting 

the bacteria on the plates and also using the Promega Colony Counter app for iOS 

systems on an iPad (Promega Corporation, Madison, WI), and averaged to obtain final 

CFU counts. The formula used for estimation of total number of bacteria is B=N/mD, 

where, B is the number of bacteria per mL, N is the number of CFU, D is the dilution 

factor and m is the volume plated, i.e. 100 µL.  

Total extracted fecal DNA was used to determine the number of Fn. 

polymorphum copies in each sample using qPCR (quantitative polymerase chain reaction) 

based on methods previously established (59). 10 ng of DNA was used for determining 

the relative abundance of Fn. polymorphum based on the Eubacterial 16S copy numbers. 

Fn. polymorphum has 5 copies of the 16S genes which was taken into account when 

normalizing to the Eubacterial 16S copy numbers. Each sample reaction was setup in 

quadruplicates. To obtain a standard curve, and to use as a positive control, Fn. 

polymorphum DNA extracted using the fecal DNA extraction protocol, from the stock 

culture (Fn. polymorphum, ATCC® 10953) was used.  

2.6. Prevotella copri culture, administration and qPCR 

Prevotella copri (DSM-18205) was obtained as a freeze-dried culture from the 

Leibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures, 

Braunschweig, Germany. The bacteria were revived using Brain Heart Infusion (BHI, 

Cat.No.237400, BD Difco, Fisher Scientific, Hampton, NH) and plated onto Columbia 

Blood agar plates supplemented with  5% defibrinated sheep blood (c. AS-895, Anaerobe 

Systems, Pasadena, CA). On days 14 and 15 of age, rats were gavaged orally with 0.3 mL 
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of cultures with ~109 CFUs/mL. Pre- and post-gavage CFUs were determined as 

described previously, and averaged to obtain final CFU counts. Based on methods 

described earlier established, qPCR was used to determine P. copri copy number from 

total extracted fecal DNA using the following primer-probe set designed specifically for 

bacteria: Forward (5’-3’): CCGGACTCCTGCCCCTGCAA, Reverse (5’-3’): 

GTTGCGCCAGGCACTGCGAT, Probe (5’-3’):  

ATTCGGGACGGCAAGCTATACCAA. 

Stock culture of P. copri was extracted using the same DNA extraction method and used 

as a positive control, simultaneously establishing a standard curve. The relative 

abundance in each sample was normalized to that of Eubacterial 16S copy numbers 

specific to the sample using pan-Eubacterial primers (122)`. Each sample reaction was 

setup in quadruplicates.  

2.7. Fecal DNA extraction, 16S library preparation and sequencing 

Fecal samples were pared down to 65 mg using a sterile blade and then extracted 

using methods described previously (5).  Amplification of the V4 hypervariable region of 

the 16S rDNA was performed at the University of Missouri DNA core facility 

(Columbia, MO) also, as previously described (5). 

2.8. Colonoscopy 

Colonoscopies, described previously (167) were performed monthly on all rats, 

starting at 4 weeks of age, i.e. one week post-treatment with Fn. polymorphum or P. copri 

until necropsy. Tumor images from the colonoscopy were used to determine average size 
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of the colonic tumors using ImageJ, a free-to-use software distributed through the 

National Institute of Health (NIH, Bethesda, MD) (168) 

2.9. Tumor counts and measurements 

All animals were humanely euthanized with CO2 (carbon di-oxide) administration 

and necropsied at 16 weeks of age. The small intestine and colon from the rats were 

placed on to bibulous paper and then splayed opened longitudinally by cutting through 

the section. Tissues were then fixed overnight in 10% formalin, and were replaced with 

70% ethanol for long term storage until adenoma counting was performed. Tumor sizes 

were measured using the Leica Application Suite 4.2, after capturing post-fixed images as 

previously described (131).  

2.10. Statistical analyses and figures 

All statistical analyses and graphing for figures (except Fig.1) were prepared 

through GraphPad Prism version 7 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). P-

values were set to identify significance at a value less than 0.05, unless otherwise 

indicated.  

 

3. Results 

3.1 Early administration of Fusobacterium nucleatum subsp. polymorphym or 

Prevotella copri alleviates early tumor multiplicity in the Pirc rat 

Pirc rats were divided into control or treated animals to determine the effect of 

Fn. polymorphum or P. copri in a rat model of human colon cancer. Control animals were 

gavaged with anaerobic PBS, while the treated group received either Fn. polymorphum or 
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P. copri cultures (Supplementary Figure 1). All groups received two gastric gavages on 

days 14, and 15 of age with 300 µl of either PBS or bacterial cultures resuspended in PBS 

with ~109 colony forming units (CFU) per mL. We found that at 1 week post-treatment 

and at 4 months of age, we did not detect significant colonization by either bacterium 

(Supplementary Fig.1B and 1C). Both the control and the treated rats were sacrificed at 4 

months of age. After necropsy, colonic adenoma multiplicity was determined and found 

to be significantly different between the control and Fn. polymorphum –treated rats, and 

also between the control and P. copri –treated Pirc rats (Fig.1), irrespective of sex. These 

results suggest that early treatment of colon cancer susceptible Pirc rats with Fn. 

polymorphum or P. copri alleviates tumor multiplicity.  

3.2 Average adenoma burden is not modulated by early bacterial treatment 

At each colonoscopy time point, i.e. 1, 2 and 3 months of age, gross images of the 

colonic lesions were captured as described in the Methods section. ImageJ was used to 

establish a scale for each image using a ruler next to the colonic tissue, as an internal 

control to normalize distance of the camera from the colonic tissue (168). Average 

adenoma burden was calculated from each image, by carefully selecting the tumor 

section, and averaging out the total adenoma area, by number of adenomas observed as 

previously described in (131). No differences were observed in the average tumor area 

via colonoscopy at any of the time points. Similarly, at sacrifice, the colonic tumors were 

sized as previously described (131). Treatment with Fn. polymorphum (Fig.2A) or P. 

copri (Fig.2B) did not affect the average tumor sizes compared to the control, PBS-

treated rats. Interestingly, in conjunction with the tumor multiplicity results, this suggests 

that the progression of tumor development is not affected by the treatment. This raises the 
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possibility that the initiation of tumors is being modulated due to the treatment with either 

Fn. polymorphum or P. copri.  

3.3. GM population richness and diversity is unaffected by bacterial administration 

prior to disease onset 

We introduced a novel bacterial species to the endogenous complex GM 

populations via treatment of Pirc rats with Fn. polymorphum. Immediately after 

treatment, i.e. 1 week post-treatment, we found that the estimated species richness 

(Chao1) in the bacteria-treated animals was increased significantly compared to the 

control, PBS-treated animals while the overall diversity did not vary (Fig.3A). The 

elevated increase in estimated richness and diversity index (Shannon) were at similar 

levels by 2 months of age (Fig.3B).  

3.4. P. copri treatment did not affect the richness and diversity of the endogenous 

gut microbiota immediately after treatment 

We used a similar approach, where Pirc rats were treated with P. copri. We found 

that at 1 week post-treatment, the Chao1 values in the bacteria-treated animals were 

similar to the control, PBS-treated animals (Fig.3A). Likewise, the richness and diversity 

of the GM in the P. copri-treated Pirc rats was unaltered due to treatment.  

3.5. Fn. polymorphum treatment modulates the predicted microbiota metabolic 

capacity 

We used 16S rDNA sequencing to characterize the endogenous gut microbiota in 

the colon using fecal samples collected from the treated rats at weaning, i.e. 1 week post-

treatment. We found that treatment with Fn. polymorphum induced a significant shift in 

the overall GM community profile of the Pirc rats (Fig.4A, 4B and Supplementary 
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Fig.2A). More importantly, we determined the predicted metabolic and functional 

capacity of the bacteria using PICRUSt (phylogenetic investigation of communities by 

reconstruction of unobserved states) analysis. We found increased metallic ion transport 

systems in the control animals while spermidine-putrescine transport was predicted to be 

elevated in the animals treated with the bacteria (Fig.4C). Simultaneously, we found 

several OTUs (operational taxonomic units) with a fold-change of greater than 2, 

elevated in either group (Fig.4D).   

3.6. GM structure maintains differences post-treatment at 2 months of age  

At 2 months of age, the GM profile was characterized as described earlier. We 

found that the Firmicutes:Bacteroidetes ratio was significantly decreased in the Fn. 

polymorphum group (Fig.5A and Supplementary Fig.2B). We also noticed a significant 

shift in the GM profile observed between the two groups (Fig.5B and 5C). 

Staphylococcus, Mucispirillum, Alphaproteobacteria, Gemella and order RF32 were 

increased in the control animals (Fig.5E). On the other hand, Fn. polymorphum-treated 

animals showed an increased fold-change of Bifidobacterium, Desulfovibrio, Dorea, 

Turicibacter and other OTUs. We simultaneously found that the predicted functional 

capacity of the GM profile showed elevated pathways such as heme and methionine 

biosynthesis, spermidine-putrescine transport and succinate dehydrogenase in the Pirc 

rats treated with the bacteria. Meanwhile, the control rats showed elevated energy 

metabolism pathways: glycolysis, sugar transport and the pentose phosphate metabolic 

activity in the colon (Fig.5D).  
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3.7. GM profile and function modulated by P. copri treatment regardless of 

colonization 

We assessed the gut microbiota (GM) profile using 16S rDNA sequencing and 

found that the composition and profile of P. copri-treated rats differed significantly at one 

week post-treatment (Fig.6A) and two months of age (Fig.6B). One week after treatment 

we found significant increases in taxa such as Candidatus Arthromitus, Turicibacter, 

Alphaproteobacteria and Bacillaceae in the control rats, whereas the treated rats showed 

elevated levels of Lactobacillus, Prevotellaceae 1, Pediococcus and Anaeroplasma 

(Fig.6C). We found increased Anaeroplasma, Prevotellaceae 1, Alistipes and 

Butyricimonas in the P. copri-treated rats at 2 months of age, while Lachnospira, 

Enterobacteriaceae, Peptostreptococcaceae1 and Bacilli were elevated in the control 

animals (Fig.6D). We used predicted metabolic functional modelling of the 16S rDNA 

sequencing data (169) to understand the role of the bacterial populations in control and P. 

copri-treated rats. We found that pathways involved in pyruvate reduction via ferredoxin 

oxidoreductases were elevated in the latter, i.e. P. copri group both at one week post-

treatment and at 2 months of age (Fig.6E and 6F) with increased histidine biosynthesis 

and gluconeogenesis in the control rats alone at one week post-treatment (Supplementary 

Figure 3). 

 

4. Discussion 

Fusobacterium nucleatum (Fn) has been associated with the prevalence and 

incidence of colon cancer by several groups (59, 159, 170-174). On the other hand, P. 

copri reports suggest its elevated abundance in the healthy controls (70, 131), while 
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others suggest its association with elevated inflammatory bowel disease and colon cancer 

(175, 176). A large proportion of these studies used retrospective approaches where the 

abundance of the bacteria was determined from tumor tissues, after development of 

disease and compared to their matched samples from the normal epithelium. Due to this 

observation, some evidence has pointed to the role of F. nucleatum as a passenger of the 

disease and not a driver of colon cancer (83) while that of P. copri is poorly understood. 

Studies attempting to elucidate the mechanisms of F. nucleatum have employed 

regiments including daily bacterial supplementation (59). However, this approach may be 

flawed where the increased abundance of the bacterium at sacrifice could be due to the 

continuous treatment.  

To determine if F. nucleatum enhances colon cancer susceptibility, we used the 

Pirc rat model of human colon cancer which recapitulates the phenotype observed in 

patients with a loss of function mutation in the Apc gene observed in both spontaneous 

tumors and familial cases (130, 150). Patients with colorectal cancer have been reported 

to have at least four different subtypes of F. nucleatum (177, 178). One of the types, Fn. 

polymorphum was detected in a quantitative profile of cancer-associated bacteria (179) 

and also found to be enriched in oral squamous cell carcinoma patients (180). More 

importantly, the FadA protein required for adhesion of the bacteria (181, 182) was found 

to be enriched in the polymorphum subspecies (183). Therefore, we treated Pirc rats with 

Fn. polymorphum prior to weaning, and visible onset of colonic adenomas. We found that 

the colonic tumor multiplicity was decreased but the bacterial treatment did not alter the 

average tumor size. This suggests that the treatment potentially inhibits the initiation of 

tumors and not the progression of disease once tumors are formed. Most studies treating 
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animal models with F. nucleatum have demonstrated an increase in tumor multiplicity 

post-treatment, however, this was not observed in our study. It is known that the complex 

gut microbiota is capable of modulating disease phenotype (131, 184-187) outlining the 

possibility of the differences in tumor burden observed. The physiology of the Apc+/Pirc 

rat model of colon cancer is different from that of the traditionally used mouse model, i.e. 

Apc+/Min (29, 127, 128, 188). This may potentially explain the variation in tumor 

multiplicity after treating with Fn. polymorphum. Alternatively, studies till date have 

identified the bacterium as F. nucleatum (59, 159, 189-195), ignoring the possibility of a 

subspecies. Fn. polymorphum, though reported in human cancers, may have differential 

effects in our model. This needs further validation, where strains and subspecies isolated 

from human subjects are tested in animal models to confirm their pathogenicity.  

To address the mechanisms contributing to adenoma development, we predicted 

the metabolic functional capacity of the complex GM using PICRUSt analysis. We found 

enrichment in pathways involved in the spermidine-putrescine transport system and 

succinate dehydrogenase pathways. Proliferation of undifferentiated colonocytes has 

been associated with increased polyamines such as spermidine (196, 197), which have 

also been suggested as potential biomarkers for identifying patients with colorectal 

cancer (198). Simultaneously, succinate has been proposed as a biomarker for identifying 

colonic tumors by Wishart et al. (199, 200). Moreover, decreased succinate 

dehydrogenase expression has been associated with growth of CRC cells in vitro and 

other carcinomas (201-203). The GM community found in the Fn. polymorphum group 

showed an elevated succinate dehydrogenase pathway possibly eliminating the genotoxic 

effect of the substrate in this group compared to the control rats. Simultaneously, we 
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found that despite the lack of colonization, P. copri-treated rats showed elevated levels of 

the predicted metabolic pathway involved in pyruvate ferrodoxin oxidoreductase enzyme 

production. Reports indicate that this enzyme produces butyrate, mediated via utilization 

of lactate by taxa such as Clostridia which was also found to be elevated in the P. copri-

treated rats (204-206). Meanwhile, taxa such as Lactobacillus and Butyricimonas 

increased in the P. copri group are also thought to be butyrate-producers, a SCFA that 

has been reported to prevent tumorigenesis in mice models of colon cancer (207, 208). 

In addition to differential pathways being enriched in the control and treated 

groups, bacteria found to be associated with non-cancer samples or tissues such as 

Bifidobacterium (209), Pseudomonas (210), Adlercreutzia (211, 212), Prevotella (131) 

and Desulfovibrio (213, 214) were elevated in the Pirc rats treated with Fn. 

polymorphum. Similarly, Desulfovibrio, Lactobacillus, and Parabacteroides, that have 

been associated with stool and tissues samples collected from healthy volunteer CRC 

patients (213, 215), were detected in the P. copri-treated rats. Considering the complexity 

of the interactions and the differential functional capacity of each of these taxa, further 

studies are warranted that can tease apart the individual contributions. For example, 

Bifidobacterium and Ruminococcus found to be increased in the treatment group are 

mucin-resident lactate-producers through anaerobic respiration in the GI tract (214, 216). 

Reports suggest bacteria such as Desulfovibrio can utilize lactate for sulfide formation 

(213), where other data point towards a pro-apoptotic effect of hydrogen sulfide (217). 

Such complex interactions between the endogenous commensal GM communities may 

have created an anti-tumorigenic microenvironment in the Fn. polymorphum or P. copri-

treated Pirc rats. On the other hand, although highly implausible it cannot be ruled out 
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that treatment with the PBS alone may have caused an increase in pro-tumorigenic 

bacteria, thus explaining the higher tumor burden observed in the control group as 

compared to the Fn. polymorphum treatment.  

Another plausible mechanism by which treatment with Fn. polymorphum or P. 

copri promotes decreased tumorigenesis could be via induction of the host immune 

response either through inflammation or tolerance. It has been reported that F. nucleatum 

modulates the tumor-immune microenvironment and initiates inflammation in the gut, 

also promoting chemoresistance through modulation of autophagy (59, 218-220). 

Simultaneously, subspecies animalis of the same bacterial species has been shown to 

enhance proinflammatory cytokine expression in tumors (118). This coupled with the 

possibility that encountering microbial antigens prior to weaning may enhance 

tolerogenic capacity to opportunistic pathogens (221, 222) may be associated with the 

reduced tumor phenotype. Similarly, P. copri-treatment is associated with the activation 

of PPARγ transcriptional activity (223). This is directly linked to the presence of anti-

tumorigenic SCFA, butyrate and propionate. Prevotella was also found to be involved in 

the phosphorylation of PPARγ through ERK1/2. More importantly, some studies have 

shown that P. copri is capable of inducing an inflammatory immune response (106, 224, 

225), through the recruitment of CCR5+CCR6+CD8+ T cells and expression of IL-17E, 

creating an anti-tumorigenic environment in the GI tract (226-228). 

 We have shown that treatment with Fn. polymorphum or P. copri induced a shift 

in the GM community profile, modulating the predicted metabolic capacity of the 

bacteria, thereby reducing tumor burden in a rat model of human colon cancer. Going 

forward, additional validation is required for the role of the bacterium and the interactions 
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within the community. Our study only raises more questions pointing toward the role of 

the immune system or the potential for bacterial metabolites to have an anti-tumorigenic 

effect. Whether treatment at an earlier time point affects the phenotype which is unlike 

that reported in mice models also needs to be addressed in the future. Nonetheless, our 

approach to treating animals prior to disease onset in a complex GM system highlights 

the need to consider the synergistic effect of other bacterial taxa as potential modulators 

of disease along with any bacteria of interest. 
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7. Figures 

Figure 1. Tumor multiplicity of rats treated with Fusobacterium nucleatum subsp. 

polymorphym or Prevotella copri 

Pirc rats were divided into a control and Fn. polymorphum- or P. copri- treated 

groups. Colonic tumor counts at sacrifice in male and female Pirc rats after treatment are 

shown. P-values below 0.05 were considered to be significantly different between 

groups. Calculated via a One-way ANOVA with a Dunnet’s post-hoc analysis comparing 

to the means to the control group. Error bars in all figures indicate standard error of the 

mean (±SEM). 
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Figure 2. Early Fn. polymorphum treatment alleviates tumor multiplicity in the Pirc 

rat 

Average tumor area of the colonic tumors at sacrifice in male (A) and female (B) 

Pirc rats after treatment are shown. P-values below 0.05 were considered to be 

significantly different between groups. Calculated via a One-way ANOVA with a 

Dunnet’s post-hoc analysis comparing to the means to the control group. Error bars in all 

figures indicate standard error of the mean (±SEM). 

A           

 

B 
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Figure 3. Richness and diversity of the GM population 

Chao1 and Shannon Diversity indices were used to estimate the richness and the diversity 

of the GM population respectively. The data are represented as a dot plot using 16S 

rDNA sequencing from (A) 1 week post-treatment and at (B) 2 months of age. Error bars 

in all figures indicate standard error of the mean (±SEM). 

A                B 
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Figure 4. 16S rDNA sequencing analysis of Fn. polymorphum-treated rats 

(A) Bar graphs are used to represent the relative abundance of the operational taxonomic 

units (OTUs) detected at the Genus level in control (n=16) and Fn. polymorphum (n=14) 

treated rats. (B) Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) depicts the overall dissimilarities 

between the GM profiles of the control and treated rats. Each filled circle; control (black) 

and Fn. polymorphum (blue) represent a single rat. A permutational multivariate analysis 

(PERMANOVA) using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix was used to determine 

significant (F=4.268, P=0.0053) differences between the groups. P-value was set to less 

than 0.05. (C) PICRUSt analysis shows elevated predicted metabolic pathways in the 

control or Fn. polymorphum groups at 1 week post-treatment. (D) Fold-change analysis 

between the treated and control groups was used to identify taxa with a fold-change 

greater than 2, contributing to the phenotype. The associated list of bacteria elevated in 

the control or the Fn. polymorphum groups can be found in Table 1.  
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Figure 5. 16S rDNA sequencing analysis of Fn. polymorphum-treated rats at 2 

months of age 

(A) Firmicutes:Bacteroidetes ratio is shown for the control and Fn. polymorphum-treated 

Pirc rats. The error bars indicate standard error of the mean. P-value for significance 

testing was set to less than 0.05, and tested using a Student’s t-test. (B) Bar graphs are 

used to represent the relative abundance of the operational taxonomic units (OTUs) 

detected at the Genus level in control (n=16) and Fn. polymorphum-treated rats (n=14) at 

2 months of age. (C) Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) depicts the overall 

dissimilarities between the GM profiles of the control and treated rats. Each filled circle; 

control (black) and Fn. polymorphum (blue) represent a single rat. A permutational 

multivariate analysis (PERMANOVA) using the Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix was 

used to determine significant (F=5.26, P=0.0004) differences between the groups. P-

value was set to less than 0.05. (D) PICRUSt analysis shows elevated predicted metabolic 

pathways in the control or Fn. polymorphum groups at 1 week post-treatment. (E) Fold-

change analysis between the treated and control groups was used to identify taxa with a 

fold-change greater than 2, contributing to the phenotype. The associated list of bacteria 

elevated in the control or the Fn. polymorphum groups can be found in the associated 

table (Table 2).  
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Figure 6. 16S rRNA gene sequencing analysis of control and P. copri-treated rats  

(A) Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) plot depicting the 16S rDNA gene sequencing 

dissimilarities between the groups based on the Bray-Curtis distance matrix. A one-way 

PERMANOVA (permutational multivariate analysis of variance) was used to determine 

significant differences, with a P-value of less than 0.05 set to be significant. Control 

group: black, filled circles; P. copri-treated group: red, filled circles. Each symbol 

represents the GM community from the fecal sample of a single rat at one week post-

treatment (F=3.592, P=0.0033). (B) PCoA plot of the 16S rRNA dissimilarities at 2 

months of age (F=1.919, P=0.0842). (C) Fold-change analysis depicting the taxa with a 

fold-change greater than 2 between the control and treated groups at one week post-

treatment. Table 3 lists the group in which the taxa are increased. (D) Taxa fold-change 

analysis at 2 months of age (Table 4). (E) and (F) Predicted functional metabolic capacity 

generated via PICRUSt at one week post-treatment and 2 months of age respectively. 
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Supplementary figure 1. Pirc rat treatment with F. nucleatum subsp. polymorphum 

or P. copri 

(A) Experimental design: Pirc rats were treated with F. nucleatum subsp. polymorphum 

(n=14) or Prevotella copri (DSM 18205) (n=14) or anaerobic PBS (n=16). Bacterial 

colonization was assessed by species-specific qRT-PCR probes at 1 week post-treatment 

and 4 months of age in the Fn. polymorphum (B), and the P. copri-treated rats (C). 
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Supplementary figure 2. GM structure at 1 week post-treatment in rats treated with 

F. nucleatum subsp. polymorphum 

Bar graphs represent the relative abundance of the operational taxonomic units at one 

week post-treatment (A) and at 2 months of age (B) at the Phyla level. Each bar 

represents a single rat in the control or Fn. polymorphum treated groups. 
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Supplementary figure 3. PICRUSt analysis of control and P. copri rats at 1 week 

post-treatment 

Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was used to determine the predicted metabolic 

pathways upregulated in the GM of the control or P. copri-treated rats at one week post-

treatment. Pathways with a LDA score of 2 or greater are considered as differentially 

modulated. 
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8. Tables 

Table 1. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) contributing to phenotype in control 

and Fn. polymorphum-treated rats at one week post-treatment. 

OTU Fold Change log2(FC) Increased in 

AF12 66.0720185 -6.046 Control 

Eubacterium 18.57148163 -4.215 Control 

Coprobacillus 16.0475006 -4.0043 Control 

02d06 5.329638118 -2.414 Control 

order RF32 5 -2.3219 Control 

Subdoligranulum 4.142845306 -2.0506 Control 

Mucispirillum 3.849559225 -1.9447 Control 

RC4-4 3.713606655 -1.8928 Control 

Bacteroidia 3.013137279 -1.5913 Control 

Staphylococcus 2.785748113 -1.478 Control 

Gemella 2.771464996 -1.4706 Control 

Prevotellaceae 2.759229623 -1.4642 Control 

Facklamia 2.714293469 -1.4406 Control 

Alphaproteobacteria 2.60552371 -1.3816 Control 

Roseburia 2.509473262 -1.3274 Control 

Paraprevotellaceae 2.325581395 -1.2176 Control 

Marvinbryantia 2.301601915 -1.2026 Control 

Bifidobacterium 8.7667 3.132 Fn. polymorphum 

order RF39 7.258 2.8596 Fn. polymorphum 

Allobaculum 7.1175 2.8314 Fn. polymorphum 

Acetobacter 4.8 2.263 Fn. polymorphum 

Barnesiella 4.6667 2.2224 Fn. polymorphum 

Barnesiellaceae 4.3601 2.1244 Fn. polymorphum 

Desulfovibrio 4.1646 2.0582 Fn. polymorphum 

Dorea 3.212 1.6835 Fn. polymorphum 

Defluviitalea 2.7255 1.4465 Fn. polymorphum 

Pseudomonas 2.625 1.3923 Fn. polymorphum 

Bacillaceae 2.4 1.263 Fn. polymorphum 

Enterobacteriaceae 2.3765 1.2488 Fn. polymorphum 

Ruminococcus 2 2.108 1.0759 Fn. polymorphum 

Clostridium 2.0884 1.0624 Fn. polymorphum 

Turicibacter 2.0841 1.0594 Fn. polymorphum 

Adlercreutzia 2.0636 1.0452 Fn. polymorphum 
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Table 2. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) contributing to phenotype in control 

and Fn. polymorphum-treated rats at 2 months of age 

OTU Fold Change log2(FC) Increased in 

AF12 66.0720185 -6.046 Control 

Eubacterium 18.57148163 -4.215 Control 

Coprobacillus 16.0475006 -4.0043 Control 

02d06 5.329638118 -2.414 Control 

order RF32 5 -2.3219 Control 

Subdoligranulum 4.142845306 -2.0506 Control 

Mucispirillum 3.849559225 -1.9447 Control 

RC4-4 3.713606655 -1.8928 Control 

Bacteroidia 3.013137279 -1.5913 Control 

Staphylococcus 2.785748113 -1.478 Control 

Gemella 2.771464996 -1.4706 Control 

Prevotellaceae 2.759229623 -1.4642 Control 

Facklamia 2.714293469 -1.4406 Control 

Alphaproteobacteria 2.60552371 -1.3816 Control 

Roseburia 2.509473262 -1.3274 Control 

Paraprevotellaceae 2.325581395 -1.2176 Control 

Marvinbryantia 2.301601915 -1.2026 Control 

Bifidobacterium 8.7667 3.132 Fn. polymorphum 

order RF39 7.258 2.8596 Fn. polymorphum 

Allobaculum 7.1175 2.8314 Fn. polymorphum 

Acetobacter 4.8 2.263 Fn. polymorphum 

Barnesiella 4.6667 2.2224 Fn. polymorphum 

Barnesiellaceae 4.3601 2.1244 Fn. polymorphum 

Desulfovibrio 4.1646 2.0582 Fn. polymorphum 

Dorea 3.212 1.6835 Fn. polymorphum 

Defluviitalea 2.7255 1.4465 Fn. polymorphum 

Pseudomonas 2.625 1.3923 Fn. polymorphum 

Bacillaceae 2.4 1.263 Fn. polymorphum 

Enterobacteriaceae 2.3765 1.2488 Fn. polymorphum 

Ruminococcus 2 2.108 1.0759 Fn. polymorphum 

Clostridium 2.0884 1.0624 Fn. polymorphum 

Turicibacter 2.0841 1.0594 Fn. polymorphum 

Adlercreutzia 2.0636 1.0452 Fn. polymorphum 
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Table 3. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) contributing to phenotype in control 

and P. copri-treated rats at one week post-treatment 

OTU Fold Change log2(FC) Increased in 

Candidatus Arthromitus 50.203 5.6497 Control 

AF12 15.938 3.9944 Control 

Odoribacter 6.8125 2.7682 Control 

Turicibacter 5.857 2.5502 Control 

Lachnospira 5.4976 2.4588 Control 

Alphaproteobacteria 4.6071 2.2039 Control 

Desulfovibrio 3.8311 1.9378 Control 

Erysipelotrichaceae 3.8299 1.9373 Control 

Bacillaceae 2.875 1.5236 Control 

Adlercreutzia 2.726 1.4468 Control 

Bilophila 2.2933 1.1974 Control 

Ruminococcaceae 2.2889 1.1947 Control 

Lactobacillus 2.023226642 -1.0166 P. copri 

Christensenellaceae 2.1360675 -1.095 P. copri 

Prevotellaceae 1 2.198092056 -1.1363 P. copri 

Anaeroplasma 2.201237095 -1.1383 P. copri 

order YS2 2.523340903 -1.3353 P. copri 

Staphylococcus 2.571421225 -1.3626 P. copri 

Paraprevotella 2.741603838 -1.455 P. copri 

Treponema 2.857142857 -1.5146 P. copri 

Acinetobacter 2.928600715 -1.5502 P. copri 

Clostridium 1 2.937288882 -1.5545 P. copri 

Clostridia 3.00003 -1.585 P. copri 

Pediococcus 3.071441735 -1.6189 P. copri 

Bacilli 3.428532245 -1.7776 P. copri 

order RF32 3.691671589 -1.8843 P. copri 

Akkermansia 8.797395971 -3.1371 P. copri 

Corynebacterium 11.1428062 -3.478 P. copri 

Elusimicrobium 48.71157874 -5.6062 P. copri 
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Table 4. Operational taxonomic units (OTUs) contributing to phenotype in control 

and P. copri-treated rats at 2 months of age 

OTU Fold Change log2(FC) Increased in 

Candidatus Arthromitus 50.203 5.6497 Control 

AF12 15.938 3.9944 Control 

Odoribacter 6.8125 2.7682 Control 

Turicibacter 5.857 2.5502 Control 

Lachnospira 5.4976 2.4588 Control 

Alphaproteobacteria 4.6071 2.2039 Control 

Desulfovibrio 3.8311 1.9378 Control 

Erysipelotrichaceae 3.8299 1.9373 Control 

Bacillaceae 2.875 1.5236 Control 

Adlercreutzia 2.726 1.4468 Control 

Bilophila 2.2933 1.1974 Control 

Ruminococcaceae 2.2889 1.1947 Control 

Lactobacillus 2.023226642 -1.0166 P. copri 

Christensenellaceae 2.1360675 -1.095 P. copri 

Prevotellaceae 1 2.198092056 -1.1363 P. copri 

Anaeroplasma 2.201237095 -1.1383 P. copri 

order YS2 2.523340903 -1.3353 P. copri 

Staphylococcus 2.571421225 -1.3626 P. copri 

Paraprevotella 2.741603838 -1.455 P. copri 

Treponema 2.857142857 -1.5146 P. copri 

Acinetobacter 2.928600715 -1.5502 P. copri 

Clostridium 1 2.937288882 -1.5545 P. copri 

Clostridia 3.00003 -1.585 P. copri 

Pediococcus 3.071441735 -1.6189 P. copri 

Bacilli 3.428532245 -1.7776 P. copri 

order RF32 3.691671589 -1.8843 P. copri 

Akkermansia 8.797395971 -3.1371 P. copri 

Corynebacterium 11.1428062 -3.478 P. copri 

Elusimicrobium 48.71157874 -5.6062 P. copri 
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CHAPTER III 

UTILITY OF THE PIRC RAT MODEL OF HUMAN COLON CANCER TO 

TEST THE ROLE OF SPECIFIC BACTERIAL TAXA ON INTESTINAL 

ADENOMA DEVELOPMENT  

(Susheel Bhanu Busi, Kara B. De León, Dan R. Montonye, Judy D. Wall, and  

James Amos-Landgraf) 
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1. Overview       

Colorectal cancer (CRC) patients predominantly develop adenomas in the colon. 

While the exact etiology is unknown, the risk factors include genetic predisposition and 

environmental components (25). Due to the high prevalence of CRC in industrially 

developed countries, it is thought that environmental stimuli along with a Western style 

diet comprised of increased consumption of meat, fats and total calories, coupled with 

longer life expectancies are factors for disease susceptibility (229). Epidemiological 

studies have suggested that microbial dysbiosis in the gut together with bacterial biofilms 

are a key factor for disease (88, 231-234). However, the mechanisms behind the role of 

the complex gut microbiota (GM) and how commensal bacteria contribute to 

adenomagenesis is largely unknown. 

In the human gastrointestinal (GI) tract the complex GM is composed of 

approximately 1014 commensal bacteria, many of which help in breaking down organic 

and inorganic compounds (235). Recent studies comparing normal epithelial and tumor 

tissues using culture-independent, 16S ribosomal RNA (rRNA) or shotgun next-

generation sequencing (NGS) methods have shown differences in specific bacterial 

abundances (59, 64, 93, 94, 96, 236-238). Similar to these reports, our previous study 

assessing the role of the complex GM on colon cancer susceptibility found that 

Desulfovibrio sp. was elevated in the low tumor group, where two rats did not develop 

any colonic tumors (131). Desulfovibrio sp. have been associated with healthy controls in 

CRC studies and are known to reduce sulfate into hydrogen sulfide, H2S (64, 96, 131, 

239-243). While others have shown that SRBs (sulfate-reducing bacteria) are commonly 

found in the GI tract (244, 245), Rey et al. recently demonstrated that SRB consume 
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hydrogen (H2) and short-chain fatty acids such as acetate and lactate, affecting the 

response of the microbiota to diet (246).  

We used a rat model of familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), i.e. F344/Ntac-

Apc+/Pirc (Pirc) rat to model the human colonic cancer phenotype. The disease in these rats 

occurs spontaneously due to mutations in the β-catenin binding domain of the gatekeeper 

tumor suppressor gene, adenomatous polyposis coli (APC). APC mutations are not only 

seen in FAP patients, but also play a rate-limiting role in sporadic CRC (125-127, 167). 

The Pirc rats develop colonic adenomas comparable to mouse models of APC which have 

a small-intestinal phenotype and also show a sex-bias with increased tumor multiplicity 

observed in males compared to females (127). The size of the rat also allows for 

monitoring adenoma development longitudinally via endoscopy. With the Pirc rat model, 

we previously demonstrated that the indigenous complex GM has a significant effect on 

tumor multiplicity (131). We found that rederiving Pirc rats into different GM profiles via 

CMTR (complex targeted microbiota rederivation) significantly reduced colonic 

adenoma burden in one of the groups, with a concomitant increase in Desulfovibrio sp. 

(131).  

The commensal microbiota and humans are thought to have evolved together 

(247). A key factor for the commensal, yet fastidious nature of the interaction is their 

ability to colonize all parts of the body, primarily the colon where up to 1014 bacteria are 

thought to co-exist (248). We determined that Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough 

(DvH), a Gram-negative, sulfate-reducing bacterium typically used for several industrial 

applications (230) including radionuclide bioremediation of toxic environmental 

contaminants (249) and wastewater treatment (250), colonized the colon of Pirc rats. 
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DvH is a known biofilm former, adhering to surfaces using protein filaments (251). We 

recently reported that D. vulgaris Hildenborough wildtype (DvH-MT) and mutant (DvH-

MO) strains are biofilm-forming and -deficient respectively, with 12 single nucleotide 

polymorphisms (SNPs) in the genome differentiating the two strains (256). One of these 

mutations in DvH-MO is in a type-1 secretion system (T1SS) ABC transporter gene that 

is required for biofilm formation. We hypothesized that deficiency in the T1SS function, 

and thereby impaired biofilm formation will lead to reduced colonization and an 

increased tumor burden in Pirc rats. To test this, we used a  fluorescent, T1SS- and 

biofilm- competent (JWT733) strain and a mutant lacking the type 1 secretion system’s 

ABC transporter protein which caused a deficiency in biofilm formation (JWT716) (252). 

We simultaneously introduced a dTomato fluorescent marker into JWT733 for 

longitudinal analysis via endoscopy. We treated Pirc rats with the T1SS competent and 

deficient strains to determine the effect of colonization on adenoma burden. We found 

that T1SS competency led to increased colonization in the large intestine, and a 

significantly reduced adenoma burden in Pirc rats. This is the first report of T1SS 

competency allowing for bacterial colonization, especially in a model of complex gut 

microbiota. We also found that the GM communities were modulated by the bacterial 

treatment, leading to a decrease in sulfide levels detected in the fecal samples in the rats 

with decreased adenoma burden. More importantly, this study demonstrates the role of 

type 1 secretion systems in Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough in colonizing the Pirc 

rat model of human colon cancer and sheds light on previously unexplored in vivo effects 

of hydrogen sulfide on colon cancer.  
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2. Methods 

2.1. Animal husbandry and housing  

Pirc rats were generated by crossing male, F344/Ntac-Apc+/am1137 rats with 

wildtype female F344 rats obtained commercially from Envigo Laboratories 

(Indianapolis, IN). Animals were acclimated for a week and housed in groups, prior to set 

up of breeder pairs on ventilated racks (Thoren, Hazleton, PA) in micro-isolator cages. 

Cages were furnished with corn cob bedding and were fed irradiated 5058 PicoLab 

Mouse Diet 20 (LabDiet, St. Louis, MO). Rats had ad libitum access to water purified by 

sulfuric acid (pH 2.5-2.8) treatment followed by autoclaving. Fecal samples were 

collected for reference from all breeders prior to cohousing using aseptic methods. After 

allowing for one day of mating, to establish timed pregnancies, females were moved to 

new cages and individually housed thereafter. All procedures were performed according 

to the guidelines regulated by the Guide for the Use and Care of Laboratory Animals, the 

Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the 

Guidelines for the Welfare of Animals in Experimental Neoplasia, and were approved by 

the University of Missouri Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 

2.2. Genotyping and animal identification 

Pups were ear-punched prior to weaning at 13 days of age using sterile technique. 

DNA was extracted with the “HotSHOT” genomic DNA preparation method (166). 

Briefly, ear punches were collected into an alkaline lysis reagent (25 mM NaOH and 0.2 

mM EDTA at a pH 12). The ear clips were heated at 90 ˚C on a heat block for 30 

minutes, followed by addition of the neutralization buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8) and 
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vortexing for 5 seconds. DNA, thus obtained was used for a high resolution melt (HRM) 

analysis to differentiate wildtype rats from those carrying the APC mutation (Pirc) as 

described previously (131).  

2.3. Bacterial strains, media, and growth conditions 

All strains and plasmids used in this study are presented in Table 5 and are 

available upon request.  Methods for growth of Escherichia coli and DvH cultures and 

for plasmid generation in E. coli were performed as described previously (256). Briefly, 

E. coli cultures were grown at 37oC on LC medium containing either kanamycin (50 

μg/mL) or spectinomycin (100 μg/mL) and used for plasmid generation via sequence and 

ligation-independent cloning (SLIC) (253). The primers used to PCR amplify fragments 

for the SLIC reaction and to confirm the plasmid via sequencing are shown in Table 1.  

DvH cultures were grown at 30 oC in an anaerobic growth chamber (approximately 95 % 

N2 and 5 % H2; Coy Laboratory Products, Inc., Grass Lake, MI) in liquid and solidified 

lactate/sulfate medium supplemented with 1 % (w/v) yeast extract (MOYLS4) (256).  

Where indicated, G418 (400 μg/mL; Gold Biotechnology, Olivette, MO), spectinomycin 

(100 μg/mL), or L(+)-arginine hydrochloride (126.5 μg/mL (254); Acros Organics, New 

Jersey) were added to the DvH cultures. DvH cultures were routinely inoculated onto LC 

plates containing 40 mM glucose and incubated aerobically at 30 oC for at least two days 

to ensure there was no aerobic contamination.  

DvH-MO is a spontaneously biofilm-deficient strain that contains 12 mutations 

when compared to wildtype as well as 29 deviations from the deposited sequence (255) 

that are likely errors in the original genome sequencing (256). One of these mutations, a 

single nucleotide change in the ABC transporter of the type I secretion system 
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(DVU1017) is the cause of biofilm deficiency in this strain (256).  The culture of DvH-

MO used in this study was made by combining three isolated colonies after the culture 

underwent single colony isolation to remove possible rare variants, including revertants, 

in the population.   

In preparing cultures to be introduced into the rat gastrointestinal tract, 1 mL of a 

frozen stock stored at -80oC in 10% (v/v) glycerol solution was thawed, inoculated into 

10 mL of MOYLS4 medium, and incubated at 30 oC.  After approximately 24 h, the 

culture reached an optical density of 0.8 at 600 nm (late logarithmic phase).  The cells 

were pelleted by centrifugation at 3696 x g for 12 min and the pellet was washed with 10 

mL of 1x phosphate buffered saline (PBS) pH 7.3 (257).  Centrifugation was repeated 

and the pellet was resuspended in approximately 10 mL of PBS to yield a final cell 

concentration of approximately 5 x 108 cells/mL which was confirmed by direct cell 

count in a Neubauer counting chamber (Clay Adams Co. New York). 

2.4. Fluorescent strain (JWT733) construction 

To generate a fluorescent DvH lacking antibiotic resistance markers, arginine 

prototrophy was used as a selectable phenotype.  Argininosuccinate lyase (argH; 

DVU1094) is the last gene of an operon encoding three genes putatively involved in 

arginine biosynthesis.  A plasmid, pMO7722, was constructed containing a gene with its 

native promotor encoding neomycin phosphotransferase II that confers kanamycin 

resistance.  To create a marker exchange deletion of the 3′ end of argH, a sequence 

internal to argH (165-688 bp) was placed upstream of the antibiotic resistance cassette 

and a 511-bp sequence from downstream of argH was placed downstream of the cassette.  

This plasmid, pMO7722, was transformed into wildtype DvH via electroporation as 
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described previously (258).  Selection of the marker-exchange deletion mutant in which 

the 3′ end of argH (689-1383 bp) was replaced with the kanamycin resistance cassette 

was selected in solidified MOYLS4 containing G418 and arginine.  Resistance to the 

kanamycin analog G418, sensitivity to spectinomycin, and arginine auxotrophy were 

confirmed as well as genome structure by Southern blot.  One isolate was obtained and 

designated JWT726 to be used for the introduction of gene(s) of choice by prototrophic 

selection.    

Subsequently, to introduce a fluorescent marker into JWT726 (by the same 

transformation methods), pMO7743 was constructed to reintroduce the 3′ end of argH 

along with the fluorescent marker, dTomato.  After electroporation, the cells recovered at 

30 oC in 1 mL of MOLS4 for 24 h and were then diluted 10-fold with MOLS4 to select 

for cells capable of synthesizing arginine.  After four days, growth was observed and 

serial dilutions of this culture were embedded into solidified MOYLS4 for single colony 

isolation.  Colonies showing fluorescence under the microscope were selected for 

phenotypic confirmation of G418 and spectinomycin sensitivity as well as arginine 

prototrophy. Upon genomic structure confirmation by Southern blot, one isolate was 

designated JWT733. 

2.5. Bacterial treatment and necropsy scheme  

F344-Apc+/am1137 Pirc rats generated were used for all the experiments (Fig.1). On 

days 14 and 15 of age, male and female Pirc rats were treated with 200 µL of ~108 

CFU/mL of either DvH-MT, DvH-MO, JWT733 or JWT716, suspended in anaerobic 

phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7) via oral gavage. Rats from the control group were 

simultaneously gavaged with anaerobic PBS to serve as a negative control. At 4 months 
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of age, animals were sacrificed post-disease onset as described previously (131), with 

adenoma growth confirmed through colonoscopies every month starting at two months of 

age (167).   

2.6. Fecal collection  

Briefly, sterile swabs (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) were used to 

obtain a pre-treatment fecal sample on day 13 of age from the rats prior to treatment. 

Fecal samples from adult rats at weaning and post-weaning were collected by placing the 

animal in a clean, sterile cage without bedding. Fecal samples were thereafter collected at 

1 week post-treatment and monthly starting at 1 month of age. Freshly evacuated feces 

were speared with sterile toothpick or forceps and placed into a sterile Eppendorf tube. 

All samples were collected into cryovials (ThermoFisher Scientific) and stored at -80 ˚C 

until processing for 16S rRNA analysis. 

2.7. Fecal DNA extraction, 16S library preparation and sequencing 

Fecal samples were pared down to 65 mg using a sterile blade and then extracted 

using the method described previously (131).  Amplification of the V4 hypervariable 

region of the 16S rDNA was performed at the University of Missouri DNA core facility 

(Columbia, MO) also, as previously described (131). Briefly, bacterial genomic DNA 

was used for sequencing of the V4 hypervariable region using universal primers 

(U515F/806R) flanked by Illumina standard adapter sequences and amplified and pooled 

for sequencing using the Illumina MiSeq platform. Samples with more than 10,000 reads 

were used for assembly, binning and annotation with QIIME v1.9 including trimming and 

chimera removal as described previously (259). Based on 97% nucleotide identity contigs 
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were assigned to operational taxonomic units (OTUs) via de novo OTU clustering. These 

OTUs were annotated using BLAST (260) against the SILVA database (261, 262). 

2.8. PICRUSt, HUMAnN and LEfSe analysis 

Using the 16S rRNA amplicon dataset, the Phylogenetic Investigation of 

Communities by Reconstruction of Unobserved States (PICRUSt) software package 

(263) was used to predict functional capacity of operational taxonomic units identified in 

the fecal samples. The HMP Unified Metabolic Analysis Network (HUMAnN) software 

package (264) was used to predict the metabolic potential of the microbial community 

present in the various samples between all treatment groups. We then used linear 

discriminant analysis effect size (LEfSe) to plot differentially variable features with a 

LDA score greater than 2 logs (log10) (265). 

2.9. Colonoscopy and serum collection 

Rats were anaesthetized with isoflurane (3%) and placed on a heating pad to 

maintain body temperature. Sterile PBS was used to flush and clear colonic contents 

helping to lubricate and remove any fecal material. Endoscopic video and images were 

recorded as previously described (167). Colonic tissue samples from the proximal normal 

epithelium (3 mm3) were collected at two months of age, using a biopsy forceps (FB-

230U, Olympus, NJ). For serum collection, 0.5 mL of blood was drawn aseptically via 

the jugular vein post-colonoscopy and the serum was collected by precipitating the cells 

at 10,000 x g for 10 minutes. The collected serum was centrifuged again at 16,000 x g for 

5 minutes to remove any lysed debris or cells, and then stored in vials at -80 ˚C until 

further processing. 
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2.10. Necropsy, normal epithelium and tumor tissue collection 

All animals were humanely euthanized with CO2 administration and necropsied at 

sacrifice. The small intestine and colon from the rats were placed on bibulous paper and 

then splayed opened longitudinally by cutting through the section. Using a sterile scalpel 

blade (Feather, Tokyo, Japan) normal colonic epithelium tissues were scraped from the 

top, middle and distal regions of the colon. Tumors in the same locations were collected 

by resecting half-off from the tumors. All tissues were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and 

stored at -80 ˚C. Remaining intestinal tissues were then fixed overnight in Carnoy 

solution (266),which was replaced with 70% ethanol for long term storage until adenoma 

counting was performed.  

2.11. Tumor counts and size measurements  

At necropsy/terminal time point i.e. 4 months of age, 0.5-cm sections of the colon 

were resected as a cylinder prior to splaying open and embedded using a methacrylate 

resin (Technovit 8100, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA). The remaining 

colon sections were cut longitudinally and fixed on bibulous paper using Carnoy solution. 

Tumor multiplicity was estimated by a double-blind gross counting of colonic tumors 

using a Leica M165FC microscope (Leica, Buffalo Grove, IL) at 7.3X magnification 

(127, 131, 128). Briefly, the small intestine and colonic tissues were laid flat in a large 

petri dish (Sycamore Life Sciences, Houston, TX) and covered with 70% ethanol 

(ThermoFisher Scientific) to prevent tissue drying. Biologic forceps (Roboz Surgical 

Instruments, Gaithersburg, MD) were used to gently count polyps observable under the 

objective. Tissues were kept hydrated throughout the entire process. Tumor sizes were 
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measured using the Leica Application Suite 4.2, after capturing post-fixed images as 

previously described (131).  

2.12. Methacrylate embedding, sectioning and confocal microscopy  

The following protocol was modified from Mark Welch et al. (268). Excised 

tissues, described above were gently coated with 0.5% low melting point agarose 

(ThermoFisher Scientific), placed into a well in a 24-well cell culture plate 

(ThermoFisher Scientific). The tissues in agarose were allowed to harden for 2 hours at 4 

˚C. The samples were then removed from the agarose, and fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde 

for 12 hours at 4 ˚C. Samples were washed with 1X PBS, and again coated with 0.5% 

molten agarose. Excess agarose was trimmed before embedding into Technovit 8100 

methacrylate resin using the standard protocol (268). Briefly, samples were dehydrated 

with acetone for one hour at 4 ˚C, with repeated changes of acetone, until the solution 

remains clear. The sample was then covered with the infiltration solution for overnight at 

4 ˚C. Following this, 400 µL of embedding solution was added to the samples in BEEM 

capsules (Electron Microscopy Services) and allowed to set overnight in an anaerobic 

chamber since the embedding solution is oxygen-sensitive. The samples were sectioned 

to 5 µm thickness using a Sorvall JB- Microtome (Dupont Instruments, USA). Confocal 

microscopy was performed using a SP-8 system (Leica Microsystems) after fluorescent 

in situ hybridization (FISH) was performed with the below probes. FISH staining was 

performed as described by Mark Welch et al. (268). The probe used for FISH analysis is 

listed under Table 1. 
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2.13. Sulfide assay 

One fecal pellet from each sample was collected freshly after evacuation into the 

serum vial and technical triplicates were setup from each rat sample. Fecal samples were 

dispensed into sealed, anaerobic 5 mL serum vials (Wheaton, Millville, NJ) containing a 

smaller vial with 1 mL of freshly-prepared 2% wt/vol zinc acetate. Cline’s sulfide assay 

(269) was modified to determine the levels of sulfide dissolved in fecal samples 

spectrophotometrically at 670 nm utilizing a passive capture technique modified from 

that described by Ulrich et al. (270). Briefly, 0.3 mL of 12 N HCl (hydrochloric acid) was 

used to drive dissolved sulfides into gaseous form to be captured passively by the zinc 

acetate solution. Using a calibration curve of standards previously established using 

sodium sulfide nonahydrate (Na2S.9H2O) in w/v 2% zinc acetate, we determined the 

concentration of sulfide per sample, and normalized the concentration to the weight of 

each fecal pellet (271, 272).  

2.14. RT-PCR and gene expression analysis 

Total RNA was extracted from biopsies of normal colonic tissues using the 

Allprep DNA/RNA/Protein Mini kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD) and reverse-transcribed 

into cDNA with the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System (ThermoFisher 

Scientific) using the standard described protocol for the kit. Prior to cDNA conversion, 

the quality of the RNA was assessed using the Experion RNA StdSens analysis kit (Bio-

Rad, Hercules, CA). All samples below the RNA Quality Index (RQI) of 7 were excluded 

from gene expression experiments and analysis. Real-time polymerase chain reaction 

(RT-PCR) for mRNA expression was used to assay the following bacterial and host 

genes: dsr_EUB, aps_EUB, sat_DvH, apsA_DvH, CBS, CTH, TST, SQOR, HIF1α, 
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NOX4, PTGS2 and CAR1. GAPDH (glyceraldehyde phosphate dehydrogenase) was used 

as the housekeeping gene for host gene expression (162, 273), while 16S and DNA 

gyrase B (gyrB) were used as bacterial housekeeping genes (274). MUC2 expression was 

determined using a PrimeTime® Predesigned qPCR probe (c. Hs.PT.58.46475178.g, 

Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA). GAPDH was used as the housekeeping 

gene for the MUC2 assay. RT-PCR was set up using a SYBR green supermix in 

quadruplicate reaction per primer-probe set, per sample. The final PCR mixture contained 

1 µL each of forward and reverse primers (final concentration of 100 nM), 5 µL of 2X 

SYBR PCR mix (Applied Biosystems, ThermoFisher Scientific), 2 µL of sterile H2O and 

1 µL of cDNA from each sample at 40 ng. For the MUC2 assay, iTaq Supermix from 

Life Technologies (Carlsbad, CA) was substituted for the SYBR supermix. The reaction 

protocol was carried out with an initial incubation of 10 min at 95 °C followed by 40 

cycles of denaturing at 95 °C for 15 s; annealing and elongation at 60 °C for 1 min. The 

forward and reverse primers used for the genes are shown in Table 1.  

2.15. Statistical analyses and figures 

All statistical analyses and graphs (except Fig.1) were prepared through GraphPad 

Prism version 7 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). P-values were set to 

identify significance at a value less than 0.05, unless otherwise described or indicated 

using Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with a Tukey’s post-hoc test to identify 

differential groups. Correlations were performed using the linear regression module 

available through GraphPad Prism v7. Correlation of tumor counts with OTUs depicted 

as a correlogram were performed using the corrplot package (275) of R software v.3.1.4 

(276), with a Pearson correlation coefficient.  
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3. Results 

3.1. Biofilm-competent Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough (DvH-MT) suppresses 

adenoma size in Pirc rats 

To determine if the colonization potential of a previously identified low tumor 

group taxon (Desulfovibrio spp) affected disease burden, we did a preliminary study 

where we gavaged male Pirc rats with the wildtype, biofilm-competent (MT) and 

biofilm-deficient (MO) DvH (Supplementary Fig.1A). We found that at 1 week post-

treatment, 100% of the wildtype-treated rats were colonized which was maintained until 

4 months of age. In contrast, only 16% of the animals treated had detectable levels of the 

MO strain after 1 week, and at 4 months of age, and none of the rats showed detectable 

levels of the MO strain. More importantly, we found that the wildtype strain reduced the 

average tumor area compared to the mutant MO strain (Supplementary Fig.1B), with the 

former only having 13% of tumors that were larger than 5 mm2 (Supplementary Fig.1C). 

The mutant strain-treated rats on the other hand had several tumors (~35%) that were 

bigger than 5 mm2 in average area (Supplementary Fig.1B, 1C and Supplementary Fig.2). 

Overall, we found that the biofilm-competent, wildtype MT strain reduced the average 

adenoma size in the Pirc rats. 

3.2. DvH colonization modulates complex GM architecture 

Due to the differential biofilm-forming capacities between the strains, we posited 

that the gut microbiota (GM) profile/architecture of the two groups would differ from 

each other post-treatment. Based on 16S rRNA gene sequencing, we found that at one 

week post-treatment there was a significant shift in overall profiles of the GM 

(Supplementary Fig.3A and Table 2), which was observed even at 4 months of age 
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between the wildtype- and mutant-treated groups. The richness and diversity of the 

groups, assessed by Chao1 and Shannon respectively did not detect any significant 

differences at these time points (Supplementary Fig.3B). Using a Heatmap analysis, we 

found several taxa showed significant differences (Two-Way ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc, 

P<0.05) in the relative abundances between the groups (Supplementary Fig.3C).  

3.3. Type 1 secretion system (T1SS) ABC transporter is essential for colonization of 

Pirc rats 

We previously reported that DvH-MO has twelve spontaneous mutations 

compared to the wildtype (MT) strain. One of these, a single nucleotide change in 

DVU1017 conferring an alanine to proline change in the ATP-binding domain of the 

T1SS ATP-binding protein prevents biofilm formation (256). Therefore, we postulated 

that the ABC transporter gene (ATP-binding protein) of the T1SS, required for biofilm-

competency is essential for bacterial colonization in Pirc rats. To test this hypothesis, we 

used a mutant MT strain with a deletion in the DVU1017 (ABC transporter, ATP-binding 

protein) gene (JWT716) (256). We also generated a fluorescent, T1SS-competent, MT 

strain expressing dTomato (JWT733), for detection via colonoscopy (Fig.1A). Attempts 

to create a fluorescent biofilm-deficient strain were not successful. We treated Pirc rats at 

days 14 and 15 of age with either JWT733, JWT716 or anaerobic PBS, i.e. the T1SS-

competent, T1SS-deficient strains and control treatment respectively (Fig.1B). We used 

quantitative RT-PCR (real-time polymerase chain reaction) with strain-specific locked 

nucleic acid (LNA) probes to determine the colonization potential of the two DvH strains. 

One week after treatment with JWT716, we were not able to detect any bacteria in fecal 

samples, consistent with the observations in our preliminary study with MO. On the other 
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hand, we detected JWT733 in 100% and 84% of the fecal samples at 1 week post-

treatment and 4 months of age, respectively. Since Desulfovibrio belongs to the 

Proteobacteria phylum, we assessed the levels of Proteobacteria in the fecal samples at 1 

week post-treatment. We found this phylum to be elevated in both the treated groups, 

compared to the control rats (Fig.1C). At 4 months of age levels of Proteobacteria in the 

fecal (Fig.1D) and normal epithelium biopsy (Fig.1E) samples) however, did not show 

any significant differences between the groups. At 1 week post-treatment and at 2 months 

of age, we found variable levels of differential taxa under phylum Proteobacteria (Fig.1C-

E). We concurrently used colonoscopy to assess colonization in the colon of the Pirc rats 

treated with the fluorescent JWT733 strain starting at 2 months of age. We found 

detectable levels of fluorescence at 2-, 3-, and 4 months of age (Supplementary Fig.4). To 

determine if the T1SS-, biofilm- competent JWT733 was indeed forming biofilms in the 

colonic epithelium, we used fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) with a custom probe 

and found that 40% of all the animals in the JWT733 group had detectable levels of the 

bacteria in the lumen (Supplementary Fig.5).  

3.4. Endogenous complex GM community structure is modified due to DvH 

treatment 

We expected that treatment with the fluorescent, T1SS-competent strain 

(JWT733) would be similar to the parental, wildtype (MT) strain (Fig.2A and Table 3), 

modulating the GM due to bacterial colonization. We found additional significant 

differences in the endogenous GM community structure between the control and the 

treatment groups in the second round of treatments based on sample type, i.e. fecal or 

biopsy (Supplementary Fig.6, Table 4). Examination of all the significant OTUs 
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(ANOVA, P<0.05) contributing to the differences in communities demonstrated different 

groups of OTUs elevated in the fecal samples compared to the normal epithelium biopsy 

tissues (Fig.2B). Closer examination of the OTUs contributing to the biopsy (Fig.2C) and 

fecal (Fig.2D) GM profile differences between the three groups demonstrated varying 

relative abundances of several OTUs. We noticed that Ruminoclostridium, 

Lachnoclostridium, Tepidimonas, Ruminococcus 1, Butyrivibrio, Roseburia and 

Ruminococcaceae were elevated in the control rats. In the T1SS-competent, JWT733 rats 

we found an increase in the abundance of Allobaculum, Dorea, Desulfovibrio, 

Bifidobacterium, Alistipes, Butyricimonas, Coprococcus, Erysipelotrichaceae, 

Clostridium sensu stricto, Ruminococcaceae UCG-010, Lachnospiraceae ND3007, 

[Eubacterium] nodatum and Rikenella.  

3.5. T1SS-competent DvH treatment is associated with decreased adenoma burden 

The T1SS-competent (JWT733) treated Pirc rats, irrespective of sex, had 

significantly reduced adenomas compared to the JWT716 (deficient in protein export by 

T1SS) and control groups (Fig.3A). The average size of the adenomas was significantly 

reduced in the JWT733 group compared to the ATP-binding protein-deficient group in 

the females, while the males showed a slightly decreased average tumor area albeit 

statistically not significant (Fig.3B). All the tumors in the JWT733 group were smaller 

than or equal to 10 mm2 while the JWT716 and control groups respectively had 35% and 

21% of tumors that were larger than 10 mm2 in size (Fig.3C). Using quantitative PCR we 

determined the number of copies of JWT733 from fecal samples at sacrifice and found 

that the colonic tumor multiplicity was associated with the number of copies of JWT733 

in the Pirc rats (Fig.3D). We also performed correlation analysis between the relative 
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abundance of the OTUs from fecal samples at 1 week post-treatment and 2 months of age 

and the colonic tumor multiplicity to identify prognostic biomarkers of the disease 

(Supplementary Fig.7). We found both positive (Ruminococcaceae; Fig.3F) and negative 

(Lactobacillus and Alistipes; Fig.3E and Fig.3F) correlations among the OTUs. 

3.6. Fecal sulfide levels are decreased in JWT733 treatment compared to the control 

and JWT716 groups 

Desulfovibrio sp. is one of the many sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB) found in the 

colon (246, 277) that serve as a source of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) in the GI tract. SRBs 

including bacteria such as Escherichia coli, Salmonella, Clostridia and Enterobacter 

(278) utilize oxidized sulfur compounds in anaerobic respiration as terminal electron 

acceptors (279, 280) to produce hydrogen sulfide. Based on this evidence, we tested the 

level of hydrogen sulfide in the fecal samples. At necropsy (4 months of age), dissolved 

fecal hydrogen sulfide was not different between groups (Fig.4A). However, at 2 months 

of age, a time at which adenomas are understood to be developing, we found that the high 

tumor groups, JWT716 and control rats had significantly elevated hydrogen sulfide in the 

feces compared to the low tumor, T1SS-competent JWT733 treated group (Fig.4B). We 

next evaluated the expression of sulfate-reduction genes found in bacteria and the host, in 

biopsies collected at 2 months of age. Using RT-PCR, we found a decrease in the 

expression of Eubacterial adenylyl sulfate reductase (aps) in the low tumor JWT733 

group (Fig.5C). Elevated sulfide levels detected in the assay were simultaneously 

associated with 2-fold or greater increase of host sulfate-reduction genes: cystathionine 

beta synthase (Cbs) in the JWT716 group, whereas sulfide quinone oxidoreductase (Sqor) 

was increased in the DvH-treated groups (Fig.5D). We found a concomitant increase in 
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the expression of genes involved in hypoxia and inflammation in the host in the JWT716-

treated group (Supplementary Fig.8A). Overall, Hif1α and Ptgs2 gene expression was 

reduced significantly in the JWT733-treated animals relative to the controls. 

Simultaneously, due to the genotoxic nature of the hydrogen sulfide (233), we tested 

DNA damage and repair genes, where we saw a reduced expression of the Atm gene in 

the JWT733 group compared to the controls and the T1SS-deficient, JWT716 groups 

(Supplementary Fig.8B). Mucin in the GI tract is also thought to be an efficient source of 

sulfides (243). Due to the prevalence of mucin-degrading bacteria such as 

Ruminococcaceae, Lachnospiraceae, Prevotellaceae, Bacteroides sp., Akkermansia 

muciniphila and Bifidobacterium sp. observed via 16S sequencing (Fig.2), we determined 

the level of the gene encoding for mucin predominantly in the gut, i.e. MUC2. We found 

that at 2 months of age, MUC2 expression was considerably reduced in the JWT733 

group compared to the high tumor groups (control and JWT716) (Supplementary 

Fig.8C).  

Overall, the data presented here and taken together suggest that the ABC 

transporter gene in a type 1 secretion system of D. vulgaris Hildenborough, is essential 

for colonization of the colon in Pirc rats. Whether directly or indirectly the T1SS is 

involved in reduced adenoma burden in this model of early onset colon cancer. We show 

that treatment with a bacterium in a complex GM setting could lead to significant shifts 

in the community structure and affect host gene expression during this process. This is 

also the first report demonstrating increased fecal hydrogen sulfide levels contribute to 

increased adenomagenesis. This concomitant increase is also associated with increased 

expression of sulfate-reduction, hypoxia- and inflammation genes. Nonetheless, treatment 
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with a T1SS-, biofilm- competent D. vulgaris Hildenborough strain modulated the host 

GM, where the bacterium colonized the colon regardless of the complex endogenous 

GM, modulating adenoma burden. 

 

4. Discussion 

Gut microbiota modulates disease susceptibility and severity of colon cancer 

(131, 159, 281-286). Numerous reports provide evidence to the role of bacterial taxa that 

could be opportunistic pathogens, while otherwise existing as commensals in the colon of 

patients (90, 231, 236, 287-291). Studies comparing normal epithelial and tumor tissues 

using culture-independent methods, have shown differences in specific bacterial taxa 

abundances (59, 64, 93, 94, 96, 159, 236-238) including Desulfovibrio spp. These 

bacteria have been associated with healthy controls in colorectal cancer (CRC) studies, 

including our own where we saw an increased abundance of these taxa in the group with 

fewer adenomas (64, 96, 131). Herein, we report a methodical testing of 16S rDNA gene 

sequencing data via treatment of a preclinical rodent model of colon cancer with specific 

bacteria in the context of a complex GM, unlike germ-free or mono-colonized approaches 

(59, 64, 120, 173, 291-296). This method may also serve as an improved translatable 

model to identifying biomarkers and therapeutics for human disease. To enhance 

colonization potential, we used our previously reported biofilm-forming D. vulgaris 

Hildenborough strain (256) to treat Pirc rats. We postulated that the type-1 secretion 

system (T1SS) required for biofilm-competency in Desulfovibrio (or in many bacteria) 

would be critical for bacterial colonization in a complex GM background. We further 
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hypothesized that impaired colonization by DvH due to a mutation in the T1SS would 

lead to an increased adenoma burden in Pirc rats.  

We observed that treating Pirc rats with the biofilm-deficient MO strain increased 

the average adenoma size and caused a shift in the GM architecture due to colonization. 

Shifts in the GM architecture, evident as early as one week post-treatment and at 2 

months of age, suggest that the biofilm-competent strain not only colonized the Pirc rats, 

but also subsequently modified the GM profile. To narrow down the mutations 

responsible for the phenotype observed with the MO treatment, we designed a DvH strain 

with a deletion of the ABC transporter gene of the T1SS. We found that the T1SS-

competent, JWT733 strain colonized the Pirc rats despite the presence of the indigenous 

complex GM. Shepherd et al. recently showed that strain engraftment in a complex GM 

setting could be a function of specific bacterial genes and their corresponding 

carbohydrate substrate establishing a metabolic niche (297). We report that a T1SS-

competent, biofilm-former engrafted within an endogenous, complex community without 

the need for altering the carbohydrate composition or the diet to avoid GM community 

changes (298-301). We detected the presence of JWT733 using fluorescent colonoscopy 

starting at 2 months of age, which was also associated with a decreased adenoma burden 

(number and average size) irrespective of sex. Although plausible, it is highly unlikely 

that the presence of dTomato in JWT733 and the lack thereof in JWT716 contributed to 

decreased adenomagenesis since fluorescence is typically used for all cell-labelling 

studies (302-305). More importantly, we found that the phenotype observed with the 

fluorescent, JWT733 was also similar to that observed when treated with the wildtype, 

MT strain without the fluorescent marker.  
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Biofilms are a required and critical first-step for bacterial colonization in the 

marine, steel and corrosion industries (137, 306, 307). It is likely that the proteins 

exported by the T1SS for biofilm-formation in the wildtype and the JWT733 strains 

enabled the bacteria to colonize the Pirc rat colon, thereby creating a protective 

environment locally, i.e. at the mucosa. It is evident from the fecal and mucosal biopsy 

samples at 2 months of age that the community profiles of the GM between the control, 

JWT716 and the JWT733-treated groups are significantly different. In the JWT733 rats, 

the abundance of taxa associated with healthy tissues such as Allobaculum, 

Desulfovibrio, Clostridium sensu stricto, Rikenella, Bifidobacterium, Butyrivibrio, 

Bilophila, Coprococcus, Lactobacillus, Micrococcus, some Lachnospiraceae taxa and 

Butyricimonas is suggestive of a mucosal-associated community that may be protective. 

OTUs such as Micrococcus (163), Bifidobacterium (308), Coprococcus (309), 

Butyrivibrio and Allobaculum (310) have previously been reported to be associated with 

either healthy stool or tissue samples from CRC patients.  

On the other hand, 16S rDNA gene sequencing revealed that the GM 

communities of the fecal samples are significantly different from those observed in the 

biopsies. The fecal community of the T1SS-competent included bacteria such as 

Alistipes, Bacteroides, Faecalibacterium, Butyricimonas, Desulfovibrio and 

Parabacteroides. Butyrate-producers such as Faecalibacterium and Butyricimonas had 

increased relative abundance in the JWT733 group. Studies suggest that these bacteria 

prevent tumorigenesis in mice models of colon cancer (207, 208). On the other hand 

bacteria such as Alistipes and Bacteroides have been associated with increased tumor 

burden or with carcinoma samples (311). The enrichment of these bacteria in the low 
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tumor JWT733 rats may be a reflection of their passenger status, i.e. increasing due to 

tumorigenesis-mediated dysbiosis, similar to the report by Sun et al. in a mouse model of 

CRC (312). At one week of age and at 2 months, both the JWT716 and control groups 

shared OTUs that were significantly different from the JWT733 group and that which are 

associated with increased CRC. Roseburia, Lachnospiraceae, Ruminococcaceae and 

Prevotellaceae have been consistently linked with CRC across many studies including 

those by Schloss et al. and Dejea et al. (74, 312, 313).  

Alternatively, type 1 secretion systems (T1SSs), necessary for polypeptide 

transport across the bacterial outer membrane, secrete a wide range of proteins including 

adhesins, cyclases, metalloprotease-phosphatases, hydrolases, and hemolysins. (314-317). 

The T1SS ABC transporter in DvH is proposed to export two proteins (256, 315). The 

DVU1012 gene, an integral part of the type 1 secretion system, is known as the 

hemolysin-type calcium binding repeat protein and shown to have a von Willebrand 

factor A domain, thought to be involved in cell attachment in eukaryotic cells (256). This 

gene also shares similarities with the RTX (repeat-in-toxin) gene recently reported in E. 

coli required for colonization of the urinary tract and kidneys (318). One of the functions 

of the RTX family of genes is the production of alpha-hemolysin, reported in several 

Gram-negative bacteria including E. coli to be capable of causing urinary tract infections 

and host tissue damage (318-320). Some reports have suggested that hemolysins promote 

tumorigenesis (321), while others propose that bacterial hemolysins could be protective 

against colon cancer (322, 323). This disparity in the role of the hemolysins is a potential 

factor affecting the mechanism of reduced burden in the T1SS-competent strain-treated 

Pirc rats and warrants further investigation in future studies. 
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Sulfate-reducing bacteria (SRB), including Desulfovibrio spp, Eubacterium, 

Citrobacter, Flavonifractor, Bacteroides, Ruminococcaceae, and Bilophila found in the 

GI tract (244, 245, 324, 325) are known to use sulfates for anaerobic respiration. They 

release hydrogen sulfide into the lumen (326-329) and consume hydrogen (H2), short-

chain fatty acids such as acetate and lactate, affecting the response of the microbiota to 

diet (246). Various studies have shown that hydrogen sulfide possesses apoptotic 

functions, while also reducing oxidative stress (267, 330, 331). Other roles for exogenous 

H2S include anti-inflammatory resolution to experimental colitis, decreased gastric 

ulcers, and gastrointestinal integrity maintenance (147, 332-337). Simultaneously, cell 

culture and mice model studies have shown hydrogen sulfide based drugs could suppress 

colon cancer growth (338-340). We found that the dissolved H2S levels were 

significantly higher in the T1SS-deficient (JWT716) and control groups at two months of 

age. Several mechanisms may contribute to this increase in H2S despite the lack of 

colonization by DvH due to the ABC transporter deficiency in the control and JWT716 

groups. The GM composition of the JWT733 group biopsies suggests that bacteria 

capable of sulfide generation were associated with the mucosa, while the control and 

JWT716-treated rats had increased abundance of SRBs in the fecal samples. We found 

the associated increase of other sulfate-reducers including Ruminococcus, Bilophila, 

Sutterella, Fusobacterium, Clostridium sensu stricto, Peptococcus, Prevotella, 

Streptococcus, Flavonifractor, Eubacterium and other Desulfovibrionaceae in the high 

tumor (control and JWT716) groups’ fecal samples. These bacteria are capable of 

utilizing cysteine, sulfomucins, taurine, sulfite, sulfated bile acids, estrogen-3-sulfates 

and phenysulfates to produce H2S (243, 341). Increased sulfide could also be due to the 
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presence of mucin-degraders such as Akkermansia sp., Ruminococcaceae, 

Ruminiclostridium, Lachnospiraceae, Lachnoclostridium in the JWT716 and the control 

rats. The associated increase of MUC2 expression suggests the mucin-degradation 

possibly leads to the release of sulfonated compounds required for H2S production.  

Simultaneously, increased production of H2S by the host to promote proliferation 

of colon cancer cells and to support cellular bioenergetics could potentially contribute to 

the increased luminal levels of H2S (342, 343). Complementary to the principle of 

increased H2S leading to an increased tumor burden we found an associated increase in 

host sulfate reduction genes’ expression along with the high fecal sulfide observed in the 

control and JWT716 groups. H2S is a gaseous signaling molecule that is important for 

normal pathophysiology (233). Cysteine, a major source of H2S in the gut is catalyzed by 

cystathionine beta-synthase (Cbs) leading to H2S production which can be oxidized by 

colonocytes through the action of sulfide quinine reductase (Sqor) and thiosulfate sulfur 

transferase (Tst) (233, 344, 345). Along with the increase in Pirc rats’ sulfate-reduction 

genes, we found elevated levels of Hif1α and Ptgs2 in the control and JWT716-treated 

animals. The elevation of these genes suggests a hypoxic environment due to the 

increased presence of H2S (346-349). Hypoxic conditions along with Hif1α expression 

modulates Nox4 expression in most tissues (350-352). However, the mechanism of this 

pathway in the colon is unknown, requiring validation in future studies. More importantly 

in the control and JWT716 groups, we saw an increased expression of the Ptgs2 (Cox2: 

cyclooxygenase-2) gene which is typically involved in GI inflammation and increased 

susceptibility to colon cancer (353-357). The increase in Ptgs2 could also be a host 

response to the hypoxic condition established due to the increased H2S (358-360). 
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Consequential to the elevated and potentially genotoxic nature of hydrogen sulfide, we 

noticed an increase in the expression of DNA damage response genes Msh2, Atm, and 

Mgmt in the control and JWT716-treated rats (361, 362). This suggests that the H2S may 

be causing mutations or inducing double stranded breaks in the proliferating colonocytes 

potentially leading to an increased DNA damage response. Alternatively, the increased 

Hmox1 and Bcat expression in the T1SS-competent group emphasizes the probable 

spatial nature of hydrogen sulfide. Proximity of hydrogen sulfide to the mucosa may be 

causing increased proliferation of the colonocytes. In rats following spinal cord injury, 

hydrogen sulfide activates Wnt/β-catenin signaling (363). H2S as a function of the 

colonization potential of the T1SS-competent strain may be playing a dual role of 

prevention and promotion of colon cancer depending on the spatial organization of the 

GM in the T1SS-competent and the other two groups respectively. It may also be 

plausible that the exogenous hydrogen sulfide produced in the JWT733-treated rats 

within proximity of the mucosal surface may be protective as shown in in vitro and ex 

vivo experiments (364). We found decreased levels of fecal H2S in the T1SS-competent 

strain-treated rats at 2 months compared to that of controls and the T1SS-deficient group 

supporting this notion.  

Reports have suggested vast differences in the lumen and mucosa-associated 

microbiota in patients with CRC (74), a theory supported in our study by the differences 

in the fecal and biopsy 16S rDNA results. The significance of this spatiotemporal 

arrangement of the complex GM communities within the lumen and that, which is 

involved with the mucosa, may be of relevance to understanding the etiology of colon 

cancer going forward and needs further investigation.  
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Bacterial colonization factors are attributed to the co-evolution of the host and the 

prokaryotic commensals living inside the mammalian system (365-367). We report that 

despite the complexity of the indigenous gut microbiota, suitable factors such as the 

T1SS ABC transporter mediating biofilm formation could enable colonization of the host. 

Based on our results, we propose the use of complex GM models as a more translatable 

approach for therapeutic testing especially due to their physiological relevance. However, 

validations are required before the excitement of the therapeutic prospects of this 

bacterial strain are considered. It is necessary to confirm the mechanisms tested here in 

the context of a different complex GM profile and understand how slight variations in the 

community profile may affect the phenotype. More importantly, recent reports suggest 

that biofilms in the colon, albeit mediated by specific bacteria predispose patients to 

colon cancer (88, 90, 289, 368-371). In light of our report suggesting that biofilm-

forming DvH alleviates tumor burden, a more systematic and controlled approach is 

warranted where other T1SS-competent bacteria, including potential biofilm-formers 

should be tested thoroughly for their effect on CRC development. The authors 

acknowledge that it is challenging to model microbial interactions especially in a 

complex GM setting and the inability to distinguish the presence of bacterial JWT733 

cells or T1SS cargo proteins as reasons for reduced adenoma is a limitation of our study. 

However, the potential for biofilm-competency and thereby the capacity for its formation 

in the gut suggests the possibility of metabolite exchanges among the complex GM 

community. The identification of bacterial metabolites, whether hydrogen sulfide or 

others could have a significant impact in establishing therapeutic routines including 

through modification of dietary agents. Our study emphasizes the complex and 
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synergistic interactions, including the possibility of the same metabolite having 

differential effects contingent on the spatial arrangement of the GM, simultaneously 

affecting the susceptibility and etiology of colon cancer.  
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7. Figures 

Figure 1. Pirc rat treatment with Type 1 secretion system (T1SS) ABC transporter –

competent (JWT733) and –deficient (JWT716) strains of DvH 

(A) Schematic for JWT733: Type-1 secretion system (T1SS) –competent strain, 

indicating the location of the fluorescent dTomato gene. (B) Experimental design: Pirc 

rats were treated with T1SS-competent (JWT733) or T1SS-deficient (JWT716) strains of 

DvH. Number of animals used as indicated in figures. Dot plots depict the relative 

abundance of phylum Proteobacteria in fecal samples at 1 week post-treatment (C), 2 

months of age (D), and mucosal biopsies at 2 months of age (E). Error bars indicate 

standard error of the mean (±SEM). Associated bar graphs show the relative abundance 

of the operational taxonomic units at the Genus level contributing to the Proteobacteria 

phylum in each sample. AT: ambiguous taxa, ub: uncultured bacterium, uo: uncultured 

organism and rb: rumen bacterium 
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Figure 2. 16S rRNA gene sequencing analysis of control, JWT733 and JWT716 

groups 

(A) Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) plot depicting the fecal 16S rDNA gene 

sequencing dissimilarities between the DvH-treated groups based on the Bray-Curtis 

distance matrix. Post-hoc analysis indicating the differences between individual groups is 

listed under Table 3. Each symbol represents the GM community from the fecal sample 

of a single rat at 2 months of age. (B) Heatmap generated from the significantly 

(ANOVA, P<0.05) differential OTUs between each group of the fecal and biopsy 

samples, using Ward’s clustering algorithm. Range of blue to red color indicates low to 

high abundance respectively. PBS, n=15; JWT733, n=13, JWT716, n=14, Con-biopsy, 

n=15; JWT733-biopsy, n=13 and JWT716-biopsy, n=14. (C) Heatmap of the GM profiles 

obtained from fecal samples collected at 2 months of age via colonoscopy depicting the 

significantly different OTUs between groups. (D) Heatmap of the GM profiles obtained 

from biopsy samples collected at 2 months of age depicting the significantly different 

OTUs between groups. 
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Figure 3. Tumor multiplicity, average tumor burden and OTU-tumor correlations 

in control and treated Pirc rats  

(A) Colonic tumor multiplicity in male and female Pirc rats at sacrifice, i.e. 4 months of 

age. (B) Average tumor area observed in male and female Pirc rats treated with either 

anaerobic PBS (control), JWT733 (T1SS-competent) or JWT716 (T1SS-deficient) strains 

of DvH. For (A) and (B) a One-Way ANOVA with a Tukey’s post hoc test was used to 

determine significance with P-values below 0.05 considered to be significantly different 

between groups. (C) Tumor sizes observed in the treatment and control groups. Control, 

n=15; JWT733, n=12, JWT716, n=14. (D) DNA extracted from biopsies collected at 2 

months of age tested for detectable bacteria via qRT-PCR with strain-specific probes. 

JWT733 (n=13) and JWT716 (n=14) groups. Number of copies of JWT733 in the T1SS-

competent (wildtype) treated rats plotted against the colonic tumor multiplicity at 4 

months of age. Rats with less than 1000 copies separated from those with greater than 

2000. (E) Pearson’s correlations (P<0.05) between OTUs at one week post-treatment 

with colonic tumor counts. Representative example of Lactobacillus with colonic tumor 

count along x-axis and relative abundance of the taxa along the y-axis is shown. (F) 

Correlation of OTUs from 2 month fecal samples is shown with an example of a negative 

correlation (Alistipes) and a positive correlation (Ruminococcaceae). Error bars in all 

figures indicate standard error of the mean (±SEM). 
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Figure 4. Sulfide assay and qRT-PCR gene expression of rat and bacterial sulfate 

reduction genes 

(A) Fecal sulfide (hydrogen sulfide) concentration measured by Cline assay at 4 months 

of age in the control and treatment groups. (B) Fecal sulfide concentration measured at 2 

months of age. P-values below 0.05 were considered to be significantly different between 

groups. Calculated via a One-Way ANOVA with a Tukey’s post hoc test. Relative 

expression of the bacterial sulfate reduction genes (C), host sulfate reduction genes (D), 

relative to the PBS-treated control group (n=8) was determined by qRT-PCR. Log fold-

change was calculated using the ΔΔCq values. Red: expression in JWT716 (T1SS-

deficient, n=11); Blue: expression in JWT733 (T1SS-competent, n=9) groups. Error bars 

in all figures indicate standard error of the mean (±SEM). 
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Supplementary figure 1. Treatment of Pirc rats with biofilm -competent and -

deficient Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough (DvH) 

(A) Experimental design: Pirc rats were treated with biofilm-competent, DvH-MT (n=4) 

or biofilm-deficient, DvH-MO (n=6) strains of Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough. 

(B) Colonic tumor count and average tumor size at sacrifice. P-values below 0.05 were 

considered to be significantly different between groups. Calculated via a Student’s t-test. 

(C) Bar graph of the differential tumor sizes observed in the DvH-MT and DvH-MO 

treated Pirc rats at 4 months. Error bars in all figures indicate standard error of the mean 

(±SEM).  
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Supplementary figure 2. Adenoma images via colonoscopy in DvH-treated Pirc rats  

(A) Representative images of adenomas in DvH-MO-treated rats indicating larger tumor 

sizes acquired at 4 months of age (sacrifice). Images obtained from 5 different animals. 

(B) Images representative of the small lesions observed in the DvH-MT group, obtained 

from 3 different animals.  

A 

 

Image.1-5: Representative images of adenomas in the DvH-MO treated rats. Images 

obtained from 5 different animals 

B 

 

Image.6-8: Representative images of lesions (red arrow) in the DvH-MT-treated rats. 

Images obtained from 3 different animals 
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Supplementary figure 3. 16S rRNA gene sequencing analysis of DvH treatment 

(A) Principal component analysis (PCA) indicating the differential complex GM profiles 

observed in the MT (n=4) and MO (n=6) groups at 1 week (green: MT, red: MO) and 4 

months (light blue: MT, dark blue: MO) of age. PERMANOVA (F=4.45, P=0.0001) was 

used to determine significance differences in GM profiles. A P-value less than 0.05 was 

considered to be significant. Post-hoc analysis is listed under Table 2. (B) Richness 

(Chao1) and diversity (Shannon) indices were measured for the same time points. (C) 

Heatmap analysis using Euclidean distances coupled with Ward’s algorithm was 

performed, identifying the top 55 OTUs (operational taxonomic units). Error bars in all 

figures indicate standard error of the mean (±SEM).  
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Supplementary figure 4. Colonoscopy of fluorescent, T1SS-competent strain-treated 

rats  

Representative images of colonoscopy with white light, dTomato fluorescence and 

negative controls to determine percent detection of fluorescent in all rats treated with 

JWT733. 
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Supplementary figure 5. Fluorescent in-situ hybridization (FISH) and confocal 

microscopy assessing biofilm formation in vivo in the JWT733 treated rats 

(A) Confocal microscopy images to detect fluorescent, T1SS-competent JWT733 strain. 

Representative images of positive controls for 16S Eubacteria and JWT733. (B) 

Representative images of the JWT733- and JWT716- treated colonic segments assessed 

for presence of bacteria. JWT733, n=13 and JWT716, n=12.  
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Supplementary figure 6. 16S rDNA analysis of fecal and biopsy samples from the 

control, JWT733 and JWT716 groups 

Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) plot depicting the 16S rDNA gene sequencing 

dissimilarities between the groups at 2 months of age based on the Bray-Curtis distance 

matrix. Fecal samples are depicted as circles, while biopsy samples are shown as 

triangles. PBS: black, JWT733: blue and JWT716: green. Post-hoc analysis indicating the 

differences between individual groups is listed under Table 4. Each symbol represents the 

GM community from the fecal sample of a single rat at 2 months of age.  
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Supplementary figure 7. Correlogram analysis of OTUs vs tumor multiplicity at 1 

week post-treatment and 2 months of age 

(A) Correlogram showing the correlations (Pearson’s, P<0.05) between OTUs at one 

week post-treatment with colonic tumor counts. Color of the dot indicates positive (blue) 

or negative (red) correlation. Size of the dot represents the mean relative abundance of 

each OTU. (B) Correlogram of OTUs from 2 month fecal samples and colonic tumor 

multiplicity is depicted. 
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Supplementary figure 8. QRT-PCR analysis of gene expression in control, JWT733 

and JWT716 groups 

Relative gene expression measured using qRT-PCR with respect to the control 

(anaerobic-PBS) group determined for inflammation and hypoxia-related (A), and DNA 

damage response (B) genes in all three groups, i.e. controls (n=8), JWT733 (n=9) and 

JWT716 groups (n=11). All expression is normalized to GAPDH and then to that of the 

control animals. C) Relative gene expression of MUC2 in the JWT733 and JWT716 

treated animals with respect to the control group. 
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8. Tables 

Table 1: Primer and probes used in this study 

Primer name Primer sequence (5'-3')A Purpose of primerB 

DVU1094-upF GCCTTTTGCTGGCCTTTTGCTCA

CATCGAAGAGGCGGCCATCATC

G 

amplifying argH at 165 

bp, the upstream region 

for pMO7722 and 

pMO7743 

DVU1094-upR TCGCCTTCTTGACGAGTTCTTCT

GACATCCATGCTGTTGCGGAAG

GTG 

amplifying argH at 688 

bp to generate the 

upstream region for 

pMO7722 

DVU1094-pKan-

comp-R 

TTCCCAACCTTACCAGAGGGCG

CCCCAGCTGGCAATTCCGGCTA

GCGGCCGAGCCAG 

amplifying argH to 

generate the upstream 

and complement region 

for pMO7743 

DVU1094-dnF GCGCCCCAGCTGGCAATTCCGG

CTGCCCAAGGCTGCACAC 

amplifying region 

downstream of argH to 

make pMO7722 

DVU1094-dnR CGAGGCATTTCTGTCCTGGCTG

GCGTCACCGACCATGACCACC 

amplifying 511-bp 

region downstream of 

argH to make 

pMO7722 and 

pMO7743 

DVU1094-

tdTomato-comp-

dnF 

CGGCATGGACGAGCTGTACAA

GTAACTGCCCAAGGCTGCACAC 

 

amplifying region 

downstream of argH to 

make pMO7743 

tdTomato-pKan-F GGGCGCCCTCTGGTAAGGTTGG

GAAGCCCTGCAAGCAGTCCCAG

GAGGTACCATATGGTGAGCAA

GGGCGAGG 

amplifying tdTomato to 

make pMO7743; 

overhang contains 

promotor from Kmr and 

RBS  

tdTomato-pKan-R TTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG

CCG 

amplifying tdTomato to 

make pMO7743 

SpecRpUC-F CCAGCCAGGACAGAAATGCCTC

G 

amplifying plasmid 

backbone (Spr-pUC) 

from pCR8/GW/TOPO 

SpecRpUC-R ATGTGAGCAAAAGGCCAGCAA

AAGGC 

amplifying plasmid 

backbone (Spr-pUC) 

from pCR8/GW/TOPO 

Kan gene Prom 

Nterm 

CCGGAATTGCCAGCTGGGGCGC amplifying Kmr from 

pCR4-TOPO 

KanR TCAGAAGAACTCGTCAAGAAG

GCGA 

amplifying Kmr from 

pCR4-TOPO 
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SpecRpUC-up CGCCTGGTATCTTTATAGTCCT sequencing of cloned 

regions 

pMO719-XbaI-dn TGGGTTCGTGCCTTCATCCG sequencing of cloned 

regions 

DVU1094-666F CACCTTCCGCAACAGCATGGAT

G 

sequencing of cloned 

regions 

DVU1094-815R GGCAGGAAGATGTAGCCGAAT

GC 

sequencing of cloned 

regions 

RBS_partial-

pKanR 

ATGGTACCTCCTGGGACTGCTT sequencing of cloned 

regions 

dTomato-579F CTACTACGTGGACACCAAGCTG

GAC 

sequencing of cloned 

regions 

dsr_EUB_F ACSCACTGGAAGCACG Expression analysis of 

eubacterial 

dissimilatory sulfite 

reductase gene 
dsr_EUB_R 

GTGTAGCAGTTACCGCA 

aps_EUB_F GGGYCTKTCCGCYATCAAYAC Expression analysis of 

eubacterial adenosine 

monophosphate sulfate 

reductase gene 
aps_EUB_R 

GCACATGTCGAGGAAGTCTTC 

sat_DvH_F CGTTTCCAAGGAAGAAGCAG Expression analysis of 

DvH sulfate adenylyl 

transferase gene 
sat_DvH_R 

GGTCTTCTTCAGCGATGTCC 

apsA_DvH_F GCTCTTGATACGGGCTTCAG Expression analysis of 

DvH adenosine 

monophosphate sulfate 

reductase gene 
apsA_DvH_R 

TCACGAAGCACTTCCACTTG 

CBS_F GCTGATGGTGTTTGGTGTTG Expression analysis of 

rat cystathionine-β-

synthase gene 
CBS_R 

GTGGAAACCAGTCGGTGTCT 

CTH_F TCCGGATGGAGAAACACTTC Expression analysis of 

rat cystathionine-γ-

lyase gene 
CTH_R 

TGAGCATGCTGCAGAGTACC 

TST_F AGTGCTCAATGGTGGTTTCC Expression analysis of 

rat thiosulfate 

sulfurtransferase gene 
TST_R 

CCACCAGCTGGAACCTTTTA 

SQOR_F CTGCAGGACTTCAAGGAAGG Expression analysis of 

rat sulfide quinone 

oxidoreductase gene 
SQOR_R 

AAATTGTTCCAAGGGCTGTG 

HIF1α_F TCAAGTCAGCAACGTGGAAG Expression analysis of 

rat hypoxia-induced 

factor-1α gene 
HIF1α_R 

TATCGAGGCTGTGTCGACTG 

NOX4_F GGATCACAGAAGGTCCCTAGC Expression analysis of 

rat NADPH oxidase 4 

gene 
NOX4_R 

AGAAGTTCAGGGCGTTCACC 

PTGS2_F AAAGCCTCGTCCAGATGCTA 
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PTGS2_R 

ATGGTGGCTGTCTTGGTAGG Expression analysis of 

rat prostaglandin-

endoperoxide synthase 

2 gene 

CAR1_F CCCATTCACCAATTTTGACC Expression analysis of 

rat carbonic anhydrase-

1gene 
CAR1_R 

ACAGAAGACCACGGAGCTGT 

JWT33_FISH 
/5Alex647N/GAACTCGTGGCCGT

TCATGG/3AlexF647N/ 

Fluorescent in-situ 

hybridization (FISH) 

probe for JWT733 

JWT733_F CCAAGCTGAAGGTGACCAA  Quantification of 

JWT733 copy number JWT733_R ATTACAAGAAGCTGTCCTTCCC 

JWT733_Probe 
GTTCATGTACGGCTCCAAGGCG

TA 

JWT716_F AGATAGCCGCCATGCTG Quantification of 

JWT716 copy number JWT716_R AAACGCGACAGTGTTGC 

JWT716_Probe GCCCTAGCCATGCCGCTGT 

Note: EUB: eubacteria; DvH: Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough; F: Forward; R: 

Reverse 

Table 2: Two-Way PERMANOVA post-hoc analysis of GM community profile in 

fecal and biopsy samples collected at 4 months of age 

Bonferroni-corrected P values 

Time point/Group 

1 week 4 months 

MT MO MT MO 

1 week 

MT 1 0.0158 0.0261 0.005 

MO 0.0158 1 0.0079 0.0022 

4 months 

MT 0.0261 0.0079 1 0.0147 

MO 0.005 0.0022 0.0147 1 
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Table 3: One-Way PERMANOVA post-hoc analysis of GM community profile in 

fecal samples from DvH-treated rats 

Bonferroni-corrected P values 

 JWT733 JWT716 MT MO 

JWT733  0.1162 0.1619 0.0109 

JWT716 0.1162  0.3188 0.0222 

MT 0.1619 0.3188  0.0361 

MO 0.0109 0.0222 0.0361  

 

Table 4: Two-Way PERMANOVA post-hoc analysis of GM community profile in 

fecal and biopsy samples collected at 4 months of age 

Bonferroni-corrected P values 

Samples/ 

Group 

Fecal Biopsy 

PBS JWT733 JWT716 
Biopsy-

PBS 

Biopsy-

JWT733 

Biopsy-

JWT716 

PBS  1 0.063 0.0015 0.039 0.0015 

JWT733 1  0.071 0.0015 0.0375 0.0015 

JWT716 0.063 0.071  0.0015 0.0015 0.0015 

Biopsy-PBS 
0.001

5 
0.0015 0.0015  0.1815 0.0015 

Biopsy-

JWT733 
0.039 0.0375 0.0015 0.1815  1 

Biopsy-

JWT716 

0.001

5 
0.0015 0.0015 0.0015 1  
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Table 5: Bacterial strains and plasmids used in the study 

Bacterial Strain 

or Plasmid 

Genotype or Relevant 

CharacteristicsA 

Use Source 

  

Escherichia coli  

   

α-select (Silver 

efficiency) 

deoR endA1 recA1 relA1 

gyrA96 hsdR17(rK
− mK

+) 

supE44 thi-1 

phoA Δ(lacZYA argF)U169 

Φ80lacZΔM15 λ− F− 

 

Production and 

replication of 

plasmids 

 

Bioline 

Desulfovibrio 

vulgaris 

Hildenborough  

   

DvH Wildtype Biofilm competent ATCC 29579B 

DvH-MO Contains 12 spontaneous 

mutations compared to 

wildtype; one in lapB 

(G1903C) causes strain to 

be deficient in biofilm 

formation 

Spontaneously 

biofilm deficient 

strain maintained 

at the University of 

Missouri 

De León et al. 

(256) 

JWT716 

 

DvH ΔlapB′ (1543-2331 bp 

and G1542T) and Δupp; 5-

FUr, biofilm deficient 

Markerless 

deletion of lapB at 

1543 bp from 5′ 

end; introduction 

of a stop codon at 

1542 bp 

 

De León et al.  

(256) 

JWT726 DvH ΔargH′ (689-1383 

bp):Kmr); Kmr, arginine 

auxotroph 

Marker exchange 

deletion of argH at 

689 bp from 5′ end 

This study 

JWT733 JWT726  ΔKmr::argH′ 

(689-1383 bp)-(Pnpt-RBS-

dTomato); fluorescent, 

Kms, arginine prototroph 

Complementation 

of 3′ end (689-

1383 bp) of argH 

+dTomato; 

markerless 

fluorescent strain 

This study 

Plasmids    

pCR8/GW/TOPO Cloning vector containing 

Spr and pUC ori cassette; 

Spr 

Source of Spr and 

pUC ori fragment 

for plasmid 

generation in E. 

coli , non-

replicating in DvH 

Invitrogen 
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pCR4-TOPO Cloning vector containing 

Kmr; Kmr 

Source of Kmr  Invitrogen 

pSRKKm pBBR1MCS-2 expression 

vector containing lac 

promotor and lacIq, lacZα, 

and Kmr 

Broad host range 

vector 

Khan et al. 

(372) 

pSRKKm-

tdTomato 

pSRKKm-tdTomato Source of 

tdTomato 

Gift of P. 

Brown and J 

Daniel; Dolla 

et al. (374) 

 

pMO7722 pCR8/GW/TOPO Spr and 

pUC ori cassette plus argH 

fragment (165-688 bp) 

followed by Kmr and DNA 

region downstream of argH 

(511-bp); Spr and Kmr 

 

Marker-exchange 

deletion of argH 3′ 

end (689-1383 bp) 

This study 

pMO7743C pCR8/GW/TOPO Spr and 

pUC ori cassette plus argH 

fragment (165-1383 bp) 

followed by the promotor 

for Kmr-RBS-dTomato and 

DNA region downstream 

of argH (511-bp); Spr and 

fluorescent 

 

Complementation 

of argH with 

selection of 

arginine 

prototrophy; 

introduction of 

fluorescent marker 

downstream of 

argH;  

This study 

ADefinitions:  upp: uracil phosphoribosyltransferase (DVU1025), lapB: ABC transporter 

of a type I secretion system (DVU1017), argH: argininosuccinate lyase (DVU1094), 

RBS: ribosomal binding site 5′- GCAGTCCCAGGAGGTACCAT-3′ derived from 

sequence in Dolla et al.1992 (374), Kmr: kanamycin resistance encoded by neomycin 

phosphotransferase II and containing a mutation of CA at -34 bp in pMO7722 and 

pMO7743, Spr: spectinomycin resistance encoded by aadA1 

BAmerican Type Culture Collection, Manassas, VA 

CThe tandem duplication in tdTomato was lost during plasmid construction resulting in 

dTomato and containing a mutation of G13A causing an amino acid change of Gly5Ser. 

Three mutation in argH (G1015A, C1118T, and G1241A) resulting in Ala339Thr, 
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Ala373Val, and Gly414Asp are present in this plasmid but do not affect complementation 

of arginine prototrophy. Construct was chosen due to apparent increased fluorescence 

when compared to other tdTomato constructs. 

DLeibniz Institute DSMZ-German Collection of Microorganisms and Cell Cultures 
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CHAPTER IV 

SHIFT FROM A SIMPLIFIED TO COMPLEX GUT MICROBIOTA REDUCES 

ADENOMA BURDEN IN A PRECLINICAL RAT MODEL OF COLON CANCER  

(Submitted: Susheel Bhanu Busi, Daniel Davis, Jacob Moskowitz, and 

James Amos-Landgraf) 
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1. Overview       

Colorectal cancer (CRC) models, including both mice and rats, have been used to 

understand the etiology of human diseases for decades (29, 375-378). The ideal model 

should recapitulate the phenotype observed in humans, but also elucidate contributing 

factors such as the host microbiota and its relationship to the mechanisms of the disease. 

Recent evidence suggests that the gut microbiome, i.e. the collection of microorganisms 

in the large intestine plays an important role in the etiology of the disease (64, 71, 92, 

151, 207). Several studies have tried to elucidate the mechanisms by which specific 

bacteria contribute to disease susceptibility by various methods including the utilization 

of germ-free (293, 379, 380) or monocolonized animals (381-384), or the use of 

antibiotics to eliminate endogenous gut microbiota (GM) populations (64, 385). The 

majority of studies use the Apc+/Min mouse model that develops the majority of their 

tumors in the small intestine unlike human disease. Since the GM population has been 

shown to be different in the small intestine compared to the colon the translatability of 

these studies may be limited. 

The Pirc (F344/NTac-Apc+/am1137) rat model of human colon cancer demonstrates a 

more consistent colonic tumor phenotype compared to the Apc+/Min mice and has been 

shown to have an altered phenotype with altered gut microbiota (127, 131, 150, 188).  To 

model more closely, the large number of endogenous commensals found in human CRC 

patients, we previously showed that the endogenous GM could be modulated through 

complex microbiota targeted rederivation (6, 124). Determining the mechanisms and 

most importantly the interactions between commensals still poses challenges, considering 

the multiple permutations and combinations with the taxa found in the model.  
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In order to tackle the challenge of complexity, we established the Pirc rat on an 

Altered Schaedler Flora (ASF) gut microbiota (123, 386-388). Instituting Pirc rats on a 

minimal GM profile could potentially serve as a model for understanding mechanisms 

and interactions of specific bacteria, in the context of a well-defined, yet complex gut 

microbiome profile. Using CRASF (Charles-River ASF) rats as surrogates, F1-Pirc rats 

were established, and at weaning, littermates were transferred from a barrier room to a 

conventional status room in the animal facility. We hypothesized that transferring the 

Pirc rats to a conventional room compared to the cleaner, barrier room would increase the 

colonic tumor burden at sacrifice. Contrary to our hypothesis, we found that the animals 

maintained in the barrier (clean) room had significantly more colonic adenomas. This is 

the first time Pirc rats have been established on an Altered Schaedler Flora gut 

microbiota, but more importantly, suggests an even more central role for the gut 

microbiota in modulating the colon tumor phenotype of animal models for studying 

human diseases.  

 

2. Methods 

2.1. Animal Care and Use 

All procedures were performed according to the guidelines regulated by the Guide 

for the Use and Care of Laboratory Animals, the Public Health Service Policy on 

Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, and the Guidelines for the Welfare of 

Animals in Experimental Neoplasia and were approved by the University of Missouri 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee. 
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2.2. Charles River Altered Schaedler Flora (CRASF) rats and cross-fostering 

7 week old Lewis rats with a limited Altered Schaedler Flora (n = 4 males, and 4 

females) were purchased from Charles River Laboratories Inc. Laboratories (Wilmington, 

MA). The animals were shipped overnight in a sterile double-enclosed isolator cage with 

sterile bedding and Hydrogel® gel-paks (Portland, ME) to the Discovery Ridge animal 

facility at University of Missouri. Fecal samples were collected prior to shipping and 

upon arrival at the facility for 16S rRNA sequencing. Simultaneously, bedding and gel-

pak samples that the animals were shipped with were also collected for sequencing. The 

animals were housed in a barrier room on ventilated racks (Thoren, Hazleton, PA) in 

micro-isolator cages with autoclaved paper chip bedding, feed and water, and allowed to 

acclimatize for a week, after which they were setup into breeder pairs. Timed matings for 

fostering were set up with our F344/NTac Apc+/am1137 (generation, N=28) conventional 

rat colony.  

Female F344/NTac rats were checked for plugs, and on day 21 post-observation of plugs, 

a Caesarean was performed. The uterus was tied-off at both ends prior to surgical 

resection and then transferred in a sterile petridish with betadine solution to the barrier 

room. In a biosafety hood, the uterus was opened with a pair of sterile scissors and the 

pups were physically manipulated after removing the amniotic sac and warmed under a 

heat lamp. Only CRASF breeders with pups on the ground within 36 hours were used as 

surrogates for fostering the F344/NTac x F344/NTac-Apc+/am1137 pups. Half the litter and 

bedding was removed from the CRASF surrogate, and mixed with the to-be fostered pups 

thoroughly, before placing the F344/NTac x F344/NTac-Apc+/am1137 fostered pups along 
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with a few of the CRASF pups with the surrogate mom. At 12 days of age, all pups 

including the fostered ones were ear-punched for genotyping.  

2.3. Genotyping and animal identification 

Pups were ear-punched prior to weaning at 12 days of age using sterile technique. 

DNA was extracted using the “HotSHOT” genomic DNA preparation method previously 

outlined (166). DNA was used for genotyping using a high resolution melt (HRM) 

analysis as described previously (131).  

2.4. Experimental design, animal husbandry (breeding) and barrier room housing 

F1-Pirc rats were generated by crossing one founder male, F344/NTac-Apc+/am1137 

CRASF Pirc rat established via cross-fostering, with wildtype female LEW/Crl ASF rats. 

The rats were housed on ventilated racks in micro-isolator cages. Cages were furnished 

with autoclaved paper chip bedding (Shepherd Specialty Paper, Milford, NJ) and were 

fed irradiated 5053 PicoLab Mouse Diet 20 (LabDiet, St. Louis, MO). Rats had ad 

libitum access to water purified by sulfuric acid (pH 2.5-2.8) treatment followed by 

autoclaving. Animal handling required complete personal protective equipment (PPE) 

including face masks, hair nets and TyVek sterile sleeves (Cat.No.17988110, Fisher 

Scientific, Waltham, MA). Prior to breeding fecal samples were collected from both the 

breeders using aseptic methods. LEWF344F1-Apc+/am1137 (F1 generation) ASF pups were 

generated and genotyped at 12 days of age. 

2.5. Conventional room housing 

At weaning, F1-Pirc rats were co-housed in the conventional room with 

F344/NTac animals from the holding colony with an endogenous complex GM when 
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available, in micro-isolator cages on ventilated racks with nonsterile paper chip bedding. 

Cage changes for conventional rats were done on open benches. Rats in the conventional 

room were fed non-irradiated 5008 Lab diet and had ad libitum access to acidified 

(sulfuric acid, pH 2.5-2.8), autoclaved water. The water is acidified after an RO (reverse 

osmosis) treatment to prevent the growth of most bacteria or fungi. 

2.6. Fecal sample collection 

Fecal samples were collected from the pups at weaning, and monthly thereafter 

until sacrifice at 4 months of age. Briefly, fecal samples were collected by placing the 

animal in a clean, sterile cage without bedding. Freshly evacuated feces were speared 

with a sterile toothpick or forceps and placed into a sterile Eppendorf tube. All samples 

were stored at -80 ˚C until further processing.  

2.7. Fecal DNA extraction, 16S library preparation, sequencing and analysis 

Fecal samples were pared down to 65 mg using a sterile blade and then extracted 

using methods described previously (4).  Amplification and sequencing of the V4 

hypervariable region of the 16S rDNA was performed at the University of Missouri 

Metagenomics center and DNA core facility (Columbia, MO) and the results annotated 

using the SILVA 16S database(4). Samples with a read count below 15,000 were 

removed from the analysis due to insufficient rarefaction. The average read counts for all 

samples was 57,863. Microbial Community DNA Standards from ZymoBIOMICS TM 

were used to account for any errors via extraction and sequencing processes. All OTUs 

with a relative abundance below 0.001% were excluded from analysis. Principal 

Coordinate analyses were performed in PAST (PAleontological STatisitcs, version 3.2) 
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(389). PERMANOVA with default permutations (N=9999) was used to determine 

significant differences between groups when performing PCoA analyses using the 

module embedded into PAST3.2. Simultaneously, a scree plot was generated using the 

chemometrics.R script under the metaboanalyst package to identify which principal 

coordinates to plot for the figures. Heatmaps were generated using the plotHeatMap 

function from the same package along with the hclust function from the stat package. For 

the Heatmaps, Euclidean distance was used as the similarity measure, while Ward’s 

clustering algorithm accounting for average linkage was used to create the dendrogram. 

Correlation analyses testing the relationship of OTUs’ relative abundance with tumor 

burden was assessed using the corrgram package in R (version 3.4.1), assessing the top 

50 OTUs based on the individual relative abundance. PICRUSt, HUMAnN and LEfSE 

analysis was performed after re-annotating (closed-reference) the 16S rDNA gene 

sequences against the Greengenes (May, 2013) database as described previously (259).  

2.8. Anaerobic culturing of the lab diet feed and DNA extraction 

3 samples of 0.5 g of feed from the barrier and conventional rooms were 

introduced anaerobically into an autoclaved serum vial, closed with a sterile rubber 

stopper and an aluminum crimp seal. Oxygen was purged from vials and 5 mL of sterile 

brain heart infusion (BD Difco, ThermoFisher Scientific, USA) media was added using a 

syringe. The inoculum and media was then incubated anaerobically overnight at 37 ˚C in 

a 5% CO2 incubator. After incubation, the contents of the vial were used for DNA 

extraction using previously established methods including manual DNA precipitation and 

the DNeasy kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD) (131, 261). 
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2.9. Tumor counts  

All animals were humanely euthanized with CO2 administration and necropsied at 

16 weeks (4 months) of age. The small intestine and colon from the rats were placed on 

to bibulous paper and then splayed opened longitudinally. Tissues were then fixed 

overnight in Carnoys fixative (30%, 10% glacial acetic acid and 60% absolute ethanol), 

and were replaced with 70% ethanol for long term storage until adenoma counting was 

performed.  

2.10. Statistical analyses and figures 

Statistical analyses and graphing for figures (except Fig.1) were prepared through 

GraphPad Prism version 7 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). P-values 

were set to identify significance at a value less than 0.05, unless otherwise indicated. 

 

3. Results 

3.1. Nominal taxa incursion in the Charles River Altered Schaedler Flora (CRASF) 

In order to establish F344/NTac-Apc+/am1137 rats onto a CRASF GM, we first had 

to ensure that the simplified GM profile could be maintained in our facility. We housed 

four female and four male LEW/Crl ASF (CRASF) rats in a barrier room setting with 

individually ventilated racks in micro-isolator cages. Fecal samples collected prior to 

arrival at the facility and upon housing for 3 months at the facility, showed minimal 

addition of species to the GM profile. Over time, the LEW/Crl ASF animals acquired 

Lachnospiraceae UCG-001, Lachnospiraceae UCG-006, Anaerotruncus, [Eubacterium], 

Enterococcus and Staphylococcus (Fig.1A).  The F344/NTac-Apc+/am1137 rat that was 
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cross-fostered onto the CRASF surrogates, at 1 month of age, showed a stable GM 

similar to that of the CRASF rats (Fig.1A). The ZymoBIOMICS mock microbial 

community standards simultaneously only acquired Enterobacteriaceae, potentially via 

the sample processing or sequencing or the bioinformatics analysis and annotation 

pipeline. Interestingly, the incursion of six taxa into CRASF rats led to significant 

differences when visualized using a Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) to understand 

the similarities between samples pre- and post- arrival, using the Bray-Curtis distance 

matrix (Fig.1B). The majority of the GM was maintained stably after housing the CRASF 

animals in a barrier setting for 3 months. To determine if the OTUs were acquired as a 

means of shipping to our facility, sequencing was performed on the bedding and gel-paks 

that the animals arrived with and found that four of the OTUs were possibly assimilated 

through the gel-paks, with Muribaculaceae making a significant contribution to the 

overall GM profile (Fig.1C). 

3.2. Simplified gut microbiota increases susceptibility to colonic adenomas 

LEWF344F1-Apc+/am1137 CRASF  rats obtained via the breeding set up were used 

to understand how the complexity of the GM may modulate disease susceptibility to 

adenomas in the rat model of colon cancer. At weaning, F1-Pirc littermates were 

separated into two separate rooms of the animal facility; a barrier room, where all cage 

changes were performed in a biocontainment hood, and a conventional room 

(Supplementary Fig.1). We found that the animals housed in the conventional setting had 

significantly fewer colonic adenomas than those housed under barrier conditions 

(Fig.2A). This differential tumor abundance was found in both male and female F1-Pirc 

rats. Interestingly, male rats from the conventional room had significantly more small 
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intestinal tumors compared to the barrier rats, while female rats showed a similar trend 

(Fig.2B).  

3.3. Altered Schaedler Flora alters the colonic adenoma phenotype and the 

physiology of the gastrointestinal tract 

Animals housed in the barrier room post-weaning demonstrated an increase in the 

number of proximal adenomas compared to conventional CRASF Pirc rats (Fig.3A). 

Most of these adenomas were 1 mm or smaller in diameter, however the rats with 

conventional GM did not show a similar phenotype (Fig.3B). Only one of twelve F1-Pirc 

rats separated at weaning and housed under a conventional settings had adenomas in the 

proximal colon that was slightly larger than 1 mm (Table 1). We also found that the 

overall number of small adenomas was significantly higher in the barrier room animals, 

irrespective of sex (Fig.3C), and the adenomas larger than 1 mm did not show any 

significant differences between the barrier and conventional rats (Fig.3D). 

Furthermore, we sacrificed a cohort of F1-Pirc ASF animals at weaning and found 

no differences in their cecal size (Fig.3E). However, sacrifice after housing under barrier 

or conventional settings for 4 months, revealed considerable differences in cecum size. 

We found that rats maintained in the barrier room had ceca that were nearly 2-fold larger 

compared to conventionally-housed rats (Fig.3F). These results suggest that the lack of 

taxa from the conventional GM and/or their interactions with the Altered Schaedler Flora 

in barrier rats is capable of modifying the physiology and the phenotype of the F1-Pirc 

rats. 
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3.4. Conventional housing affects the GM architecture at 4 months of age 

Considering the husbandry, handling, cecal and tumor multiplicity differences 

between the barrier and conventional rooms, we used 16S rRNA gene sequencing to 

determine the GM architecture in the F1-Pirc rats. At weaning, we found that the GM of 

rats at the time of separation into barrier and conventional rooms were similar to each 

other as indicated by bar graph (Fig.4A) and the Principal Coordinate analysis in Fig.4B 

(using Bray-Curtis distance matrix) and the overall richness determined by the number of 

OTUs observed in the samples (Fig.4C). They also resembled the GM profile of the 

parents, except for the conspicuous decrease in the relative abundance of Genus 

Mucispirillum (Fig.4A). 

At sacrifice (4 months of age), considerable differences were observed in the 

overall profile of the Genera in the GM between the barrier and conventionally-housed 

F1-Pirc rats (Fig.5A). At the Genus level (Supplementary Fig.2A), several taxa including 

Parabacteroides, ASF356, Blautia, and Mucispirillum were elevated in the barrier F1-

Pirc rats. In the conventionalized rats there was an observed increase in the relative 

abundance of over 50 taxa, the top 35 are depicted in Supplementary Fig.2A. The overall 

GM profile composition differences are visualized using a Principal Coordinate analysis 

(Fig.5B). The most separation was observed along PCo1, suggesting that the room 

differences contribute to the majority of the variability in the GM architecture. There 

were also significant increases in the richness and diversity indices such as Chao1 and 

Shannon (Fig.5C-E). These results suggest that the contribution of the room differences, 

such as husbandry, handling, and exposure to conventional animals have a crucial effect 

on the acquired taxa. Firmicutes and Tenericutes were increased in the conventionally-
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housed rats, whereas Bacteroidetes was decreased. This also led to a significant shift in 

the Firmicutes:Bacteroidetes ratio between the two groups (Fig.5F). 

We found significant correlations between certain taxa from the barrier room 

(Fig.6A and Supplementary Fig.3A) at weaning with the colonic tumor burden including 

the small adenomas. In these F1-Pirc rats, decrease in Erysipelotrichaceae and the Genus 

Parabacteroides were associated with an increase in the colonic tumor count, whereas 

order Peptostreptococcaceae was found to show a positive correlation with tumor 

burden. Other taxa such as Ruminococcaceae and Lachnospiraceae showed similar 

correlations. Similarly, Bacteroides, Peptococcus, Clostridiales, Peptococcaceae and 

Candidatus Saccharomonas showed significantly positive correlations.  

Correlation analysis with the colonic tumor burden of the conventionally-raised 

F1-Pirc animals (Fig.6B and Supplementary Fig.3B) showed that family Prevotellaceae 

at weaning was negatively correlated with tumor burden. Clostridium family XIII, 

Lachnospiraceae, Ruminococcus UCG-006, UCG-008, UCG-010 and Clostridiales, on 

the other hand were positively correlated with tumor increase, suggesting a causative role 

for the taxa from these operational taxonomic units. Simultaneously, we found significant 

negative correlations between Parabacteroides and specific OTUs from the barrier room 

at 4 months of age. These OTUs included Ruminococcus NK4A136, Roseburia, 

Lachnospiraceae, Instestimonas and Oscillibacter. Other OTUs including 

Parabacteroides and Prevotellaceae had positive and negative correlations respectively 

with the other commensals such as ASF356, Mucispirillum, Lachnospiraceae and 

Ruminococcus UCG taxa.  
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We used PICRUSt (Phylogenetic Investigation of Communities by 

Reconstruction of Unobserved States) and the HMP Unified Metabolic Analysis Network 

(HUMAnN) to understand the functional capacity of bacterial taxa in the fecal samples 

collected at 4 months of age (Supplementary Fig.2B). We found that the barrier room F1-

Pirc rats had a substantial increase in the spermidine-putrescine transport system and the 

succinate dehydrogenase pathways. Conversely, the predicted functional capacity of the 

conventional room rats showed increased abundance of pathways related to bacterial cell 

doubling time including Kreb’s cycle, increased amino acid biosynthesis (methionine and 

leucine), iron transport systems and increased sulfate reduction to hydrogen sulfide. 

3.5. Barrier and conventional room diets have distinct GM populations 

Targeting the 16S rRNA gene, we sequenced the feed from the barrier and 

conventional rooms where we found that the GM profile of the feed from the two rooms 

did not differ significantly (Supplementary Fig.4A). Feed from the barrier and 

conventional rooms demonstrated similar abundances of order Streptophyta and Zea 

luxurians; genetic content likely derived from plant material used in the preparative 

process for feed (Supplementary Fig.5A). Though the community profile appeared 

similar, the relative abundances of Lactobacillus, Leuconostoc, Sphingomonas and 

Fusobacterium were significantly increased in the barrier room feed compared to the 

conventional diet (Supplementary Fig.5C). More importantly, to delineate between 

residual genetic content after autoclaving and potential taxa that may colonize the rats in 

the conventional room we cultured the feed from both rooms. Under anaerobic 

conditions, we cultured the feed overnight at 37 ˚C using brain heart infusion medium. 

We observed several taxa in the feed from the conventional room grew abundantly, 
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whereas the barrier room chow had minimally detectable levels of taxa such as 

Clostridium and Bacillus (Supplementary Fig.4B). This was also observed in the 

rarefaction curves (Supplementary Fig.5B) when sampling the observed species in each 

of the samples. We found that the cultures with the conventional feed had several species 

that were identifiable compared to both the uncultured conventional and barrier feed, 

including the cultured barrier feed. This suggested that bacteria from the feed could 

potentially have colonized the gastrointestinal (GI) tract of the F1-Pirc rats that were 

housed under conventional conditions, possibly altering the phenotype. In fact, we found 

that operational taxonomic units (OTUs) found in the feed such as RF39, 

Ruminiclostridium, Oscillibacter, and several Genera of the Muribaculaceae order were 

found in the conventionally raised F1-Pirc animals, but were undetectable in the barrier 

room rats (Supplementary Fig.5A).  

 

4. Discussion 

The human colon is host to approximately 1014 bacteria alone, aside from viruses 

and fungi, which together form the gut microbiota. The interaction between the host and 

the endogenous GM is highly varied and complex which may be a crucial part of disease 

susceptibility. However, modelling the interactions of the GM in a complex setting is 

challenging. Therefore, we generated F344/NTac-Apc+/am1137 (Pirc) rats and fostered them 

onto a Charles River Altered Schaedler Flora (CRASF) gut microbiota profile. We were 

able to stably maintain the ASF GM with only the acquisition of a few OTUs such as 

Anaerotruncus, and Staphylococcus. More importantly, the F1-Pirc (LEWF344F1-

Apc+/am1137 CRASF) animals generated resembled the CRASF parents at weaning except 
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Genus Mucispirillum which was decreased in the offspring compared to the breeders. 

This taxa is difficult to culture in vitro compared to other ASF taxa, however, it is still 

not known whether it is inhibited by the presence of other OTUs usually observed in 

Altered Schaedler Flora colonies (390).  

We hypothesized based on the phenotype of colon cancer in germ-free or 

antibiotic-treated animal models, that the F1-Pirc CRASF rats in the barrier room would 

have fewer colonic adenomas. Contrary to our hypothesis, animals maintained under 

barrier conditions had an increased tumor burden, including significantly increased 

number of smaller adenomas especially in the proximal section of the colon. In the 

original report of the Pirc rat (188), microadenomas required histopathological 

confirmation and were recorded as being smaller than 0.5 mm in diameter. However, in 

our case the differences between the barrier and conventional rooms were grossly 

apparent. It must be noted though that excluding the smaller adenoma numbers, there was 

a trend towards increased tumors in the conventional animals as originally hypothesized. 

This posits for future studies where F1-Pirc rats would be aged longer than 4 months to 

understand if the observed small adenomas may develop into adenomas larger than 1 mm 

in diameter. Another observation from our study was the alteration of the colonic tumor 

phenotype observed in the F1-Pirc rats from the barrier room. Typically, Pirc rats 

demonstrate a colonic phenotype where the adenomas develop in the middle and distal 

portion of the colon with few in the proximal regions, as we observed in the F1-Pirc 

animals from the conventional room. However, F1-Pirc animals from the barrier room 

had several adenomas in the proximal section of the colon with few or none in the middle 

and distal regions. Similar to previous reports of germ-free animals, these animals had 
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enlarged ceca compared to conventional F1-Pirc rats (391-393). Zackular et al. showed in 

an AOM/DSS (azoxymethane/dextran sodium sulfide)-treated mouse model that a 

decrease in the overall GM population through the administration of antibiotics, led to a 

significant decrease in tumor burden (64). Another study similarly demonstrated that 

transferring tumor-associated microbiota into germ-free mice increased the tumor burden 

of the mice, otherwise significantly reduced when mice were maintained germ-free (151). 

Based on these reports, our findings of animals maintained in a barrier room having 

significantly elevated adenomas is intriguing. Although studies have shown that bacteria 

are needed for a phenotype to be manifested in animals (394-397), our results suggest 

that a consortium of taxa may influence disease.  

The barrier room was maintained with irradiated chow, paper chip bedding, 

autoclaved water and animals were always handled in a biosafety cabinet. We housed the 

conventional room rats with non-irradiated feed, non-autoclaved bedding and used 

animal handling techniques that did not require aseptic methods. We hypothesized that 

this would alter the existing CRASF microbiota to a more complex GM.  We used 16S 

rRNA sequencing to determine if the GM, known to be modulated by husbandry factors 

(1, 6, 398-401) was the crucial modulator of the phenotype observed in our study at 3 

months after introduction into the conventional facility, we found the conventional rats 

had acquired OTUs including Prevotellaceae, Ruminococcaceae, Muribaculaceae, 

Parasutterella and Desulfovibrionaceae. Prevotellaceae and Desulfovibrionaceae have 

been reported to be associated with healthy patients or a decreased tumor burden in colon 

cancer studies (64, 73, 131, 174, 402-404). On the other hand, Blautia, Enterococcus, and 

some Lachnospiraceae taxa found in the barrier room F1-Pirc rats have been associated 
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with an increased tumor susceptibility (70, 86, 296, 371, 381, 405-409). This was equally 

evident from the correlations where Peptococcaceae, Clostridiales, and 

Lachnospiraceae, previously reported to be associated with an increased tumor burden 

were elevated and positively correlated with the tumor burden in the barrier rats (410-

413). Correlation analysis also found that certain OTUs introduced into the conventional 

rats had a negative association with Parabacteroides, potentially suggesting that these 

OTUs inhibit the proliferation or take over the niche occupied by the latter, i.e. 

competitive interactions (414). In the barrier room rats we also found predicted functional 

pathways such as succinate dehydrogenase and spermidine-putrescine transport system to 

be elevated. Host succinate dehydrogenase mutations are very commonly found in colon 

cancer (200, 201, 415). This raises the possibility of a breakdown of the host 

dehydrogenases, thereby leading to an increase in the bacterial dehydrogenase expression 

to counteract the toxic effect of succinate. Alternatively, many rumen bacteria are known 

to produce succinate (416) which in turn has been identified as a biomarker for colon 

cancer via mass spectrometry (417). This suggests elevated levels of succinate, reportedly 

an onco-metabolite (418) could be promoting tumorigenesis in the barrier room rats via 

inhibition of PHD (prolyl hydroxylase domain-containing) enzymes (419) via activation 

of hypoxia-induced factor alpha (HIF-α). Succinate quantitation via metabolomics and 

PHD enzyme activity will however need to be validated in future studies to determine the 

mechanisms contributing to increased succinate levels. Similarly, polyamines such as 

spermidine and putrescine have been reported to be biomarkers for colorectal cancer in 

human patients (198). In 1988, Upp et al. analyzed the polyamine levels including 

spermidine and putrescine in colon cancer patients and found that they may be used to 
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identify at-risk patients of the disease (420). More recently, it was identified that GI 

bacteria such as Bacteroides fragilis upregulate spermine oxidase which induces 

production of spermidine, hydrogen peroxide and aldehydes (421, 422), potentially 

causing DNA damage. Another thought-provoking observation in our study is the 

presence of OTUs found in the diet that were detected in the barrier and conventional 

room fecal samples from F1-Pirc rats. Although, the barrier room rats were not over-

ridden by the taxa found via 16S sequencing, this was not true for the conventionally 

raised rats. We found that the conventionally housed F1-Pirc rats had significant amounts 

of bacterial taxa that were also detected in the diet, and that were anaerobically 

cultivable. This suggests that the non-irradiated diet, may be one source of the variation, 

although it is also possible that the rare OTUs picked up are nonviable residual DNA 

from dead bacteria or spores. More importantly, this source, potentially led to a 

significant shift in the phenotype, i.e. number of adenomas. 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) animal models have been extensively used to study and 

understand the etiology of the disease including initiation, development and factors 

affecting susceptibility (150, 165, 375-378, 423-425). Despite the development of the 

Apc+/am1137 rat, the Apc+/Min mouse model of colon cancer is still largely used for various 

studies owing to cost and the ease of genetic manipulation techniques. However, the Pirc 

(Apc+/am1137) rat with a colonic phenotype has created a potentially more translatable 

alternative to the mouse when studying colon cancer. With studies recently reporting 

evidence of the role of the gut microbiota in diseases susceptibility including colon 

cancer (64, 92, 131, 151, 207, 293, 379, 380, 383, 384, 426), the importance of 

reproducibility in disease models is critical. Several reports have identified 
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Fusobacterium, in particular Fusobacterium nucleatum, as a significant modifier of 

disease burden. These bacteria along with Enterotoxigenic Bacteroides fragilis (ETBF) 

have often been associated with increased tumor burden and/or carcinoma samples in 

human patients (159, 170-172, 174, 179, 191, 412, 427-429). However, it should be noted 

that most of these studies do not take into account the constant interactions and 

synergistic nature of the commensals within the GI tract. GM populations are a constant 

source of nutrients and metabolites, which are contingent on the action of one bacterium 

on the by-products of the replicative processes of another. To model and establish a 

simplified GM profile to study the role of specific bacteria and their interactions with the 

host and other commensals, we established Apc+/am1137 rats on a CRASF gut microbiome 

profile. The observance of increased tumor number in a limited GM microbiome provides 

a platform for probiotic experimentation. It can also allow for more refined metabolite 

profiling and longitudinal assessment in changes in metabolic processing. Utilizing a 

simplified GM profile for understanding the pathophysiology of colon cancer, may 

provide insights into the interactions between commensals and with the host, including 

the mechanisms by which specific taxa promote or prevent adenomagenesis.  
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7. Figures 

Figure 1. 16S sequencing analysis of fecal microbiota in CRASF rats pre- and post-

shipping 

(A) Relative abundance (percentages) of each operational taxonomic unit (OTU) at the 

Genus level is shown for the ASF rats purchased from Charles River Laboratories, before 

shipping and 3 months post arrival at the Discovery Ridge animal facility. Also shown is 

the GM profile of the F344/CRASF-Apc+/am1137 (JA1047.D4) that was fostered onto a 

CRASF dam. Bar graphs depicting the 16S sequencing data for the ZymoBIOMICSTM 

microbial community DNA standard is shown on the left that were used as processing 

and sequencing controls. *OTUs picked up after arrival and housing for 3 months. (B) 

Principal Coordinate Analysis (PCoA) for the 16S rRNA sequencing data shows that Pre 

and Post samples (black, filled circles) of the CRASF rats are significantly different 

(PERMANOVA, F=6.272 and P=0.0001). The fostered Apc+/am1137 rat is shown as the 

purple filled triangle. (C) Bar graphs representing each OTU as a single color show the 

relative abundance of taxa detected in the bedding and the gel-paks via 16S rRNA gene 

sequencing.  
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Figure 2. Colonic and small intestinal adenoma multiplicity of barrier and 

conventional rats at 4 months of age 

Colonic (A) and small intestinal (B) adenoma multiplicity for male and female F1-Pirc 

rats from the barrier and conventional rooms is shown with adenoma counts on the y-axis 

and the groups on the x-axis. Significance was assessed by a Student’s t-test, with a P-

value less than 0.05 was observed. Error bars indicate standard error of the mean 

(±SEM). 
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Figure 3. Effect of Altered Schaedler Flora on the colonic adenoma phenotype and 

the physiology of the gastrointestinal tract 

(A) Representative proximal colon section of the (n=13) F1-Pirc rats from the barrier 

room. Arrows indicate small adenomas, less than 1 mm in diameter. Scale bar = 1mm. 

Depicted small adenoma sizes: 1 = 0.363mm, 2 = 0.858mm, 3 = 0.875 mm, 4 = 

0.993mm, 5 = 0.969mm, and 6 = 0.378mm. (B) Representative proximal colonic region 

for (n=12) conventionally-housed rats. Images were captured on a Leica M165FC 

microscope with 1X magnification and a 40X objective. (C) Number of small adenomas 

determined in males and females respectively in the barrier and conventional rooms. (D) 

Adenoma multiplicity differences in males and females respectively were determined by 

excluding the number of small adenomas seen in the F1-Pirc rats. Significance was 

assessed by a Student’s t-test, with a P-value less than 0.05 was observed as significant. 

Error bars indicate standard error of the mean (±SEM). (E) Representative images of the 

cecum at weaning, from the barrier and conventional rooms. (F) Barrier and conventional 

room ceca obtained at sacrifice (representative images), indicating the difference in size 

between the housing conditions. Images were captured using a Nikon D5200. A ruler is 

shown for comparison between groups.  
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Figure 4. 16S sequencing analysis of fecal microbiota in F1-Pirc rats at weaning  

(A) Gut microbiota profiles of the dams and sire along with the barrier and 

conventionally raised F1-Pirc rats at weaning are displayed as a bar graph depicting the 

relative abundance of each OTU in percentages. Each color represents a single OTU. (B) 

Principal Coordinate Analysis using a Bray-Curtis distance matrix depicts the overall 

similarity or dissimilarity within the groups: barrier (brown, filled circle), conventional 

(blue, filled square), dams (black, filled triangle), and sire (green, filled triangle). 

PERMANOVA was used for significance testing; F=1.112 and P=0.3172. (C) The total 

number of OTUs observed, i.e. richness of the groups is depicted with the groups along 

the x-axis and the number of OTUs along the y-axis. No significant differences were 

found (ANOVA, Tukey’s post hoc, P<0.05) 
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Figure 5. Effect of conventional housing on the GM at 4 months of age 

(A) Bar graphs depicting the Phyla and Genera at 4 months of age from the barrier and 

conventional F1-Pirc rats demonstrate the individual OTUs as a different color. (B) 

Genus level OTUs were used to visualize the similarities/dissimilarities between each 

samples and the groups at 4 months of age using a PCoA. PERMANOVA was used to 

determine significant differences with a P-value less than 0.05. Based on the Genus level 

data with a cutoff of 0.001% (accounting for sequencing error rates), the richness (C), 

and diversity indices – Chao1 (D) and Shannon (E) were measured from the raw read 

counts after normalizing the sequences to 21,639 per sample. (F) The 

Firmicutes:Bacteroidetes ratio of the two housing strategies is depicted. Significance 

assessed by P<0.05 was determined using a Student’s t-test.  
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Figure 6. Correlation analysis of OTUs from barrier and conventional rooms with 

colonic tumor count at 4 months of age 

Correlation analyses was performed using the Corrgram R package, to determine positive 

or negative correlations with individual taxa at weaning in the barrier (A) and 

conventional (B) housing conditions. Correlations with a significant P-value of less than 

0.05 are depicted by filled circles or diamonds. Empty cells indicate no significant 

correlations. Positive correlations with r2>0.75 are shown as blue diamonds and as blue 

circles for r2<0.75. Negative correlations are shown as red diamonds (r2>0.75), and red 

circles for <0.75.  
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Supplementary figure 1. Experimental design 

Female LEW/CRASF rats were mated with male F344/CRASF-Apc+/am1137 (Pirc) rats to 

generate F1-hybrid LEWF344F1-Apc+/am1137 CRASF rats. At weaning, littermates were 

equally divided and housed either in a barrier room or in a conventional settings. At 4 

months of age, colonic tumor counts and 16S rRNA sequencing was used to determine 

adenoma burden and gut microbiota (GM) profiles.  
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Supplementary figure 2. GM profile and predicted metabolic function of barrier 

and conventional rats at 4 months of age 

(A) Heatmap of the Genera found at 4 months of age, generated using a Euclidean 

distance measure and Ward’s clustering algorithm, depicts the top 50 OTUs that are 

differential between the groups. Barrier room animals are shown in red on the top bar, 

while the conventional animals are shown as green. (B) Linear Discriminant Effect Size 

(LEfSe) analysis of the predicted metagenomic pathways obtained via PICRUSt and 

HUMAnN between the conventional and barrier room animals was performed using fecal 

DNA on 16S rDNA gene sequencing at 4 months of age. 
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Supplementary figure 3. Correlation analysis of OTUs with colonic tumor count 

Representative bacterial taxa relative abundance at 4 months of age correlated positively 

(Bacteroides, Peptococcaceae, Lachnospiraceae and Clostridiales) or negatively 

(Parabacteroides and Prevotellaceae) with colonic tumor count in the (A) barrier and (B) 

conventional F1-Pirc rats. Significance was determined using Pearson’s correlation test 

with a P<0.05 considered to be significant.  
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Supplementary figure 4. Bacterial population analysis of barrier and conventional 

room feed via 16S rDNA sequencing 

(A) Principal Coordinate analysis (PCoA) demonstrates the overall GM profile variations 

along PCo1 and PCo2, between the feed from both the rooms. Each filled circle 

represents a single sample from the barrier (brown) and conventional (blue) room diet. 

No significant differences were found despite the separation via a PERMANOVA. (B) 

Heatmap generated using Euclidean distance and Ward’s clustering algorithm was 

generated to observe the top 25 variable OTUs between the barrier (green) and 

conventional (red) feed 16S sequencing data. The dendrogram clusters samples based on 

their similarity with each other, where the individuals OTUs are listed along the y-axis. 

Relative abundance of the OTUs are plotted in color with increased abundance indicated 

by the darker red and lower abundance highlighted by the darker blue shading.  
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Supplementary figure 5. 16S analysis of cultured feed from barrier and 

conventional rooms 

(A) 16S rRNA sequencing of the V4 hypervariable region from (n=3) diet samples is 

demonstrated as a stacked bar graph. Each color represents a single operational 

taxonomic unit (OTU) in the diet in terms of relative abundance along the y-axis. Groups 

depicted include: barrier diet, conventional diet, cultured barrier diet and cultured 

conventional diet. (B) Rarefaction curves displaying the depth of sequencing achieved for 

each sample in the barrier, conventional, and cultured barrier and conventional groups. 

Total number of observed species (y-axis) is plotted against the number of sequences (x-

axis) per sample. (C) Relative abundance of individual bacteria found to be differential 

between the barrier and conventional feed. Significance was determined by a P-value of 

less than 0.05 using a Student’s t-test.  
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8. Tables 

Table 1: Altered Schaedler Flora alters the colonic adenoma phenotype and the 

physiology of the gastrointestinal tract 

Animal # Sex Room SI Colon 

(<1mm) 

Small 

adenomas 

(>1mm) 

Proximal 

small 

adenomas 

1852 F Barrier 5 3 9 Yes 

1853 F Barrier 3 4 0 No 

1882 F Barrier 3 2 14 Yes 

1902 F Barrier 8 4 5 No 

1920 F Barrier 2 1 5 Yes 

1863 M Barrier 12 6 7 Yes 

1883 M Barrier 11 2 20 Yes 

1884 M Barrier 14 1 28 Yes 

1886 M Barrier 10 1 28 Yes 

1908 M Barrier 21 8 4 No 

1926 M Barrier 11 2 13 Yes 

1940 M Barrier 11 2 8 Yes 

1943 M Barrier 14 2 7 Yes 

1860 F Conventional 9 3 0 No 

1879 F Conventional 6 2 2 No 

1880 F Conventional 5 6 2 No 

1922 F Conventional 4 3 1 No 

1934 F Conventional 5 3 0 No 

1865 M Conventional 23 5 4 Yes 

1887 M Conventional 17 3 3 No 

1890 M Conventional 18 6 6 No 

1891 M Conventional 14 4 5 No 

1927 M Conventional 20 6 0 No 

1930 M Conventional 24 7 0 No 

1938 M Conventional 16 5 0 No 
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CHAPTER V 

INTEGRATED METABOLOME AND TRANSCRIPTOME ANALYSES 

PROVIDE NOVEL INSIGHT INTO COLON CANCER MODULATION BY THE 

GUT MICROBIOTA  

(Susheel Bhanu Busi, Zhentian Lei, Lloyd W. Sumner, and James Amos-Landgraf) 
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1. Overview       

Colorectal cancer is the second leading cause of cancer death and remains 

difficult to diagnose without invasive or universally available procedures such as 

colonoscopy (430). Several recent studies in animal models and human patient 

populations have begun to identify biomarkers that have some diagnostic capability (407, 

431-439). Additionally, association studies have shown positive and negative correlations 

with various bacterial species (440, 441). It is also known in animal models that 

commensal bacteria in the gastrointestinal (GI) tract have a quantifiable impact on 

disease phenotype (124, 442, 443). The link between diagnostic biomarkers and the gut 

microbiota has not been sufficiently investigated and the mechanisms driving phenotypic 

differences are not well determined.  They likely owe, at least in part, to bacterially 

derived metabolites and corresponding host responses to these metabolites (52, 96, 444-

453).   

Untargeted metabolomics is a maturing field focused on the large-scale 

quantitative and qualitative analyses of small molecular weight (<2000) biomolecules. 

Information from these studies provide unique insight into physiological pathways that 

have important roles in health and disease (418). Given that microbial species play a 

critical role in both production and use of host metabolites (140, 454), it is likely that the 

gut microbiota (GM) has a substantial impact on the overall metabolite composition. 

Confirming this hypothesis, studies have demonstrated significant differences in 

metabolites between germ-free mice and their conventionally housed counterparts, 

emphasizing a microbiota-driven metabolic profile (455). As a result, the role of 

metabolic mediators as intermediates between the GM and tumorigenesis in both rodent 
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models and humans has garnered substantial interest. Dazard et al. used mass 

spectrometry to determine that plasma from ApcMin mice had a distinct metabolome 

compared to wildtype (WT) littermates (456). Similarly, gas chromatography-mass 

spectrometry (GC-MS) was used to identify metabolites within adenomas and adjacent 

normal tissue that were modulated in ApcMin mice (457). Notably, these studies 

demonstrated that changes can be detected in the metabolome using a rodent model of 

CRC. However, due to a lack of longitudinal metabolomics data in this model, it is 

unclear whether these metabolic changes are a consequence of tumor development or are 

causative of tumor initiation or progression.  

We previously showed that naturally occurring GM can modulate colon cancer 

susceptibility in a preclinical rat model of Familial Adenomatous Polyposis. We 

rederived isogenic embryos of the F344/NTac-Apc+/Pirc rat model into different surrogate 

dams each harboring distinct gut microbiota: GM:F344 and GM:LEW. Through this 

method we created animals that harbored distinct endogenous complex GMs. Pirc rats 

with the GM:F344 had a higher tumor burden, while GM:LEW rats had a significantly 

reduced tumor burden, including two animals that had no visible colonic adenomas at 6 

months of age (131). The GM and metabolome separately have been shown to affect 

colon cancer tumorigenesis, however, there are insufficient data demonstrating how the 

host gene expression is affected. We used a multi-omics approach to evaluate how 

differences in the microbiome affect the fecal metabolome and host gene expression to 

understand the mechanisms by which the GM modulates disease susceptibility. 
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2. Methods 

2.1. Animal husbandry and housing 

Pirc rats were generated by crossing male, F344/Ntac-Apc+/am1137 Pirc rats with 

wildtype female rats obtained commercially from Envigo Laboratories (Indianapolis, IN), 

i.e. F344/NHsd. All animals were group housed, prior to time of breeding on ventilated 

racks (Thoren, Hazleton, PA) in micro-isolator cages. Cages were furnished with corn 

cob bedding and were fed irradiated 5058 PicoLab Mouse Diet 20 (LabDiet, St. Louis, 

MO). Rats had ad libitum access to water purified by sulfuric acid (pH 2.5-2.8) treatment 

followed by autoclaving. Prior to breeding, fecal samples were collected from both the 

breeders using aseptic methods and banked at -80 ºC.  

All procedures were performed according to the guidelines regulated by the Guide 

for the Use and Care of Laboratory Animals, the Public Health Service Policy on 

Humane Care and Use of Laboratory Animals, the Guidelines for the Welfare of Animals 

in Experimental Neoplasia, and were approved by the University of Missouri Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee. 

2.2. Experimental design  

We used previously collected fecal and tissue (normal epithelium or tumor) 

samples from F344-Apc+/am1137 Pirc rats generated through complex microbiota targeted 

rederivation (CMTR) as described by Ericsson et al. (131). These previously banked 

samples were used in this study to assess how the GM affects the metabolome and 

transcriptome (Fig.1). Briefly, fecal samples collected from animals aseptically at 1 

month of age and prior to onset of observable colonic tumor phenotype for metabolomics 

were collected into and immediately snap-frozen with liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ˚C 
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until processing for metabolomics. At 6 months of age, animals were sacrificed post-

disease onset, confirmed through colonoscopies as described previously (127).  Tumor 

(T) and adjacent normal epithelium (NE) tissues were collected into cryovials aseptically, 

flash-frozen and stored at -80 ˚C.  

2.3. Genotyping and animal identification  

Pups were ear-punched prior to weaning at 18 days of age using sterile technique. 

DNA was extracted using the “HotSHOT” genomic DNA preparation method previously 

outlined (166). Briefly, ear punches were collected into an alkaline lysis reagent (25 mM 

NaOH and 0.2 mM EDTA at a pH 12). The ear clips were heated at 90 ˚C on a heat block 

for 30 minutes, followed by addition of the neutralization buffer (40 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8) 

and vortexing for 5 seconds. Obtained DNA was used for a high resolution melt (HRM) 

analysis as described previously (4).  

2.4. Serum sample collection 

For serum collection, Pirc and WT rats were anaesthetized with isoflurane at 1 

month of age. 0.5 mL of blood was drawn aseptically via the jugular vein and the serum 

was collected by precipitating the cells at 10,000 x g for 10 minutes. The collected serum 

was centrifuged again at 16,000 x g for 5 minutes to remove any lysed debris or cells, and 

then stored at -80 ˚C in glass vials until further processing. 

2.5. Ultra-high performance liquid chromatography and mass spectrometry 

(UHPLC-MS)  

Fecal samples were lyophilized at -20 ˚C using 0.1 millibar of vacuum pressure, 

following which dried samples (30 mg) were extracted sequentially for both UHPLC-MS 

and GC-MS. The dried samples were first treated with 1.0 mL of 80% MeOH containing 
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18 µg/mL umbelliferone, sonicated for 5 minutes and centrifuged for 40 minutes at 3000 

x g at 10 ºC. 0.5 mL of supernatant was used for UHPLC-MS analysis after a subsequent 

spin at 5000 x g at 10 ºC for 20 minutes and transferring 250 µL of the sample into glass 

autosampler vials with inserts. For GC-MS analyses of primary polar metabolites, 0.5 mL 

water was added the remaining extract used above for the UHPLC preparation, sonicated 

for 5 min, extracted for 30 min, and centrifuged at 3000 g.  0.5 mL of the polar extract 

was subsequently dried under nitrogen and derivatized using previously established 

protocols (458). Briefly, N-Methyl-N-(trimethylsilyl) trifluoroacetamide (MSTFA) with 

1 % TMCS (2, 2, 2-Trifluoro-N-methyl-N-(trimethylsilyl)-acetamide, 

Chlorotrimethylsilane) was used to derivatize the polar metabolites, after treatment with 

methoxyamine-HCl-pyridine. UHPLC-MS analyses were performed on a Bruker maXis 

Impact quadrupole-time-of-flight mass spectrometer coupled to a Waters ACQUITY 

UPLC system. Separation was achieved on a Waters C18 column (2.1x 150 mm, BEH 

C18 column with 1.7-µm particles) using a linear gradient composed of mobile phase A 

(0.1% formic acid) and B (B: acetonitrile). Gradient conditions:  B increased from 5% to 

70% over 30 min, then to 95% over 3 min, held at 95% for 3 min, then returned to 5% for 

re-equilibrium.  The flow rate was 0.56 mL/min and the column temperature was 60 oC.  

Mass spectrometry was performed in the negative electrospray ionization mode 

with the nebulization gas pressure at 43.5 psi, dry gas of 12 l/min, dry temperature of 250 

oC and a capillary voltage of 4000 V. Mass spectral data were collected from 100 and 

1500 m/z and were auto-calibrated using sodium formate after data acquisition.  

Metabolites that were significantly different between each group and that 

contributed to the dendrogram separating low and high tumor animals were selected for 
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targeted tandem MS (MS/MS) analysis. MS/MS spectral data were collected using the 

following parameters: MS full scan: 100 to 1500 m/z; 10 counts; active exclusion: 3 

spectra, released after 0.15 min; collision energy: dependent on mass, 35 eV at 500 Da, 

50 eV at 1000 Da and 70 eV at 2000 Da. Mass spectra were calibrated using sodium 

formate that was included as a calibration segment towards the end of the gradient 

separation.  

2.6. Metabolomics Data Processing  

For UHPLC-MS data, the mass spectral data were first calibrated using sodium 

formate and converted into netCDF file format for processing using XCMS (ref: 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16448051) that included peak detection, 

deconvolution, alignment and integration. The signal intensities were then normalized to 

that of the internal standard umbelliferone (abundance of metabolite/abundance of 

umbelliferone × 100%) and used for statistical analysis. MS/MS spectra were searched 

against our custom spectral library (459) and the Bruker libraries 

(https://www.bruker.com/products/mass-spectrometry-and-separations/metabobase-plant-

libraries/), MassBank of North America (MoNA, http://mona.fiehnlab.ucdavis.edu/), 

mzCloud (https://www.mzcloud.org/) for confident or putative identifications. 

Multivariate statistical analysis such as principal component analyses (PCA) and 

ANOVA was performed using MetaboAnalyst (http://www.metaboanalyst.ca/) after pre-

treatments of the data, i.e. normalization to sum, log transformation, and auto scaling.  

2.7. Fecal DNA extraction, 16S library preparation and sequencing 

Fecal samples were pared down to 70 mg using a sterile blade and then extracted 

using methods described previously (5).  Amplification of the V4 hypervariable region of 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/16448051
https://www.bruker.com/products/mass-spectrometry-and-separations/metabobase-plant-libraries/
https://www.bruker.com/products/mass-spectrometry-and-separations/metabobase-plant-libraries/
https://www.mzcloud.org/
http://www.metaboanalyst.ca/
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the 16S rDNA and sequencing was performed at the University of Missouri DNA core 

facility (Columbia, MO) as previously described (5). 

2.8. Normal epithelium and tumor tissue collection 

All animals were humanely euthanized with CO2 (carbon di-oxide) administration 

and necropsied at sacrifice as described previously (131). The small intestine and colon 

from the rats were placed on to bibulous paper and then splayed opened longitudinally by 

cutting through the section. Using a sterile scalpel blade (Feather, Tokyo, Japan) normal 

colonic epithelium tissues were scraped from the top, middle and distal regions of the 

colon. Tumors in the same locations were collected by resecting half of the total tissue. 

All tissues were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at -80 ˚C. Remaining intestinal 

tissues were then fixed overnight in 10% formalin, which was then replaced with 70% 

ethanol for long term storage until adenoma counting was performed.  

2.9. Tumor counts and measurements  

Tumor counts were determined as previously described using a M165FC (Leica, 

Buffalo Grove, IL) microscope at 0.73X magnification (131, 128). Briefly, the small 

intestine and colonic tissues were laid flat in a large petri dish (Sycamore Life Sciences, 

Houston, TX) and covered with 70% ethanol (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) to 

prevent tissue drying. Biologic forceps (Roboz Surgical Instruments Co., Inc., 

Gaithersburg, MD) were used to gently count polyps observable under the objective. 

Tissues were kept hydrated throughout the entire process. Tumor sizes were measured 

using the Leica Application Suite 4.2, after capturing post-fixed images as previously 

described (4).  

2.10. RNASeq and bioinformatics analysis 
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Normal epithelium and tumor tissue samples were collected upon necropsy at 180 

days of age and were extracted using the Qiagen AllPrep DNA/RNA mini kit (Qiagen, 

Germantown, MD) after pre-processing using the QIAshredder (Qiagen) columns to 

extract total RNA (461). The quality of RNA was then assessed using the Experion RNA 

StdSens analysis kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Based on the RNA-quality index (RQI), 

18S and 28S peaks in the chromatogram, samples were classified into high (>9), medium 

(7> or <9) or poor quality (>6). Except for one sample (normal epithelium from rat 044, 

i.e. 044_N), all other samples were of medium or higher RQI. Total RNA was used for 

poly-A selection and Illumina TruSeq paired-end library preparation following 

manufacturer’s protocols. 75 bp (base pair) paired-end reads were sequenced on the 

Illumina MiSeq (462) platform to an average of depth of 50 x 106 reads per sample. All 

samples were processed at the same time and sequenced on a single lane, to avoid batch 

effects.  

Sequence read alignment was done using TopHat from the Tuxedo protocol as 

outlined in the original publication (463). To remove adaptors and low-quality reads, 

Trimmomatic v.0.32 was used with standard settings (464), and then aligned to the Rat 

genome (Rnor_6.0) (download from: ftp://igenome:G3nom3s4u@ussd-

ftp.illumina.com/Rattus_norvegicus/NCBI/RGSC_v3.4/Rattus_norvegicus_NCBI_RGSC

_v3.4.tar.gz on May 24th, 2017) using TopHat2 v2.0.12 with default settings. The 

aligned reads were sorted with SAMtools v1.3, followed by HTseq v0.9.1. Differential 

gene expression was then estimated using the DESeq2 v1.18.1 in R v3.4 (465). Read 

count distributions in the normal epithelium and tumor tissues were found to be bimodal, 

with genes being identified as significant based on an FDR-adjusted P-value of < 0.05 

ftp://igenome:G3nom3s4u@ussd-ftp.illumina.com/Rattus_norvegicus/NCBI/RGSC_v3.4/Rattus_norvegicus_NCBI_RGSC_v3.4.tar.gz
ftp://igenome:G3nom3s4u@ussd-ftp.illumina.com/Rattus_norvegicus/NCBI/RGSC_v3.4/Rattus_norvegicus_NCBI_RGSC_v3.4.tar.gz
ftp://igenome:G3nom3s4u@ussd-ftp.illumina.com/Rattus_norvegicus/NCBI/RGSC_v3.4/Rattus_norvegicus_NCBI_RGSC_v3.4.tar.gz
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and with a fold-change of at least 1.5-fold. Pathway analyses were performed on the top 

100 significantly up-regulated genes in either GMs, i.e. GM:F344 or GM:LEW. Pathway 

over-representation analyses were based on hypergenometric distribution to determine 

the statistical significance of a particular gene to an over-represented pathway. Topology 

analysis was also performed using the degree centrality method and the gene-centric 

Integrated Pathways module of Metaboanalyst v3.0 (466). Enriched pathways based on 

this analysis were selected using a FDR-adjusted P-value of < 0.05. A similar analysis 

was performed for both the NE (normal epithelium) and T (tumor) samples.  

2.11. Metabolomics analyses 

Mass spectral data from each sample were converted into netCDF formatted files 

and processed with XCMS to generate lists of mass features and their intensities (467). 

An average of 499 peaks were found per sample. Peaks appearing in less than a quarter of 

the samples in each group were ignored. 175 variables were removed for threshold 25 

percent, i.e. appearance of peaks in greater than 25% of the samples per group. Variables 

with missing values were replaced with a small value (0.0000001) for statistical analysis 

purposes.   The data were then normalized to sum, transformed using Log normalization 

and auto-scaled to ensure maximum-possible binomial distribution. The number of 

samples, raw peak numbers observed and the final peak list used for each sample 

processed are described in Table 1.  

Statistical analyses were performed based on a threshold of 2, for the fold-change 

analysis, with values displayed in the log-scale to observe both the up-regulated and 

downregulated features in a symmetrical way. Principal component analysis (PCA) was 

performed using the prcomp package in R using the chemometrics.R script (468). NMDS 
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(non-metric dimensional scaling) is another method for ordination and was performed 

using the vegan package in R (469). Hierarchical clustering analysis was performed using 

the Euclidean distance measure using the Ward algorithm (to minimize the sum of 

squares of any two clusters, potentially separating only if large differences exist between 

groups) and displayed as a dendrogram using the hclust function in the stat package in R. 

To determine the metabolites contributing to the separation and rooting of the 

hierarchical clusters, the samples irrespective of GM were re-classified into those with 

‘high’ or ‘low’ tumors and a linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was performed using the 

LEfSe module on a high-computing Linux platform (265) with a LDA score of log102 or 

greater being significantly differential metabolites between the high and low tumor 

groups. 

2.12. Statistical analyses and figures 

All other statistical analyses were performed using Sigmaplot 13.0 (Systat 

Software, San Jose, CA) and graphing for figures (except Fig.1) was prepared through 

GraphPad Prism version 7 for Windows (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA). P-values 

were set to identify significance at a value less than 0.05, unless otherwise described or 

indicated. Correlations were performed using the linear regression module available 

through GraphPad Prism v7. 
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3. Results 

3.1. Metabolite features at 1 month of age predict tumor susceptibility and severity 

at later developmental stages 

Fecal samples collected from rederived Pirc rats harboring distinct GMs were 

analyzed by UHPLC-MS (Fig.1). An average of 499 peaks were found per sample 

through this method (Supplementary Table 1). Principal component ordination analysis 

(PCA) indicated a separation of 33.2% along the first component (PC1) accounting for 

some variability within each group (Fig. 2A). Non-metric dimensional scaling also 

showed a similar separation (Fig. 2B) between samples, suggesting that the features 

identified via UHPLC-MS differentiated the high- (GM:F344) and low-susceptibility 

(GM:LEW) gut microbiota profiles, with GM:SD occupying the intermediate ordinates. 

Hierarchical clustering was performed using Euclidean distance and Ward’s clustering 

algorithm on the metabolomics dataset to identify the dissimilarity of the samples and 

groups with respect to each other. The dendrogram demonstrates the separation of the 

fecal samples, based on colonic tumor burden assessed at terminal 6 months of age (Fig. 

2C). Observing that GM:F344 and GM:LEW had the highest and least number of tumors 

respectively, we further analyzed the differential features contributing to disease 

susceptibility within these groups (Fig.2D and 3A). 

3.2. Metabolomics analyses indicate differential metabolic profiles between 

GM:F344 and GM:LEW 

Using linear discriminant analyses (LDA) we identified the putative metabolites 

contributing to the high (GM:F344) and low (GM:LEW) tumor groups’ separation 

observed in the dendrogram (Fig.2C and 3B). Some of the putative metabolites identified 
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in the low tumor group, i.e. GM:LEW, showed up to a 4-fold increase compared to 

GM:F344, the high tumor group (Fig. 3C). Tandem MS analysis was used to further 

identify and confirm the nature of the compounds that were differential between the low 

and high tumor groups. We generated tandem MS spectra for the compounds with the 

mz/rt values of 329.10/9.2 min and 315.12/6.39 min; however, their identities could not 

be definitively established based on the spectral libraries currently available. We also 

found significant correlations between individual metabolites at 1 month of age and the 

colonic tumor numbers (Fig. 3D). 

3.3. Bile acid biosynthesis and aspirin-triggered resolvin E biosynthesis pathways 

are most affected due to putative fecal metabolomics features 

Putative identifications for the differential metabolite features listed are based on 

the METLIN metabolite library available for public access (Table 1). Based on RMD 

values, four putative metabolites were classified as steroids while the others were 

classified as polyphenols, carbohydrates, short-chain fatty acids and flavonoids. All 

putative features identified using UHPLC-MS were subjected to pathway analysis to 

identify KEGG pathways that were significantly modulated between the two GM 

profiles. Bile acid biosynthesis (neutral pathway) and aspirin-triggered resolvin E 

biosynthesis were affected considerably (Fig.4). The pathway analyses also identified 

potential genes that may affect or be affected by these putative metabolites (Table 2). The 

putative identities for the metabolites affecting the bile acid and resolvin E biosynthesis 

pathways include secondary bile acids such as glycocholate, glycochenodeoxycholate and 

7α-hydroxycholest-4-en-3-one (Table 3). We sampled Pirc and WT (wildtype) rats at 1 

month of age to validate the bile acid and resolvin E biosynthesis pathways as being risk 
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factors for eventual development of adenomas, and to determine if these can be observed 

in serum. We found that the Pirc animals had elevated serum levels of metabolites related 

to the bile acid pathway (Supplementary Figure 1A). 

3.4. Gut microbiota alters gene expression in both the normal epithelium and tumor 

tissues 

RNASeq was performed on NE and T tissues after sacrifice at 6 months of age to 

determine how the GM may modulate gene expression in isogenic animals. We found 

that 2173 genes were differentially regulated between GM:F344 and GM:LEW in the 

normal epithelium tissues (Supplementary Figure 2A). Additionally, 3406 genes were 

differentially expressed between adenomas from the two GM profiles (Supplementary 

Figure 2B). Clustering analysis (Fig. 5A) showed that the normal epithelium samples 

separated from the tumor samples, additionally separating based on GM profile, i.e. 

GM:F344 and GM:LEW. 

3.5. Pathway analyses identify potential mechanisms contributing to high and low 

colonic tumor susceptibility 

Pathway analysis using differentially expressed genes found an enrichment in the 

fatty acid and the mucin type-O glycan biosynthesis pathways, with an increased pathway 

topology in the high tumor, GM:F344 group (Supplementary Figure 2C). Increased cell 

cycle, RNA transport, and TCA cycle pathways were also observed in GM:F344. On the 

other hand, normal epithelium of the Pirc rats with the GM:LEW (low tumor) profile 

showed an increase in apoptotic pathways along with fat digestion and absorption, and 

calcium signaling pathways (Supplementary Figure 2D).  
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We determined the expression differences of the genes contributing to the 

predicted putative metabolic pathways, i.e. bile acid biosynthesis and aspirin-triggered 

resolvin E biosynthesis (Fig.4, Table 2 and Supplementary Figure 4). We examined the 

gene expression involved in the resolvin E biosynthesis pathway and found that PTGS2 

was significantly increased in the normal epithelium tissues of the high tumor group 

(GM:F344) compared to the GM:LEW group (Fig. 5B). Interestingly, PTGS2 was highly 

elevated in tumor tissues of the low tumor (GM:LEW) group at 6 months of age. We also 

found that ALOX5 was significantly elevated in the GM:F344 rats with a substantial 

increase up to 2.5-fold in the GM:F344 tumors compared to the other group (Fig. 5B). 

Assessing the bile acid biosynthesis genes, we found that CYP8B1 and BAAT were also 

increased in the tumor tissues of the low tumor (GM:LEW) group compared to Pirc rats 

in the GM:F344 group (Fig. 5C). 

We used the differential putative metabolites and differentially expressed genes in 

the NE to perform an Integrated Pathway (IP) analysis, taking into account metabolite, 

host epithelium expression, and microbiota differences. The synergistic IP analysis 

suggested that colonic tumor susceptibility is associated with primary bile acid 

biosynthesis, fatty acid elongation and metabolism pathways. We observed increased 

pathway topology of unsaturated fatty acid biosynthesis corroborating the role of fatty 

acids in colonic tumor burden (Fig. 6A). To improve the power of our analytical capacity 

we used canonical correlation analyses to determine the interplay between the OTUs, 

putative metabolites and the genes identified as differential in the NE. We found that 

OTUs such as Prevotella spp, Desulfovibrio spp, Veillonella parvula and 

Parabacteroides gordonii are associated with the GM:LEW group in the ordination plot. 
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Similarly, unannotated genes such as RGD1304579, LOC100363038, along with 

CRABP2, JUNB and CNDP2 separate along the axes, based on their relationship with 

either GM:F344 or GM:LEW. While a putative metabolite identified as vigabatrin 

correlated with GM:LEW, the other metabolites detected clustered with GM:F344 in the 

analysis (Fig. 6B). 

 

4. Discussion 

Colon cancer etiology has been addressed for decades from the perspective of 

host gene expression and its effect on disease susceptibility. Studies have also addressed 

the metabolome associated with tumorigenesis separately or in conjunction with the 

microbiome or the transcriptome. However, these studies have mostly been retrospective, 

i.e. after disease onset in patients, raising the question of whether the microbiome, 

metabolome and transcriptome are merely responding to the disease, or causative of 

tumor development. Here, we present for the first time the integration of three ‘omics’ 

strategies to understand tumor susceptibility in the Pirc rat model of human colon cancer.  

Addressing this gap in knowledge we used RNASeq (transcriptome) analyses to 

determine gene expression in the tumor and adjacent normal colonic epithelium tissues 

from genetically identical animals harboring two distinct microbiota populations. Multi-

omics investigations included Integrated Pathway analysis combining the metabolomics 

and transcriptomics data, identifying potential biomarkers for disease identification from 

fecal samples as early as 1 month of age.  

Previously, we reported that differential commensal GM altered the susceptibility 

of isogenic Pirc rats, rederived onto different surrogate dams (131). We now report that 
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the altered GM profile correlates with differential metabolite features representative of 

GM:F344 and GM:LEW. Some of the top 10 putative metabolites have identities in the 

METLIN database, enabling future testing of these compounds and their influence on 

tumorigenesis. We calculated the relative mass defect (RMD) and found that the putative 

metabolites belong to one of the following classifications: polyphenol, carbohydrate, 

flavonoid, steroid and short-chain fatty acids. Two compounds were also putatively 

identified to be succinic acid and cervonyl carnitine, variations of compounds established 

by Deng et al. as potential biomarkers of colonic adenomatous polyps (470). We 

surprisingly found that Pirc rats with fewer adenomas (<9, average) differentially 

clustered from animals with more than 19 adenomas. The metabolite data were 

prognostic at 1 month of age, substantially prior to the onset of visible adenomas and 

physiological signs of disease in Pirc rats. Due to the inadequacy of compound libraries 

in their current state, we could not establish accurate identities of the compounds using 

tandem MS spectra. Further investigation including advanced methods such as UHPLC-

MS-SPE-NMR (nuclear magnetic resonance) could elucidate the identity of these 

metabolites (471, 472). This information will be used going forward as training datasets 

for neural network or machine learning algorithms with the objective of establishing a 

pre-tumorigenesis dataset to identify at-risk populations based on metabolite features 

(473, 474).  

Increased bile acid exposure in the gastrointestinal tract is a known factor for GI 

cancers and was proposed as a pro-carcinogenic phenomenon as early as 1939 (475-477). 

Secondary bile acids such as lithocholic acid and deoxycholic acid have been shown to be 

significantly increased in serum from patients with colonic adenomas (478, 479). 
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Secondary bile acids could act as tumor promoters by causing the release of arachidonic 

acid, which in turn induces prostaglandin and reactive oxygen species-mediated DNA 

damage and inhibition of repair mechanisms (480, 481). In accordance to these reports, 

we found that the bile acid biosynthesis pathway was elevated in the high tumor group. 

The resolvin E biosynthesis pathway was also upregulated in the GM:F344 group and 

leads to production of resolvins, which are known to induce resolution, anti-

inflammatory, and anti-carcinogenic pathways (482, 483). However, the dose of resolvins 

is an essential factor in the mechanism of action. Reports indicate that that low-dose 

aspirins or resolvins can have beneficial effects (484), whereas an increased dose could 

lead to a risk of upper GI bleeding (485, 486). This warrants future investigations, in a 

controlled manner, targeting the metabolites contributing to this pathway in the context of 

a high disease susceptibility GM. It is noteworthy that the large clinical aspirin trails have 

not looked at differences in the microbiome as a controllable or confounding factor (487, 

488). 

Gene expression data available for the Pirc rat model have been limited to studies 

looking at expression in the role of cytotoxic insult or the expression profile of canonical 

cancer-related genes in the normal mucosa (489-491). We demonstrated here for the first 

time that congenic Pirc rats show differential gene expression depending on the GM they 

harbor. We found that PTGS2 was significantly elevated in the normal epithelium in the 

GM:F344 group suggesting that the gut microbiota likely has a role in the differential 

expression of this gene. PTGS2 is an integral gene in the cyclooxygenase-2 (COX2) 

mechanism and has been associated with increased colonic tumor burden in several 

reports (127, 353, 492, 493). Similarly, increased ALOX5 expression is associated with 
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increased proliferation and invasion of colonic tumors (494-496).  Interestingly, the 

COX2 mechanism is suggested in our study based on metabolic pathways obtained from 

fecal samples collected at 1 month of age. This may need further evaluation in the future, 

by assessing levels of prostaglandins along with determining the expression levels of 

PTGS2.  

Conversely, BAAT and CYP8B1 genes associated with bile acid biosynthesis and 

lipid metabolism were significantly increased in tumors from GM:LEW. Several reports 

show that increased CYP8B1 expression is associated with a poor disease outcome (497-

500). However, it is plausible that these oxysterol metabolism genes (497), known to be 

involved in bile acid transport (501) may be upregulated to control accumulation of bile 

acids within the colon (502).  

Pathway analyses are an insightful, hypothesis-generating method for identifying 

potential mechanisms that may be involved in the course of colon cancer development. 

The low adenoma susceptible microbiota in GM:LEW rats had elevated apoptotic, fat 

digestion pathways and calcium signaling pathways compared to GM:F344. Calcium has 

been shown to act as a regulator of gene transcription, cell proliferation and migration 

(506, 510). Several studies have shown that intracellular calcium is altered in tumors 

(503, 504). GM:LEW with an elevated calcium pathway is an interesting phenomenon, 

considering that calcium in conjunction with vitamin D has been shown to be correlated 

with increased adenomas (505), whereas a previous study showed that calcium 

supplementation with vitamin D had no effect on CRC incidence (506). Our data and 

other reports (507-510) support the correlation of elevated calcium signaling pathways in 

the low tumor group. However, this requires further validation, especially the 
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examination of GM profiles following vitamin D treatment in future studies to resolve the 

discontinuity.  

Using an Integrated Pathway (IP) analysis we found primary bile acid 

biosynthesis and fatty acid elongation and metabolism as the principal contributors to the 

variability in disease susceptibility observed in GM:F344 or GM:LEW based on the 

differential genes in the NE. We found that whether at 1 month or 6 months of age, the 

predicted metabolic profiles based on 16S rDNA sequencing using PICRUSt were not 

significantly different between GM:F344 and GM:LEW. This suggests that the IP-

derived pathways are the effect of the putatively identified metabolite features and the 

transcriptome expression between these groups. We simultaneously used sparse canonical 

correlation analysis to integrate the microbiome, metabolome and the transcriptome to 

identify potential features associated with disease phenotype and susceptibility. 

Considering the lack of correlation between metabolomics and transcriptome pathways, 

this approach was crucial to increase our confidence of prognostic feature detection as the 

metabolite identifications have not yet been proved through more advanced methods such 

as NMR. Based on this approach we found that the relative abundance of OTUs 

(Prevotella, Desulfovibrio, and Parabacteroides spp) (161, 215, 451, 511, 512), 

previously reported to be associated with reduced colon cancer (131), associated with the 

low tumor susceptibility (GM:LEW) group.  

We found that the microbiome, metabolome and transcriptome play a large role in 

the etiology of colon cancer, with the GM influencing the other two components 

enormously. Assimilating these omics strategies has led to the discovery of several 

targets in all three systems that in the future could be used for screening, and potentially 
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therapeutics interventions. Our data and approach could enhance precision medicine both 

in a diagnostic and prognostic manner in the future. More importantly, we demonstrated 

that the complex GM is an important factor that needs to be defined or controlled for in 

all studies examining drug or therapeutic interventions because of the altered metabolic 

profile and the host response.   
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7. Figures 

Figure 1. Experimental design 

Pirc embryos were rederived into separate dams, F344/NHsd, SD/Crl and Lewis/SsNHsd 

harboring different GMs, i.e. GM:F344, GM:SD and GM:LEW.  Fecal samples were 

collected at 1 month of age from all animals (n = 4-5/group). At 6 months of age, normal 

epithelium (NE) and tumor (T) tissues were collected upon necropsy.  CMTR: complex 

microbiota targeted rederivation.  
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Figure 2. Metabolite features at 1 month of age predict tumor susceptibility and 

severity 

(A) 3D scores plot from a principal component analysis (PCA) depicting the three 

groups, viz. GM:F344 (red), GM:SD (blue) and GM:LEW (green) demonstrates that the 

samples cluster independent of either group. (B) Non-metric multidimensional scaling 

(NMDS) is an unsupervised method to understand the ordination of the samples with 

respect to each other. Both the PCA and NMDS indicate that the groups separate from 

each other based on metabolite features detected via UHPLC-MS. (C) dendrogram 

analysis was performed on the putative metabolite features using the Euclidean distance 

of measurement, and the Ward’s clustering algorithm. The major root of the tree 

separated 2 samples from the remaining 6, irrespective of either GM profile. 

Retrospectively, it was established that the clustering analysis was based on the colonic 

tumor multiplicity, indicated by the numbers adjacent to the dendrogram. The two 

clusters separated based on animals with an average of 9 tumors or those with greater 

than 19 colonic tumors on average. (D) Metabolite features that were significantly 

different between the high and low tumor groups were used to generate a Heatmap 

illustrated with the samples along the x-axis and the metabolite features along the y-axis. 

Hierarchical clustering was performed based on samples and indicates that the GM:F344 

samples cluster separately from the GM:LEW group. The fold-change is represented by 

intensity with red being an increased fold-change while blue refers to a decrease.  
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Figure 3. Metabolomics analyses indicate differential features between GM:F344 

and GM:LEW 

(A) The relative abundance of the top eight metabolites differentially modulated between 

GM:F344 (red dots) and GM:LEW (green squares) are depicted. (B) Linear Discriminant 

Analysis (LDA) and fold-change analysis (C) was used to identify the metabolites driving 

the dendrogram tree separation (A) and differential modulation in high and low tumor 

groups. (D) Correlation analysis was performed using Pearson’s method to determine 

positively and negatively correlating metabolites that are associated with increased or 

decreased tumor multiplicity.  
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Figure 4. Bile acid biosynthesis and aspirin-triggered resolvin E biosynthesis 

pathways are most affected by metabolite features  

Systems biology analyses, taking into account the differential putatively identified 

metabolites was performed using the XCMS software. The results showed that bile acid 

biosynthesis (neutral pathway) and the aspirin-triggered resolvin E biosynthesis were 

significantly different (P<0.01, Student’s t-test) between GM:F344 and GM:LEW. The 

P-value is indicated along the y-axis.  
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Figure 5. GM modulates differential gene expression in the normal epithelium and 

tumor tissues  

Ordination and hierarchical clustering (A) analyses were used to determine the 

relationship of the samples to each other and the groups with respect to the other. The y-

axis represents the distance measure for similarity between the individual samples. Bar 

plots (GM:F344 – blue, GM:LEW – brown with standard deviation) depicting the relative 

expression of the genes involved in the pathways affected by the putative metabolites 

were assessed in the normal epithelium (B) and tumor (C) samples. FPKM: Fragments 

Per Kilobase of transcript per Million mapped reads. All the analyses were performed 

using the cummeRbund package in R.  
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Figure 6. Pathway and correlation analyses identify potential mechanisms, 

differential factors contributing to low, and high tumor susceptibility  

(A) Integrated Pathway analyses depicts pathways enriched and their topology, 

contributing to the variability in tumor phenotype observed as an effect of the genes and 

metabolites. (B) Sparse canonical correlation analysis incorporating the genes, 

metabolites and OTUs contributing to disease susceptibility in GM:F344 (red dots) and 

GM:LEW (dark green triangles) were analyzed in R, using the structSSI CRAN package. 

Metabolites, genes and OTUs are shown as diamonds in purple, light green and blue. 

Axis-1 demonstrated an 88% separation between GM:F344 and GM:LEW. 
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Supplementary figure 1. Serum metabolomics profiles and pathway analyses in Pirc 

and WT rats 

Serum samples collected from Pirc and WT rats at 1 month of age used for LC-MS 

analysis indicated differential metabolomics profiles (A) including the regulation of bile 

acid biosynthesis, L-carnitine biosynthesis and fatty acid alpha-oxidation  as potential 

pathways (B), contributing to phenotypic differences.  
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Supplementary figure 2. Differentially expressed genes (DEGs) and pathways 

altered due to GM in the normal epithelium and tumor tissues  

Volcano plot analysis was performed on the differential gene expression in both the 

normal epithelium (A) and the tumor (B) samples from GM:F344 and GM:LEW. Fold-

change and P-values are established along the x- and y- axes. All genes with a fold-

change of at least 2, and FDR-corrected P-value were used for further analysis. Pathway 

analyses based on the gene expression in the normal tissues in the GM:F344 (C) and 

GM:LEW (D) groups was used to identify potential pathways and mechanisms 

contributing to the low and high tumor susceptibility. Enriched pathways are indicated in 

blue, while the topology, i.e. the importance of the pathway to the overall phenotype 

observed is shown in yellow. Integrated Pathway (IP) analysis incorporating the 

differentially expressed genes and the putative metabolites, significantly different 

between GM:F344 and GM:LEW, was performed.  
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Supplementary figure 3: Analysis flowchart 

Metabolomics and gene expression results were used to generate host pathways 

associated with changes in the gut microbiota (GM). The two analyses did not share 

pathways of interest. To address the incongruence, the differential putative fecal 

metabolites and normal epithelium genes were used to generate an Integrated Pathway 

analysis. 
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Supplementary figure 4: Bile acid biosynthesis pathway 

Genes identified via metabolomics and RNASeq analysis, contributing to the bile acid 

pathway analyses are identified by highlighting corresponding locations in the KEGG 

pathway. The pathway was built using the KEGG pathway mapper tool from 

www.genome.jp/KEGG 
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8. Tables 

Table 1: Compound class, RMD and putative identification of metabolites features 

in the METLIN databases 

LC-MS analysis between groups identified several putative metabolites that are listed in 

the table as mass-charge to retention time ratios. Chemical formulas generated through 

the Bruker software, along with the calculated relative mass defect and compound classes 

are also identified. This is additionally supplemented with the putative identification 

based on the METLIN library. 

Mass-charge/ 

retention time 

(mz/rt) 

Chemical 

formula 

Relative 

mass 

defect 

(RMD) 

Compound 

class 

Putative 

Identification 

(METLIN ID) 

124.03995/1.29 C6H9O3 322.0737 Polyphenol NA 

223.0972/6.3 C7H3N2O7 435.6845 Carbohydrate NA 

233.15395/21.26 C15H22O2 660.2933 Steroid 90173 

257.08125/11.52 C17H8NO2 316.0479 Polyphenol NA 

295.1217/5.04 C18H17NO3 412.3723 Carbohydrate 95663 

297.1127/10.64 C18H18O4 379.3173 Flavonoid 52682 

359.1885/15.57 C24H25NO2 524.7941 Steroid/SCFA* 675713 

405.2631/15.12 C24H36O5 649.2079 Steroid 84737 

527.2822/28.34 C13N13O12 535.1973 Steroid/SCFA* NA 

*SCFA – short-chain fatty acid; NA – not applicable 
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Table 2: Normal epithelium genes involved in the bile acid biosynthesis and aspirin-

triggered resolving E biosynthesis pathways 

The genes listed in the table are part of the putative metabolite pathways differentially 

regulated between the high and low tumor GM groups. The predicted enzyme activity is 

listed adjacent to gene names. 

Pathway Genes Enzyme activity 
FDR-adjusted 

P-value 

Group 

increased in 

 

 

Bile acid 

biosynthesis, 

neutral 

pathway 

HSD3B7 3 β-hydroxysteroid 

dehydrogenase type 7 

0.861931 

 
NA 

ACAA2 3-ketoacyl-CoA 

thiolase, mitochondrial 

0.321851 

 
NA 

AKR1D1 3-oxo-5-β-steroid 4-

dehydrogenase 
0.837208 NA 

CYP8B1 7-α-hydroxycholest-4-

en-3-one 12-α-

hydroxylase 

0.00627491 GM:LEW 

AMACR α-methylacyl-CoA 

racemase 
0.78729 NA 

BAAT bile acid-CoA: amino 

acid N-acyltransferase 
0.0206231 GM:LEW 

SLC27A5 bile acyl-CoA 

synthetase 
0.395957 NA 

SCP2 chenodeoxycholoyl-

CoA synthase 
0.85358 NA 

CYP7A1 cholesterol 7α-

monooxygenase 
0.0779986 NA 

POR cholesterol 7α-

monooxygenase 
0.093983 NA 

ACOX2 peroxisomal acyl-

coenzyme A oxidase 
0.0756656 NA 

CYP27A1 sterol 26-hydroxylase 0.0999591 NA 

SLC27A2 very long-chain acyl-

CoA synthetase 
1 NA 

CYP2R1 Vitamin D 25-

hydroxylase 
0.853166 NA 

Aspirin-

triggered 

resolving E 

biosynthesis 

PTGS2 18R-hydro(peroxy)-

EPE synthase 
0.000469693 

GM:F344 

ALOX5 5S hydroperoxy HEPE 

synthase 
0.000469693 

GM:F344 
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Table 3: Putative metabolites contributing to bile acid and aspirin-triggered 

resolving E biosynthesis  

The table lists the putative metabolites involved in the bile acid biosynthesis and aspirin-

triggered resolvin E pathways. The METLIN and KEGG identification numbers are also 

listed for testing in the future.  

Pathway Putative metabolites METLIN ID KEGG ID 

Bile acid 

biosynthesis, 

neutral 

pathway 

(25R)-3α,7α,12α -trihydroxy-5β-

cholestan-26-oate 

NA NULL 

glycocholate 202 C01921 

glycochenodeoxycholate 203 C01921 

Adenosine monophosphate (AMP) 34478 C056466 

(25R)-5β-cholestane-3α,7α,12α,26-tetraol 43029 C00020 

7α,12α -dihydroxy-5β-cholestan-3-one 43117 C05446 

7α,12α-dihydroxycholest-4-en-3-one 43118 C05453 

7α-hydroxycholest-4-en-3-one 43126 C17339 

(25R)-3α,7α-dihydroxy-5β-cholestan-26-

al 

57924 C05455 

(25R)-3α,7α,12α-trihydroxy-5β-

cholestan-26-al 

57926 C01301 

(25R)-3α,7α-dihydroxy-5-β-cholestanate 63323 C04554 

Aspirin-

triggered 

resolving E 

biosynthesis 

resolvin E1 NA C18171 

18R-hydroxy-eicosapentaenoate NA NULL 

5S hydro(peroxy),18R-hydroxy-

eicosapentaenoate 

NA NULL 

(5Z,8Z,11Z,14Z,17Z)-icosapentaenoate 6423 C06428 

resolvin E2 36355 C18173 
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Supplementary Table 1: Summary of data processing results 

The raw peaks obtained via XCMS for each individual samples analyzed through LC-MS 

is shown with an average peak abundance in the samples being 497. The number of 

missing or zero peaks for each sample along with the number of peaks processed for 

analysis based on the cutoff established in the Methods sections are listed. The raw data 

for the metabolomics analyses is hosted through the Metabolomics Workbench on the 

NIH Metabolomics Data Repository under the DataTrack ID #1539 for public access. 

Samples Peaks (raw) Missing/Zero Peaks (processed) 

SB1 536 126 246 

SB2 423 167 246 

SB3 528 148 246 

SB4 498 149 246 

SB5 500 129 246 

SB6 537 100 246 

SB7 491 129 246 

SB8 478 169 246 

SB9 486 151 246 

SB10 512 127 246 

SB11 493 159 246 

SB12 501 148 246 

SB13 479 155 246 
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
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1. Conclusive highlights 

Colon cancer remains the third leading cause of cancer death despite decades of 

research and animal models that have been around for over 25 years. Nearly 1 in 24 

individuals will be diagnosed by this disease in their lifetime. Association of the gut 

microbiota (GM) within the gastrointestinal (GI) are equally staggering. Therefore, the 

avenues for understanding colon cancer etiology are numerous whether one choses to 

assess the effect of toxins, diet, age, sex, predisposing conditions such as inflammatory 

bowel disease or Crohn’s, and (or) genetics. However, the model in which one tests these 

factors plays a significant role in the translatability of the results. We chose the Pirc rat, a 

robust and translatable model of human colon cancer that predominantly develops 

adenomas in the colon. A significant advantage of this model is the development of 

adenomas due to a mutation in the APC gene, allowing us to identify mechanisms prior to 

onset of late-stage cancer. More importantly, the Pirc rat also harbors a complex GM 

profile similar to those found in humans. This ideology is the rationale for the studies 

described throughout this body of research, focusing on unravelling the role of the 

endogenous, complex GM on colon cancer susceptibility. Specifically, our work 

addresses the effect of particular bacteria (chapter 2) and the role of a sulfate-reducing, 

biofilm-forming bacterium (chapter 3) on disease phenotype. Considering the complex 

nature of the GM, we proceed to simplify the gut microbiota in chapter 4, to not only 

understand the role of individual bacteria but also to develop an alternate GM model of 

colon cancer. Along with the GM profiling data, it must be necessary to acknowledge the 

importance of additional omics strategies, which in conjunction with the former may 
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increase the strength of the associations identified between the GM and colon cancer 

development. We address this approach in chapter 5. 

In chapter 2 we treated Pirc rats with two bacteria: Fusobacterium nucleatum 

subsp. polymorphum and Prevotella copri. Though the bacteria did not colonize the GI 

tract, we found that treatment was sufficient to alter the endogenous GM structure and 

population. More interestingly, F. nucleatum is associated with an increased 

susceptibility to colonic tumors in the literature and in samples collected from healthy 

and patient volunteers. We found that treating with this bacterium at an early stage of 

development alleviated the adenoma burden in the colon. Similarly, treatment with P. 

copri, reportedly associated with healthy patients, alleviated tumor burden and altered the 

endogenous GM profile. In each of these treatments we found similar operational 

taxonomic units (OTUs) that correlated with the severity of disease. Our findings 

demonstrate that reports of pro-tumorigenic associations in the literature need to be 

carefully evaluated and considered when designing studies, especially with respect to the 

complex GM. It is plausible that the community population within the GM may be a 

significant driver of the tumor microenvironment. However, this hypothesis may only 

apply when treating with other commensals and may not explain the etiology of 

pathogenic bacteria. 

Chapter 3 describes the role of a sulfate-reducing bacterium, Desulfovibrio 

vulgaris Hildenborough (DvH) on disease susceptibility in Pirc rats. We and others have 

reported the association of Desulfovibrio spp. with a lower tumor incidence in the colon. 

To test this, we generated biofilm –forming and –deficient strains of this bacterium, by 

creating a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in the DVU1017 gene of a type-1 
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secretion system (T1SS). We found that the T1SS-competent, biofilm-forming strain 

colonized the Pirc rat colon even up to 3 months post-treatment. On the other hand, the 

lack of biofilm-formation due to the mutation in the T1SS affected the colonization 

potential of the strain. Contrary to what was observed in chapter 2, we found that DvH 

engrafted within the host despite the endogenous, complex GM. This engraftment led to a 

decreased adenoma burden in the colon of rats treated with the T1SS-competent, biofilm-

forming strain. Based on 16S marker gene profiling, we found that the relative abundance 

of certain OTUs increased along with DvH colonization, while others decreased. This 

information may prove to be useful in future studies focused on understanding the 

interaction of various species within the complex GM. We also found that the increase in 

adenoma burden in the T1SS-deficient strain-treated rats is associated with a concomitant 

increase in the fecal hydrogen sulfide levels. This further pointed towards the possibility 

of an increase in genotoxicity, based on elevated levels of genes involved in DNA repair 

mechanisms. Since several reports in the literature suggest a tumor-promoting role for 

hydrogen sulfide in colon cancer patients, this model may offer several unique 

opportunities to investigate the role of this compound and other sulfate-reducing bacteria. 

The complexity of the interactions between the thousands of bacteria within the 

endogenous GM is quite challenging to tease apart. Therefore, in chapter 4, we 

established the Pirc rat on a comparatively simplified gut microbiota profile. Utilizing the 

availability of Charles River Altered Schaedler Flora (CRASF) rats, we cross-fostered the 

Pirc rat, establishing a colony of F1-Pirc rats with an Altered Schaedler Flora GM profile. 

We found that we could reconstitute the complex GM in CRASF-Pirc by moving them 

from the barrier room to a conventional setting at our animal facility. Even more 
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interestingly, we noticed that simplified GM altered the colonic adenoma phenotype in 

Pirc rats. CRASF-Pirc rats housed under barrier conditions also had a significantly higher 

number of colonic adenomas compared to those housed in the conventional room. 

Expectedly, the conventional housing altered the composition and structure of the GM in 

the F1 CRASF-Pirc rats. These findings are contrary to reports in the literature which 

suggest that a simplified GM reduces colonic tumor burden in animal models. However, 

establishing the Pirc rats on a CRASF, simplified GM profile with only 10 OTUs allows 

for future studies evaluating the effect of a single bacterium or a consortia of bacteria on 

colon cancer susceptibility.  

In chapter 5, we investigated the role of the complex GM on the metabolome and 

host transcriptome. We generated metabolome profiles from fecal samples at 1 month of 

age, prior to any observable disease. We found that these profiles could potentially 

predict tumor susceptibility in Pirc rats at later developmental stages. We additionally 

found significantly different metabolites and profiles based on the GM profile of the Pirc 

rats, differentiating high adenoma animals from those with a low number of colonic 

adenomas. Simultaneously, we observed that the host transcriptome was also 

significantly altered based on the GM profile of the rats. We found that the number and 

type of genes expressed in the colonic normal epithelium varied significantly between the 

groups depending on their gut microbiota composition and profile. Through an Integrated 

Pathway analysis we found that the bile acid biosynthesis pathway was significantly 

elevated in the high tumor Pirc rats. Our data not only illustrate the utility of the Pirc rat 

for multi-omics studies, but outline the possibility of certain host pathways being 

regulated by the GM via the metabolome and the host transcriptome.  
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2. Future directions 

 Through our research, we have provided compelling evidence unravelling some 

aspects of the role of the endogenous, complex GM. However, our work has provided 

few answers and raised further questions. The bacteria used to treat Pirc rats in chapters 2 

and 3, including P. copri and Fn. polymorphum are known to be biofilm-formers. This 

raises the question of the role of biofilm-formation in colonization. Why did DvH, a 

biofilm-former colonize more efficiently when compared to P. copri or Fn. 

polymorphum?  

Future studies may need to assess the status and characteristics of the T1SS in P. 

copri and Fn. polymorphum compared to DvH. This may provide clues as to whether the 

T1SS system is indeed responsible for colonization through the export of its putative 

protein, hypothesized to be a hemolysin. Alternatively, it is plausible that the predicted 

hemolysin may be eliminating some of the endogenous population, thus creating a niche 

for the engraftment of D. vulgaris Hildenborough. Additional studies could also be 

designed towards enhancing or deteriorating the hemolytic activity of the protein 

exported by the type-1 secretion system, to address its role on adenoma development, 

since hemolysins, especially those produced by Streptococcus spp. have been shown to 

be in anti-cancer therapies.  

 On a different note, for each of the studies in chapter 2 and 3, the Pirc rats were 

treated with the bacteria (P. copri, Fn. polymorphum and D. vulgaris Hildenborough) as 

early as 14 days of age. This is also thought to be the period where the immune system is 

developing in rodent models. In all three cases, treatment of these rats saw a significant 

decrease in colonic adenoma burden, despite associations of one of these bacteria with 
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increased colonic cancer in humans. The immune repertoire of the Pirc rat in the context 

of an infection or the introduction of a new species of bacteria is still unknown. While 

one has to first establish the characteristics of the immune responses in the Pirc rat 

against exogenous bacteria, it may also be prudent to test colonic epithelia and the 

mesenteric lymph nodes for an increase or decrease of cytokines such as TNF-α, IL-6, 

TGF-β, IL-1β and IL-10. It may be plausible that we observed a reduction in the colonic 

adenomas due to the early treatment time point employed in both studies inducing 

increased immune-surveillance of the colon. It may be speculated that this immune-

surveillance may potentially be contributing to an increase in a pro-inflammatory, anti-

tumorigenic immune profile within the GI tract. Another way of assessing the impact of 

the early treatment time point, would be the treatment of pregnant dams, or treatment 

after onset of observable disease, i.e. 2 months of age. This will simultaneously help 

address the developmental mechanisms of the adenoma, i.e. whether the bacterial 

treatment affects tumor initiation or progression.  

 Another association between P. copri, Fn. polymorphum, and D. vulgaris 

Hildenborough is their sulfate-reducing and utilization capacity. Though significantly 

elevated levels of fecal hydrogen sulfide was not observed within the groups treated with 

the colonizing DvH strain, there was an elevation of host sulfate-related genes. This 

raises the possibility that the hydrogen sulfide (H2S) generated within the colon mediates 

a scavenging response within the host. H2S is well-established inducer of inflammation, 

reportedly based on both in vitro and in vivo studies. Therefore, the levels of hydrogen 

sulfide and their subsequent association with any inflammation should be verified going 

forward through supplementation with compounds such as sodium hydrosulfide. More 
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importantly, the time at which inflammation is occurring and confirmed will be crucial 

and essential to determine if a pro-inflammatory event promotes tumors or suppresses it. 

To address this, one may also have to undertake a cohort study, where a group of treated 

animals are sacrificed immediately after treatment to determine the immune and 

inflammation profile of the colon and mesenteric lymph nodes that supply the GI tract. 

Designing these studies, it is crucial to realize that in our study we found significantly 

different community populations in the fecal samples when compared to the mucosa-

associated (biopsy) GM. This may also reflect the status of the immune response 

differences that may impact local versus systemic functions, thereby modulating not only 

the GM but also host responses differentially. 

The studies outlined above highlight the role of the complex GM and potential 

ways to generate further postulates that may be useful in understanding mechanisms by 

which the GM modulates disease susceptibility. On the other hand, the CRASF-Pirc rats 

only have 10 operational taxonomic units within the colon that still lead to 

adenomagenesis in the rats. This model may be used in future studies, to test the efficacy 

of specific bacteria, for example P. copri in reducing adenoma susceptibility. More 

importantly, such a treatment approach will help shed light on which endogenous OTUs 

decline in relative abundance and highlight other OTUs that subsequently increase. This 

may aid in demonstrating the biochemical and metabolic interactions between the OTUs 

colonizing the CRASF-Pirc rats. Additionally, the limited GM in the CRASF rats, could 

be used for testing phage therapy approaches, where the introduction of specific bacteria 

and their corresponding phages may be tested for their capacity to eliminate the target 

bacteria and possible untargeted effects on the endogenous GM. Similarly, the limited 
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and simplified GM could also be used to isolate bacteria and establish a new GM profile 

with or without the bacteria of interest. By understanding the metabolic and growth 

requirements of the isolated bacteria, synthetically-designed mimics of enzymes such as 

zinc metalloproteases may be used to disrupt the enzymatic activity of opportunistic 

pathogens from a commensal population. Likewise, a consortium of bacteria or 

compounds such as short-chain fatty acids (SCFA) may be added into the existing 

CRASF GM, potentially enhancing the relative abundance of bacteria capable of utilizing 

or producing SCFAs in the endogenous population to determine whether certain GM 

profiles or compounds correlate with the adenoma burden. 

It is imperative that many of the potential studies described here should be 

augmented with metabolomics and (or) proteomics studies to understand the exact 

mechanisms by which bacteria interact with the host. Most of these interactions are 

potentially through bacterially-derived compounds, or those modified by the endogenous 

GM. Therefore, the first and foremost set of experiments need to address the identity of 

the putative metabolites. Plant metabolites and proteomics are very well-characterized in 

the realm of small molecules and proteins. However, the identities of metabolites found 

within mammalian systems still remain largely unknown. Further investigation including 

advanced methods such as UHPLC-MS-SPE-NMR (ultra-high performance liquid 

chromatography-mass spectrometry-solid phase extraction-nuclear magnetic resonance) 

will be needed to determine the identity of metabolites associated with high and low 

tumor burdens. Additionally, we have to establish that the bile acid metabolites observed 

in the Pirc rat are similar to those found and reported in human case studies to ensure 

translatability of the Pirc rat model to human metabolomics studies. This will 
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simultaneously corroborate the Pirc rat as a viable and translational model not only for 

GM studies, but also for testing metabolites and other therapeutic compounds. Recent 

studies have shown that therapeutic bile acids such as Ursodeoxycholic acid do not affect 

the gut microbiota, but could reduce adenoma risk in males (513). In light of this, the 

information generated in our study where the metabolite profiles could predict disease 

severity at later stages of development should be validated thoroughly using additional 

datasets that are publicly available. These validations may pave the way for identifying 

other diagnostic and prognostic compounds for identifying disease and treatment in colon 

cancer patients. This may also be used for machine learning approaches as training 

datasets, establishing a pre-tumorigenic dataset to identify at-risk human populations. The 

transcriptome and Integrated Pathway analyses also need to be further confirmed using 

animal models including surgical (bile duct ligation) and genetic manipulation 

techniques. The latter may include the use of mouse models of biliary dysregulation such 

as the Abcb4-/- mice, or the Cyp7a1, Cyp8b1, Cyp27a1 knockout mice models. Careful 

consideration, however, to the genetic background and the GM profile of these mice is 

essential to ensure consistent and reproducible results as we have shown here that the 

latter may have a significant impact of the overall metabolome profile. Alternatively, 

with the advent of gene-editing technologies, future studies may employ these methods to 

generate corresponding rat models, including a double-knockout in the Pirc rat to test the 

role of certain bile acid pathways in colon cancer development. 

With advancements in technologies and methodologies, the questions and future 

directions raised here may soon become obsolete. Nonetheless, this work is a critical 

point of initiation, whereby one may develop n number of hypotheses going forward. 
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While each of the studies reported here have their own conclusions and future directions, 

collectively they serve the purpose of improving human health and therapeutic options. 

While gut microbiota profiling studies are currently a normal state of affairs, future 

studies in this realm need to be augmented with other omics strategies. Metabolomics, 

proteomics, metagenomics, and metatranscriptomics are similarly useful methods whose 

incorporation into the overall analysis raises the power of deduction significantly. These 

strategies may help improve upon the currently available diagnostic and prognostic 

procedures, enhancing patient-targeted, and precision medicine methodologies. 

 

3. Graphical abstract: Effect of Desulfovibrio vulgaris Hildenborough on adenomas 

in Pirc rats 
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